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January 21, 2022

The Honorable Tommy Waters
Chair and Presiding Officer
and Members
Honolulu City Council
530 South King Street, Room 202
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Dear Chair Waters and Councilmembers:
SUBJECT: Request for Amendments to Chapter 21, Revised Ordinances of
Honolulu (ROH), 1990 Land Use Ordinance (LUO), Relating to
Use Regulations
The Planning Commission held public hearings on November 24, 2021 and
January 18, 2022 on the above subject matter. Five public testimonies and six written
testimonies were received. The public hearing was closed on January 18, 2022.
The Planning Commission voted unanimously, 6:0, to recommend approval of
the Department of Planning and Permitting (DPP) Director’s (1) request for an
amendment to Chapter 21, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu (ROH), 1990 Land Use
Ordinance (LUO), relating to use regulations, and (2) DPP’s Proposed Revisions dated
January 14, 2022 of Section 21-5.30 with tour additional recommendations that are
based on the discussion at the public hearings, public testimony, and input from DPP’s
staff during the meetings:
1) Replace the utility section in the original draft bill with the utility section
provided to the Planning Commissioners on January 14, 2022, which
reflected changes based on comments the DPP received from the Hawaii
State Energy Office and Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO).
2)

Further clarify the abandonment language for small, medium, and large
utilities to mean they will be deemed abandoned if operations cease for
one continuous year.
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3) Strike the line “and other facilities ,associated with the transmission of
electricity across the utility grid’ from the definition of Medium Utility based
on HECO’s testimony.
4) Delete the 1.25-mile mnrnum setback zone for large wind energy
generation facilities and retain only the 1:1 setback language (i.e. remove
“and at least 1.25 miles from the zoning lot lines of any lot located in the
Country, Residential, Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use and Resort
Districts.”
Attached is DPP’s staff report and Proposed Revisions dated January 14, 2022,
final draft Bill, and the written testimonies receiyed by the Planning Commission.
Should you have any questions, please contact me at (808) 768-8007.
Sincerely,

Brian Lee, Chair
Planning Commission
Attachments
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November 3, 2021

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Brian Lee, Chair
and Members of the Plann,7g Commission

FROM:

Dean Uchida, Director
Department of Planning aKd Permitting (DPP)

SUBJECT:

Amendments to Chapter 21, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu (ROH),
1990 Land Use Ordinance (LUG), Relating to Use Regulations
Request for Amendments to Chapter 21, ROH, 1990 LUG, Relating to
Farm Village Communities

The DPP is pleased to submit for your review and recommendation the
DPP-initiated Bill, which amends the Master Use Table in Article 3, specific use
development standards in Article 5, and use definitions in Article 10 of the LUO. Many
of the current LUO use regulations were adopted over 30 years ago. Since then, the
General Plan, Development Plans, and Sustainable Community Plans have all been
updated to reflect a more current vision for our island. The proposed amendments to
the LUO align with these Plans and improve the readability of the document.
The City Council approved funding beginning in the 2018 Fiscal Year for the DPP
to initiate the LUO Update. During Phase I, input from over 100 individuals and
professional land use planning organizations was gathered to determine how to proceed
with an overall update to the aging document. The most significant barrier to quality
development was identified by stakeholders as the off-street parking regulations. The
revised parking and loading regulations were adopted in December 2020. The current
phase, Phase II, focuses on the use regulations. Phase Ill will involve updating the land
use permitting processes. Phase IV will involve updating the zoning districts. Phase V
will update the remaining Articles of the LUO and make the document more
user-friendly overall, with new graphics and images.
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Addressed in this package is also the City Council-initiated Resolution
No. 20-293 relating to farm village communities. The purpose of the Resolution is to
establish farm village communities as a land use requiring a Major Conditional Use
Permit in the agricultural zoning districts. The goal of the farm village communities is to
increase agricultural production and food security by encouraging the development of
affordable housing for farm workers while encouraging the economical and efficient use
of agricultural land. The DPP supports the intent of the Resolution but adjusted its
components to better tie the number of farm worker dwelling units to the agricultural
activity. Given the Planning Commission’s deadline to get a recommendation to Council
and because the DPP has addressed the Resolution in its proposed LUO Update, we
respectfully request that the Planning Commission forward a recommendation of denial
of Resolution No. 20-293 to the Council.
Enclosed you will find a staff report that explains the amendments and a draft bill
with the modifications to various articles of the LUO. We respectfully request you
forward these to the City Council with a recommendation of approval. We are happy to
answer any questions you may have concerning this matter during the Public Hearing.
Attachments
cc: Council Chair Tommy Waters

Department of Planning and Permitting-Initiated Amendment to
Chapter 21 Land Use Ordinance, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu
Relating to Uses, Development Standards, and Definitions
Staff Report
The proposed amendment updates the land uses, development standards associated
with those specific uses, and definitions in the Revised Ordinances of Honolulu (ROH)
Chapter 21 Land Use Ordinance (LUO) to better implement the plans and policies of the
City and County of Honolulu. The intent is to have the regulations that affect uses
located all in one place. The proposed Bill (see attached) repeals the existing Article 5
Specific Use Development Standards in the LUO and replaces it with a version that
significantly reorganizes existing text and introduces new text. Consequently, the
proposed Bill also introduces changes in Article 3 (Establishment of Zoning Districts and
Zoning District Regulations) and Article 10 (Definitions), to eliminate duplication and any
language that conflicts with the edits in Article 5. This includes moving the Master Use
Table from Article 3 into the new Article 5 and relocating use definitions from the
general definitions in Article 10 into the new ArticleS. There are also a series of
conforming revisions to correct use terms and cross-references throughout the LUO.
Beyond reorganizing the material, the revisions to the use definitions and standards are
intended to not only respond to questions regularly asked by the public, but to look
ahead to anticipate new land uses and strengthen existing ones to better reflect our
island’s goals and values.
Also woven into the proposed Bill is the Department of Planning and Permitting’s (DPP)
recommendation pertaining to the City Council’s Resolution No. 20- 292 relating to farm
village communities (see attached). While the DPP supports the Resolution’s intent to
increase agricultural production and food security by encouraging the development of
housing for farm workers, the Council’s Bill lacked the details to ensure that the great
majority of the land remained primarily for agricultural purposes. As such, the DPP
recommends that the Council’s Bill be denied. The changes to Article 5 capture the
Council’s intent and strengthens it to safeguard that the quantity of farm worker homes
is tied to an agricultural plan and is, thus, no more than what is minimally necessary to
work the land.
Regarding the regulations pertaining to short-term rentals and hotels, given that the
changes the DPP proposed in August of 2021 are currently at Council, the attached bill
contains the existing regulations, as recommended by the Office of Council Services,
along with the style and numbering conventions of the proposed Article 5.

I. BACKGROUND
The City Council approved funding beginning in the 2018 fiscal year for the DPP to
initiate Phase I of the LUO update. During Phase I, input from over 100 individuals and
professional land use planning organizations was gathered to determine how to proceed
with an overall update to the aging document. Chiefly identified as a barrier to desirable
development were the off-street parking regulations. Working with stakeholders, new
parking and loading regulations were adopted in December 2020.
The City Council has since approved funding for Phases II through V of the LUOs
update. A planning consultant, Code Studio, has been hired to assist with the drafting
of the update. The submission of this report and attached Bill serve to complete
Phase II. Phase Ill is already underway and will result in the streamlining of permitting
processes and improvement of criteria associated with each permit type. In the future,
Phase IV will involve updating the zoning districts, and finally, Phase V will update the
remaining content and make the document more user-friendly overall, with new
graphics and images.
This draft Bill helps implement the broad policies of Oahu’s General Plan, as well as the
various Development Plans and Sustainable Communities Plans.
Outreach
The Project began with the consultant’s review of the outreach conducted in Phase I of
the LUO Update. The existing use table. standards, and definitions were then analyzed
for their relationship to zoning code content and organization best practices in other
municipalities. Following that step, the Neighborhood Boards (NB) were apprised of the
effort to update the LUO and an outreach survey was emailed to over 300 NB members.
A total of 77 members responded. The survey focused on:
•
•
•

General thoughts about the LUO, including ease of access to information;
The land uses that are. or should be, brought to NBs for review; and,
Specific uses that needed more in-depth discussion based on the Phase I
Outreach such as hospitals, vertical farms, agritourism, and other
contemporary uses.
-

-

Following the survey, a series of follow-up interviews were conducted with survey
respondents and others, like utility providers, to clarify or provide additional detail on
specific topics.
A public review draft was posted to the DPP website and stakeholders were apprised of
its availability in June 2021. Comments received to date have been incorporated or
addressed within the attached bill.
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II. OVERVIEW OF REVISIONS
A.

REORGANIZATION

General
The revised Article 5 Use Regulations combines contents from:
• The existing Article 5 Specific Use Development Standards, which contains
standards that apply to specific uses;
• Article 3 Master Use Table, which contains the use permissions, i.e., the zoning
districts in which uses are allowed or not allowed, and whether additional review
processes such as conditional use permits are required; and,
• Article 10 Definitions, where many of the uses are defined today.
This content makes up the majority of the new Article 5 Use Regulations. The intent is
to make use information easier to find due to its consolidation into a single Article.
Tables of Contents
The Table of Contents for Article 5 has been substantially re-organized in order to
simplify the general location of the consolidated content. The current Article 5 Table of
Contents contains only the Specific Use Development Standards and is generally
organized alphabetically by use (although this has strained the numbering system to the
extent that several uses have been added at the end without consideration of their
location in the alphabet.) And, in order to keep up with changes overtime, the
numbering system has been forced to include numbering such as 2 1-5.80 as well as
21-5.80A.
The proposed Article 5 Table of Contents is more general in nature and more compact
since all of the use content has been moved to this Article. It contains not only the
Master Use Table (formerly located in Article 3) but also the use definitions from Article
10, along with the use standards previously located in Article 5.
Moving the Master Use Table from Article 3 into new Article 5 Use Regulations
The Master Use Table from Article 3 has been consolidated into Article 5
Use Regulations. The organization of the current Master Use Table is shown below.
For the most part, materials are organized into alphabetical categories.
The proposed Article 5 use table is organized using both six broad categories that are
more generally recognized land uses (based on best practice and federal guidance
such as the North American Industry Classification System), and a series of
subcategories within each broad category. The additional layer of organization makes
moving through the use table easier, The use of color in the fully-formatted draft also
cues the reader into where they are in the use table.
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Moving Use Definitions from Article 10 into new Article 5 Use Regulations
Those definitions that are specific to just one use have been deleted from Article 10
Definitions and moved to the proposed Article 5 Use Regulations. Definitions and use
standards are now located in close proximity in the proposed Article 5, which should
make navigating the Article easier.
In addition, definitions related to use standards that apply across multiple LUO Articles
have been added to Article 10 Definitions (as an example, the term “Accessory’).
NEW CONCEPTS

B.
•

Consolidation of Material. The new Article 5 consolidates material from
Articles 3 and 10 into Article 5 for ease of navigation.

•

Focus on Impacts. One of the key concepts in the new use permissions and
standards is that of breaking down uses based on their impact. In many cases,
this is portrayed with the terms “major” and “minor” while in others “small” and
“large are used.

•

Consistent Approach to Standards. Standards have been made consistent (to
the extent possible) throughout the Article, including hours of operation and usespecific setbacks.

C.

IMPROVED FORMAT

The format for proposed Article 5 Use Regulations matches the existing LUC in many
ways; however, it looks to a future when a more highly formatted document might be
created (the final Phase of this revision process). The format improvements have been
added to make each use easier to find within the document. The newly formatted
material will match today’s numbering system and text indents, but it will also introduce
the use of color, and switch the Master Use Table layout from today’s horizontal
(landscape) mode to vertical (portrait) mode. The change in page layout alone shortens
the overall Table by one-third.
Unfortunately, in accordance with the Office of Council Services Bill drafting standards,
the draft Bill itself does not contain many of these format improvements. The colors,
font sizes, and other elements of formatting have been removed for the purpose of Bill
review and adoption. However, once adopted, the final online version for the public will
contain these formatting and navigation enhancements.
Specific formatting elements in the new Article 5 Use Regulations include:
•
•

Bold titles with larger font for ease of navigation throughout the Article;
A newly-formatted Master Use Table
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Color separates large categories of uses from each other,
Districts outlined in groups to allow easier reading of columns in the table,
o Page laid out in portrait mode (vertical) consistent with the remainder of
the document, instead of landscape mode (horizontal), and
o Total table size reduced from 9 pages to 6 pages due to shift from
landscape layout to portrait layout;
Relocation of use definitions from Article 10, combined with the use standards, to
make it easier to find all of the material related to each specific use;
A separate listing of accessory uses (those uses that are found in conjunction
with another use, such as a home occupation in a residential unit); and,
The final version will include clickable hyperlinks on the use table to the definition
and standards that apply to each use.
o
o

•
•
•

A version of what the document will look like when adopted is posted on the DPP’s
website. Clickable hyperlinks will be activated when the material is posted online.
D.

IMPROVEMENTS PROPOSED BY TOPIC

Protects Agricultural Lands while Expanding Opportunities for Farmers
The preservation of existing agricultural lands is important in order to reduce the island’s
dependence on imports and contribute to a more sustainable economy. Pad of this
preservation involves removing or limiting non-agricultural uses from lands zoned for
agricultural uses. The changes also focus on reducing the impacts of some elements of
agritourism to ensure that agriculture comes first in these areas. Looking ahead to new
technologies and industiy practices, the revisions anticipate some agricultural activities
in urban settings.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Adds more explicit standards for farm dwellings intended to prevent “gentlemen
farms;”
Adds more opportunities for small, clustered farm worker housing (as proposed
by City Council Resolution No. 20-293);
Allows no new meeting facUities and group living facilities on land zoned for
agricultural purposes; allows only existing, permitted facilities to continue;
Adds new standards for farm stands that will be more enforceable;
Adds new opportunities for vertical and urban farms to acknowledge that crop
production can occur in locations that are not outside on agriculturally-zoned
lands;
Anticipates the growth of community gardens by adding it as a use with
standards:
Adds new standards and changed the permitting from a Minor Conditional Use
Permit (CUP) requirement to a Major CUP for agritourism that protects
agricultural land while creating more diverse economic opportunities for
landowners; and,
Clarifies standards for poultry raising and beekeeping in urban settings.
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Expands Housing and Job Opportunities
The expansion of housing oppo dun/ties is needed to meet the groving demand for
housing on the island. In addition, ensuring more people can work near where they live
and drive less is a focus of changes to home occupations, employment uses in the
Apartment Mixed Use Districts, and allowing neighborhood grocery stores and parks by
right. Finally, promoting food access and entrepreneurship drove the new standards for
food trucks and other mobile commercial establishments.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Adds more diverse housing types to the use table, such as two-unit and
three-unit dwelhngs:
Allows new three-unit dwellings in the Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use! and
Resort Districts:
Allows residential uses above ground floor commercial uses in the S-i and B-2
Districts:
Anticipates the creation of new parks by private entities and, therefore, allows
parks by right in all zoning districts except industrial districts:
Expands permitted uses in the Apartment Mixed Use Districts to allow more
employment near dense housing;
Expands uses allowed as home occupations;
Allows neighborhood grocery stores in residential areas! subject to standards:
and,
Provides new standards for food trucks (mobile commercial establishments).

Improves Regulation of Utilities
The changes to regulation of utility uses anticipate the growth of renewable energy on
the island. They also ensure conformity with State and Federal standards, as well as
ensuring public input on the largest or most significant facilities.
•
•
•
•

Updates utility regulations to reflect recent Federal and State standards;
Requires a 1.25 mile buffer between wind machines and Country, Residential,
Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use and Resort Districts;
Anticipates the growth of the 5G (fifth generation) cellular network and Internet of
Things by adding requirements to better conceal rooftop antennas; and,
Includes more opportunities for public input by requiring large utilities to obtain
CUP approval.

Facilitates Adaptive Reuse and Transfer of Development Rights
In the interest of more walkable, vibrant growth in the existing urban parts of the island,
additional uses have been proposed in Apartment Mixed Use and Business Mixed Use
Districts. The process for reuse of a historic structure has been simplified and the
transfer of development rights associated with the site is allowed and incentivized to
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encourage protection of the Special Management Area (SMA) and in anticipation of
continued sea level rise (SLR).
•
•
•
•

E.

Expands the uses permitted in Apartment Mixed Use and Business Mixed Use
Districts;
Simplifies the reuse of historic structures;
Allows the transfer of development rights to preserve historic structures;
Allows the transfer of development rights from SMA lands along the coast to less
environmentally-sensitive areas that are:
o Not located within the SMA,
o Not located within the P-2 General Preservation District; and,
o Not expected to be impacted by 3.2 feet of SLR by the year 2100.
OTHER ASSOCIATED LUO REVISIONS

The proposed Bill also includes the other associated revisions that are required due to
changes made in the new Article 5. These are primarily for conformity in the naming of
uses or cross-references.
The most significant conforming revisions not located in Article 5 are made in the
Waikiki Special District (specifically LUG Section 21-9.80-9), which includes a revised
use table updated to follow the use naming and organization from the new Article 5 Use
Regulations. These revisions do not change the nature of what is allowed in the district,
or how it is approved, but rather were made to align the use table for this special district
with the proposed master use table in Article 5.
Additionally, in accordance with the Office of Council Services convention, style, and
formatting guidance, other non-substantive amendments are included in this Bill. For
example, the command shall” is often changed to must” to match the subject of the
command.

III. RECOMMENDATION
The DPP recommends:
• Repealing the existing LUO Article 5 Specific Use Development Standards;
• Creating a new Article 5 Use Regulations that includes the Use Table, definitions
specific to uses, and all the standards that apply to specific uses;
• Deleting the Master Use Table from Article 3 Establishment of Zoning Districts
and Zoning District Regulations;
• Deleting all definitions specific to uses from Article 10 Definitions, and adding any
necessary new definitions required due to new use standards; and
• Making the other necessary changes throughout the rest of the LUO to reflect the
revised names of existing uses and new uses.
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Additionally, the DPP recommends that Council Resolution No, 20-293 be denied
because the use and standards for farm worker housing have been included/addressed
in the Article 5 update.
ATTACHMENTS
DPP Bill Relating to Use Regulations
Resolution No. 20-293 Farm Village Communities
Spreadsheet Identifying Changes to the Use Definitions and Permissions
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DPP-Initiated Bill Relating to Use Regulations

__________________
____

ORDINANCE

CITY COUNCIL
CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU
HONOLULU, HAWAII

BILL

A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
RELATING TO USE REGULATIONS.
BE IT ORDAINED by the People of the City and County of Honolulu:
SECTION 1. Purpose. The purpose of this ordinance is to address the regulation
of uses throughout Chapter 21, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990 (“Land Use
Ordinance”).
SECTION 2. The Land Use Ordinance (LUO) is amended to update and move
use material located in other Articles of the LUO into the new Article 5 and, for
consistency with the Article 5 Use Regulations, especially with respect to THE naming
of uses and cross-references.
SECTION 3, Chapter 21 Article 5, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended (‘Specific Use Development Standards”) is repealed.
SECTION 4. Chapter 21, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990 (“Land Use
Ordinance”), is amended by adding a new Article 5 to read as follows:
“Article 5. Use Regulations
Purpose and intent.
Sec. 21-5.10
The purpose of this article is to set forth the table of permitted uses, define
(a)
permitted uses and identify the development and design standards for particular
uses.
Use classification.
Sec. 21-5.20
Refer to Table 21-5.30 to determine whether a use is allowed as a permitted
(a)
principal or accessory use in a particular zoning district, requires discretionary
land use permit approval, or is not allowed.
Where
a proposed use is not specifically listed in the Use Table in Sec. 21-5.30,
(b)
the Director will review the proposed use and, based on its characteristics and its
similarity to the uses listed in the category, determine the regulatory
requirements for that use.
The following categories of uses apply on the Use Table in Sec. 21-5.30.
(c)
(1)
Ministerial Uses:
Ministerial uses are those uses that are approved administratively, without
requiring a conditional use permit or Plan Review.
P = A permitted principal or accessory use.
= A permitted principal or accessory use that is subject to specific use
standards (see link in right-hand column).
1
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Eu = An existing use with a valid use permit that is allowed to continue
and is not considered nonconforming. Does not allow for any new
establishment of the use. Such uses may be modified through the minor
conditional use permit process.
Discretionary Uses:
(2)
Discretionary uses are those uses that require a conditional use permit or
Plan Review.
Cm = A use that requires an approved minor conditional use permit.
C = A use that requires an approved major conditional use permit.
Cm* or C = A use that requires an approved minor or major conditional
use permit that must also meet specific use standards (a link to the
standards is provided in the right-hand column).
PRU = A use that requires Plan Review approval.
Not Permitted:
(3)
= A use that is not permitted.
The specific use standards of this Article apply to both ministerial and
discretionary uses designated on the Use Table in Sec. 21-5.30 with an asterisk
(*), Development standards located elsewhere in this Land Use Ordinance apply
to all uses.
It is intended that all lands within a state-designated conservation district be
zoned P-i restricted preservation district. Within the P-i restricted preservation
district, all uses, structures, and development standards are governed by the
appropriate state agencies. For this reason, the P-i District is not shown on the
use table.
--

(d)

(e)

Use table.
Sec. 21 -5.30
(a)
The following table does not include the Waikiki Special District
Table 21-9.6(A).

—
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P
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P

P
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C
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C
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P
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P
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Cm’ Cm’ Cm Cm Cmt Cmt Cmt Cm’ Cm’ Cmt Cmt Cmt Cm* Cmt Cm’ Cm’ Cm’ Cmt Cmt Cmt Cm’ Sec. 21-5.60(fl(2)
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Child Day Care
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P
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p

—

C

C

C
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P
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P

P
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—
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P
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P
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P
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—
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—
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—
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—
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Joint Development

Par Revew Use
—
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-
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Helistop

a

C’

Ct

—

—

—

SEEI
Cm*

—

C’

—

L

C’

C’

C’

C’P’

Pt

C*Sec.21.5.800)(1)

—

Cm’ Cm’ C’ Ct Ct Ct C Ct Cm’ Cm’ Cm’ Cm’ Cm Cm Cm’ Cm Cm’ Cm Cm* Cm* Sec. 21-5.90(a)
Cm’ Cm* Cm’ Cm’ Cm Crn* Cm’ Cmt Cm Cm’ Cm’ Cm’ Cm’ Cm Cm Cm Cm Cm’ Cm’ Cm Cm Sec. 21.5.90(b)
Cm* Cmt Cm’ Cm Cmt Cm’ Cm’ Cmt Cmt Cmt Cm’ Cm Cm Cm’ Cm’ Cm Cm’ Cm’ Cm’ Cm Sec. 21.5.90(c)
—

Agricultural uses.
Sec. 21 -5.40
(a)
Crop production. The production of crops, including growing grains, vegetables,
fruits, nuts, flowers, seeds, ornamental plants and grasses, generally for
consumption off-site or further processing on- or off-site for off-site use. Crop
production uses are consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use
table.
(1)
Aquaculture
(A)
Defined: Cultivating and raising aquatic plants such as limu,
wetland taro, kelp, or algae and aquatic animals such as fish or
shellfish in controlled natural or artificial bodies of water.
(B)
Standards: None.
(2)
Composting
(A)
Defined: Biological decomposition of organic or mixed solid waste
materials under controlled conditions that produces a stable
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(B)

humus-like mulch or soil amendment. Composting does not include
the bioremediation of fuel-contaminated soil.
Minor: Composting organic materials such as plant matter or
(i)
animal manure. Includes processing for sale and marketing.
(ü) Major: Composting non-organic material such as solid waste
residue, sewage sludge, and animal food processing waste.
Includes processing for sale and marketing.
Standards
(i)
Minor
a.
All incoming and outgoing loads must be covered or
otherwise managed to prevent material from falling onto
the ground while in transport and to mitigate odors.
b.
Onsite areas where composting takes place must be
located at least 50 feet away from all surface water.
streams, or wetlands.
c.
Controls to manage odors, vectors, and surface and
groundwater contamination are required.
d.
Compost material must be covered in such a way that no
material will leave the site.
e.
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum
of 100 feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use or Resort District.
(ii) Major
a.
All incoming and outgoing loads must be covered and
managed to prevent material from falling onto the ground
while in transport and to mitigate odors.
b.
On-site areas where composting takes place must be
located at least 50 feet away from all surface water
streams or wetlands.
c.
Controls to manage odors, vectors, and surface and
groundwater contamination are required.
d.
Compost material must be covered in such a way that no
material will leave the site.
e.
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum
of 1,500 feet from an adjoining Country, Residential,
Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use, or Resort District.
When it can be determined by the Director that potential
impacts will be adequately mitigated due to prevailing
winds, terrain, technology, or similar considerations, this
distance may be reduced, provided that at no time may
the distance be less than 500 feet.
10
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Community Garden
Defined: Cultivating, maintaining and harvesting crops primarily for
(A)
personal or group use, consumption or donation. Does not include
commercial use but may allow non-profit sales. Land may be
cultivated jointly or divided into designated plots for cultivation by
individuals acting independently.
Standards
(B)
(i)
Community gardens are required to prepare a management
plan for review as part of the conditional use process, to
address how activities will be managed to avoid impacts on
surrounding land uses and natural systems. The management
plan must include:
a.
A site plan.
b.
Operating hours.
c.
A description of the type of equipment necessary or
intended for use, and the frequency and duration of
anticipated use.
d.
Disclosure of any intent to spray or apply agricultural
chemicals or pesticides, frequency and duration of
application, and the plants, diseases, pests, or other
purposes for which they are intended.
Disclosure of the spreading of manure.
e.
f.
A proposed sediment and erosion control plan.
(U) Only mechanical equipment designed for household use may
be used.
(Hi) A farm dwelling is not allowed as an accessory use to a
community garden.
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Crop Raising
(A)
Defined: Cultivating, maintaining, and harvesting crops, generally
conducted in an open field or greenhouse. Includes cultivating
crops with hydroponics.
(B)
Standards: None.
Forestry
(A)
Defined: Creating, conserving, and managing forests or forest lands
for commodity benefits such as lumber or edible fruit or noncommodity benefits such as conservation or education.
(B)
Standards: None.
Plant Nursery
(A)
Defined: Propagating and growing plants for off-site sale. On-site
accessory sales (both wholesale and retail) are included in this
definition.
(B)
Standards: None.
Urban Agriculture
Defined: Cultivating, maintaining, and harvesting crops, often using
(A)
intensive agriculture and large-scale farm equipment, primarily for
profit, by an organization or business.
(B)
Standards
(i)
A management plan must be prepared for review as part of
the conditional use process, to address how activities will be
managed to avoid impacts on surrounding land uses and
natural systems. The management plan must include:
Asiteplan.
a.
Operating hours.
b.
c.
A description of the type of equipment necessary or
intended for use in each season, and the frequency and
duration of anticipated use.
Disclosure of any intent to spray or apply agricultural
d.
chemicals or pesticides, frequency and duration of
application, and the plants, diseases, pests, or other
purposes for which they are intended.
Disclosure of the spreading of manure.
e.
f.
A proposed sediment and erosion control plan.
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(ii)

(b)

(c)

Building area for structures such as tool sheds, planting
preparation houses, and restrooms must not exceed 15% of
lot area.
Vertical
Farm
(8)
Defined: Cultivating, maintaining, and harvesting crops in indoor
(A)
environments such as warehouses or tunnels in stacked layers
using hydroponic, aeroponic, or aquaponic techniques.
Standards: Permitted only on soils that are rated poor (C or worse).
(B)
Livestock Keeping: Uses directly related to the raising, feeding, and keeping of
domesticated animals, generally for off-site use or consumption. Livestock
keeping uses are consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use
Table.
(1)
Animal Raising
(A)
Defined: Raising, feeding, and keeping cattle, horses, goats,
poultry, birds, rabbits, and swine, primarily in unconfined outdoor
areas where they are free to roam or graze. Animals may be kept
indoors overnight. Does not include feedlots. Includes boarding and
care of domestic animals.
(B)
Standards: None.
Animal Raising, Confined
(2)
Defined: Raising and feeding cattle, horses, goats, poultry, birds,
(A)
rabbits, and swine primarily in confined indoor or outdoor areas,
such as pens, stalls, or cages. Includes feedlots, defined as any
animal feeding operation that congregates animals, feed, manure
and urine, dead animals, and production operations on a small land
area, Feed is brought to the animals rather than the animals
grazing or otherwise seeking feed in pastures, fields, or on
rangeland.
Standards
(B)
(i) All zoning lots must be a minimum of 3 acres in size.
(U) Feedlots and fowl, poultry, or swine enclosures must be set
back a minimum of 300 feet from an adjoining Residential,
Apartment, or Apartment Mixed Use District.
Agricultural Support: Processing or storage of crop- and animal-related material
prior to consumer consumption or use, and services supporting crop production
and livestock keeping. Agricultural support uses are consolidated into the
following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
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(1)

(2)

Agricultural Equipment Service
Defined: Selling and repairing machinery used in agricultural
(A)
production, such as tractors, planters and harvesters.
(B)
Standards
(i)
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum of
100 feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment or
Apartment Mixed Use District.
(U) Building area of all agricultural support facilities must not
exceed 25% of lot area.
Collection and Storage
(A)
Defined: Collecting and storing crops and animal-related products
essential to supporting a variety of agriculture uses for distribution
to wholesale and retail markets.
(i)
Minor: Collecting and storing crops and live animal by
products such as milk, eggs and honey.
(ii) Major: Collecting and storing dead animals and associated by
products.
(B)
Standards
Minor: Building area of all agricultural support facilities must
(i)
not exceed 25% of lot area.
(U) Major
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum
a.
of 100 feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment or
Apartment Mixed Use District.
b.
Building area of all agricultural support facilities must not
exceed 25% of lot area.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

Feed Store
Defined: Storing and selling products essential to agricultural
(A)
production, such as seed, feed, and fertilizer.
Standards
(B)
(i)
Only products which are clearly incidental to agricultural
activities may be sold or stored.
(ii) Building area of all agricultural support facilities must not
exceed 25% of lot area.
(iB) All structures and activities must be set back a minimum of
100 feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use District,
Livestock Veterinary Service
(A)
Defined: Caring for and treating large, domesticated animals such
as cows, horses, goats, and swine. Does not include caring for and
treating household pets such as cats and dogs.
(B)
Standards: None.
Processing
(A)
Defined: Processing local crops and local animal-related products
essential to supporting a variety of agriculture uses for distribution
to storage structures or wholesale and retail markets.
(i)
Minor: Processing crops and live animal by-products such as
milk, eggs, and honey.
(U) Major: Slaughtering and processing dead animals and
associated by-products.
Standards
(B)
(i)
Minor: All structures and activities must be set back a
minimum 50 feet from an adjoining Country, Residential,
Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use or Resort District.
(U) Major
a.
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum
of 1,500 feet from an adjoining Country, Residential,
Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use or Resort District.
b.
When it can be determined by the Director that potential
impacts will be adequately mitigated due to prevailing
winds, terrain, technology, or similar considerations, this
distance may be reduced, provided that at no time may
the distance be less than 500 feet.
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(6)

(d)

Sawmill
(A)
Defined: Processing timber, including hardwood or softwood, to
produce pulp, lumber, logs, poles, posts, or wood chips.
Standards: All structures and activities must be set back a minimum
(B)
of 300 feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment, or Apartment
Mixed Use District.
Accessory Agricultural Uses: Uses that provide services that indirectly support
crop raising, livestock keeping and agricultural support uses that are in
continuous use, including necessary and customary fallowing periods. Generally,
accessory agricultural uses are operated by the owner or operator whose primary
source of income is from the principal agricultural use. Accessory agricultural
uses are consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
Agricultural-Energy Facility
(1)
(A)
Defined: An accessory facility that generates, stores, or distributes
renewable energy fuels from products of crop production or
livestock keeping. Includes operational infrastructure of the
appropriate type and scale for the economic commercial
generation, storage, distribution, and other similar handling of
energy, including equipment, feedstock, fuels, and other products
of agricultural-energy facilities necessary for an enterprise that
integrally incorporates an agricultural activity with an agriculturalenergy facility. Does not include solar facilities.
(B)
Standards: The primary activity on the zoning lot must be crop
production or livestock keeping, consistent with the regulation of
permissible uses within Agricultural Districts (HRS Section 2054.5(a)(17)).
Agritourism
(2)
(A)
Defined: Accessory agricultural-related tourism for recreational or
educational purposes on zoning lots primarily used for ongoing crop
production and livestock keeping. Agricultural-related tourism
activities include kayaking, hiking, mountain biking, boating,
horseback riding, ziplining, and picnicking. Limited destination
events, such as weddings, are included in this definition.
(B)
Standards
(i)
At least 75% of the activity on the zoning lot must be crop
production or livestock keeping.
(H) The agritourism use must not render any portion of the land
incapable of being converted to agricultural use with minimal
effort.
(Hi) No excavation, paving, graveling, construction of permanent
nonagricultural structures, or other activity that would diminish
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(iv)
(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(vUi)

the productive capacity of the soils is permitted in connection
with such activities.
Structures primarily dedicated to agritourism must not exceed
10% of the total lot area.
Buildings and structures associated with agritourism that are
not required as part of the crop production or livestock keeping
on the site are limited to 101000 square feet of total floor area
for the zoning lot.
As a condition of approval, dedication of 50% or more of the
project site to active agricultural use: as determined by the
Director, is necessary to preserve the purpose and intent of
the Agricultural Districts. The dedication must be for a
minimum of 10 years and will be required by way of an
agricultural easement or comparable mechanism acceptable
to the Director. The dedication shall be extended and remain
in place as long as the agritourism activity continues.
Bus, jeep, or off-road vehicle tours using motorized vehicles,
including an all-terrain vehicle (ATV), quad, four-wheeler, offhighway motorcycle, or any other all-terrain or four-wheel drive
vehicle, may only be conducted on a working farm, and
require major conditional use approval subject to the following
standards:
Tours must have an educational purpose related to the
a.
agricultural use of the property; and
b.
Tours must not interfere with surrounding farm
operations.
Weddings and similar accessory destination events are limited
as follows:
a.
Events must take place at a designated event space.
b.
No more than 2 events may occur each week.
Attendance at each event is limited to no more than 50
c.
persons.
d.
No more than 10 parking spaces associated with the
event space are allowed, due to the limited road capacity
in agricultural areas and to encourage shared ride and
shuttle service to events. Full-size tour buses may not be
used in association with any wedding or other destination
event.
Predominantly open-air physical improvements
e.
associated with destination events, such as a roofed
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pavilion, are allowed, provided the floor area does not
exceed 1,000 square feet.
(3)

(4)

Beekeeping
(A)
Defined: Accessory keeping of bees in artificial hives, such as
honeybees and varieties of native bees, as a hobby or for
commercial purposes. Commercial beekeeping in the Residential or
Apartment Districts must comply with standards for home
occupations.
(B)
Standards: See also Sec. 7-2.5(b) Honeybees.
(i)
Lot Size: The minimum lot size required for the keeping of
bees is 5,000 square feet.
(ii) Lot Area Required
a.
No more than 2 beehives may be established on zoning
lots less than 10,000 square feet.
b.
No more than 4 beehives may be established on zoning
lots from 10,000 to 20,000 square feet.
c.
No more than 6 beehives may be established on zoning
lots greater 20,000 square feet.
(Hi) Setbacks: Hives must be set back a minimum of 25 feet from
any property line except:
a.
When situated behind a solid fence, dense hedge, or
similar barrier, at least 6 feet in height, parallel to the
property line, established in front of the entrance of all
ground-level hives so that bee departures and arrivals
occur no less than 6 feet in height at interior property
lines, The barrier for the purpose of influencing the flyway
must extend 2 feet from each side of the hive openings.
b.
When located at least 8 feet or more above adjacent
ground level.
Biofuel Processing Facility
(A)
Defined: An accessory facility that produces liquid or gaseous fuels
from organic sources such as biomass crops, agricultural residues,
and oil crops, including palm, canola, soybean, and waste cooking
oils; grease; food wastes; and animal residues and wastes that can
be used to generate energy. Includes operational infrastructure of
the appropriate type and scale for economic commercial storage
and distribution, and other similar handling of feedstock, fuels, and
other products of Biofuel Processing Facilities associated with the
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(5)

production and refining of biofuels normally considered directly
accessory and secondary to the growing of the energy feedstock.
Standards
(B)
(i) All energy feedstocks must be grown on-site in Preservation or
Agricultural Districts.
(U) Agricultural land and other agricultural uses in the vicinity must
not adversely impacted, consistent with the regulation of
permissible uses within the Agricultural Districts in HRS
section on permissible uses within Agricultural Districts (HRS
Section 205-45(a)(16)).
(iN) Transitional setbacks apply as follows:
Preservation Districts: 1 additional foot of setback for
a.
every 2 feet above 15 feet in height.
Agricultural Districts: 1 additional foot of setback for every
b.
2 feet above 15 feet in height.
Industrial Districts: Every 1 foot in structure height
c.
requires 2 feet of setback from the vertical projection of
the center line of the street.
Farm Dwelling
Defined: A self-contained dwelling unit accessory to crop
(A)
production or livestock keeping, which is occupied by a household
earning income from an agricultural activity performed on-site.
Standards
(B)
(i)
Crop production and livestock keeping must occupy a
minimum of 50% of the lot area.
(U) Each farm dwelling (including eaves, overhangs, carports,
garages, trellised areas, stairways, decks, storage sheds and
swimming pools) must be contained within an area not to
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(6)

(7)

exceed 5,000 square feet confined to a polygon for which no
exterior angle is greater than 180 degrees.
(Hi) In the AG-i District, the number of farm dwellings must not
exceed 1 for every 5 acres of lot area.
(iv) In the AG-2 District, the number of farm dwellings must not
exceed 1 for every 2 acres of lot area.
(v) Where multiple farm dwelling lots are allowed, they must not
exceed 10% of the total lot area.
(vi) Farm dwelling is not allowed as an accessory use to open
space, forestry, community garden or urban agriculture uses.
(vU) Leasing land, managing labor, or managing a business is not
considered performance of an agricultural activity.
Farm Stand
(A)
Defined: Selling merchandise primarily grown or made on the
property with limited sales of prepackaged food and drinks. Does
not include food trucks or mobile vendors.
(B)
Standards
No more than 1 farm stand for the growers and producers of
(i)
agricultural products is allowed on a zoning lot. More than one
grower or producer is allowed at the farm stand.
(U) Enclosed floor area for the farm stand must not exceed 500
square feet, Additional unenclosed floor area may be roofed
but must otherwise be open to the elements. No electricity,
sewer, water, or other utility services are allowed in
conjunction with a farm stand.
(Hi) The farm stand must be located on private property and not on
any public right-of-way.
Farm Worker Housing
(A)
Defined: Dwelling units accessory to an active agricultural use,
exclusively for employees and their immediate family members who
currently actively work on agricultural land.
(B)
Standards
(i) All structures and facilities associated with farm worker
housing must occupy a contiguous total land area limited to
whichever of the following is less:
5% of the total agricultural land area on the zoning lot; or
a.
b.
50 acres.
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(ii)

(8)

The plans for farm worker housing must be supported by
agricultural plans. The amount of labor necessary must justify
the number of dwelling units proposed.
(iii) Farm worker housing may be comprised of multiple individual
units or attached units or may consist of multifamily units,
provided that no mare than 1 employee and their immediate
family live in each unit or up to 3 unrelated employees may
share 1 dwelling unit.
(iv) Each dwelling unit must not exceed 800 square feet.
(v) No more than 8 dwelling units are allowed in any multifamily
structure.
(vi) Building area must not exceed 50% of the land area
associated with the farm worker housing. Impervious area
must not exceed 75% of the area associated with the farm
worker housing.
(vH) Yards and height setbacks abutting the boundaries of the
entire farm worker housing site must not be less than the
minimum requirements for the underlying district. Additionally,
the front yard for all lots fronting public streets must not be
less than the front yard requirement of the underlying district.
(vHi) The landowner must not plan or develop a residential
subdivision on the agricultural land, except in accordance with
the plantation community subdivision regulations in the HRS
section on permissible uses within the Agricultural Districts
(HRS Section 205-4.5(a)(12)).
(ix) When the associated farm is no longer in active production or
no longer employing workers, no workers may be housed on
the property. An exception is allowed to house 1 caretaker and
their immediate family.
Farmer’s Market
(A)
Defined: An accessory facility on agricultural zoned land with
multiple agricultural product producers selling merchandise
primarily grown or made in the City or elsewhere in the State of
Hawaii with limited sales of prepackaged food and drinks, Does not
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(B)

include temporary retail activities in commercial areas or farmer’s
markets categorized as a public use.
Standards: Farmers market may include structures far:
(i)
The sale and display of agricultural products grown or
produced on-site, in the City, or elsewhere in the State of
Hawaii.
(H) The preparation, display, sale, and consumption of finished
foods! drinks, or other goods primarily made from agricultural
products grown or produced on-site, in the City, or elsewhere
in the State of Hawaii.
(Hi) The preparation display and sale of non-food items made
primarily from agricultural products grown or produced on-site,
in the City or elsewhere in the State of Hawaii.
(iv) All walls must be at least 50% open.
(v) Hours of operation for a farmer’s market are between 6 a.m.
and 8 p.m.
(vi) Must provide adequate parking and vehicular access, as
determined by the Director.
(vU) As a condition of approval, the dedication of 50% or more of
the project site, as the Director determines is necessary to
preserve the purpose and intent of the Agricultural Districts, for
a minimum of 10 years to active agricultural use will be
required by way of an agricultural easement or comparable
mechanism acceptable to the Director.

Sec. 21-5.50
Residential uses.
(a)
Household living. Living in a dwelling unit as a household. Household living is
consolidated into the following unit arrangements in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
Single-Unit Dwelling
Defined: One principal dwelling unit in a single structurally
(A)
independent building.
Standards: None.
(B)
(2)
Duplex-Unit Dwelling
(A)
Defined: Two principal dwelling units, each in a single structurally
independent building on a separate zoning lot, attached across a
side or rear lot line.
(B)
Standards: Each duplex-unit dwelling must be attached by a
boundary wall for not less than 15 feet or 50% of the longer
dwelling unit, excluding carports or garages, whichever is the
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(b)

greater length. A duplex-unit dwelling does not require a demising
wall.
Two-Unit Dwelling
(3)
(A)
Defined: Two principal dwelling units in a single structurally
independent building.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Each two-unit dwelling must be surrounded by a yard.
(ii) Dwelling units may be:
On separate floors; DR
a.
b.
Attached by a solid wall a minimum of 15 feet in length,
carport, or garage.
Three-Unit Dwelling
(4)
(A)
Defined: Three principal dwelling units in a single structurally
independent building.
Standards
(B)
(i)
Each three-unit dwelling must be surrounded by a yard.
(H) Dwelling units may be:
a.
On separate floors; OR
b.
Attached by a solid wall) a minimum of 15 feet in length,
carport, or garage.
Multi-Unit Dwelling
(5)
(A)
Defined: Four or more principal dwelling units in a single building,
including courtyard apartments and cluster housing. Includes 1 to 3
principal dwelling units in a building with another permitted use.
Standards
(B)
(i)
In the B-i and B-2 Districts, multi-unit dwellings must be
located above the first floor of a building occupied by a
permitted, principal non-residential use. A residential lobby up
to 1,500 square feet of floor area along with other necessary
points of ingress or egress may be located on the ground floor.
All other residential uses must be located above the non
residential use.
Group Living: Residential occupancy that is not included in household living, or
that is licensed, certified, registered, or monitored by the State. Includes Statelicensed facilities such as adult residential care home, assisted living facility,
adult daycare center, development domiciliary home1 special treatment facility,
clean and sober homes, and hospice homes. Includes any other type of special
needs housing for the elderly. Also includes cooperative housing. Group living
uses are consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
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(1)

(2)

Group Living, Small
(A)
Defined: Group Living of up to 8 residents, not including resident
managers or supervisors or their families, in a dwelling unit.
(B)
Standards: Must be licensed, certified, registered, or monitored by
the State.
Group Living, Large
(A)
Defined: Group Living of 9 or more residents, not including resident
managers or supervisors or their families, or occupancy of a
dwelling unit by more than 6 unrelated residents.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Must be licensed, certified, registered, or monitored by the
State, except where the residential occupancy of a dwelling
unit is for 6 or more unrelated residents not subject to State
regulation,
(U) Unless directly related to public health and safety, a group
living facility must not be located within 1,000 feet of the next
closest Large Group Living Facility in the Country, Residential
and A-i Districts. An exception is allowed for multifamily
dwellings that provide housing for students or staff of an
educational institution with a total enrollment of 10,000 or
more students that are located in the A-i District within a 0.5mile radius of the educational institution.
(iii) Where special needs housing for the elderly is provided, the
district regulations may be modified during consideration of a
minor conditional use permit, as follows:
a.
Maximum unit density may be increased by not more
than 25% of the density permitted in the district.
b.
Maximum Height may be increased by no more than 25%
or 30 feet, whichever is less, of the maximum height
permitted in the district.
c.
Off-street parking requirements may be reduced to a
minimum of 1 parking stall per 4 dwelling or lodging units
and 1 guest parking stall per 10 dwelling or lodging units.
d.
Where any district modifications are allowed during the
conditional use process, an appropriate instrument
restricting the use of the property to special needs
housing for the elderly for the life of any structure
developed or used on the property for this purpose must
be recorded with the Bureau of Conveyances or the
Office of the Assistant Registrar of the Land Court of the
State of Hawaii, as is appropriate, as a covenant running
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(c)

with the land. A draft of the instrument must be submitted
with the application for a conditional use permit. The
instrument is subject to the approval of the Director and
the Corporation Counsel. The restriction on use must be
part of the conditions of the permit.
Accessory Residential Uses: Activities that provide services that indirectly
support household living or group living uses. Accessory residential uses are
operated by the owner or occupant of the principal residential use located on the
same zoning lot. Accessory residential uses are consolidated into the following
groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
Accessory Dwelling Unit
Defined: An accessory residential unit on a zoning lot that includes
(A)
a principal dwelling unit or a multi-unit dwelling.
(B)
Standards
(I)
General
a.
Accessory dwelling units are not permitted on lots in
planned development housing or clusters.
The floor area of an accessory dwelling unit must not
b.
exceed:
1.
500 square feet for lots up to 4,999 square feet
in area; and
2.
800 square feet for lots 5,000 square feet or
more in area.
The construction or conversion of an accessory
c.
dwelling unit must meet all development standards for
the primary use in the underlying district.
An accessory dwelling unit may be created by:
d.
1.
Building a new structure (attached or detached
from the principal dwelling unit); or
2.
Converting a legally established structure
(attached to or detached from the principal
dwelling unit), attic, or basement.
Only one accessory dwelling unit is allowed on a lot
e.
(including a multi-unit lot).
(U)
Advertisement
If an accessory dwelling unit is advertised as a bed
a.
and breakfast home or transient vacation unit, the
existence of such advertisement will be prima facie
evidence of the following:
1.
That the owner of the advertised unit
disseminated or directed the dissemination of
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(Hi)

the advertisement in that form and manner;
and
2.
That a bed and breakfast home or transient
vacation unit, as applicable, is being operated
at the location advertised,
The burden of proof is on the owner to establish that
b.
the subject property either is not being used as a bed
and breakfast home or transient vacation unit or that it
is being used legally for such purpose.
Conditions of Approval
a.
At the time of building permit application, the applicant
must first obtain written confirmation from the
responsible agencies that wastewater treatment and
disposal, water supply, and access roadways are
adequate to accommodate the accessory dwelling
unit.
The owner of a structure constructed without a
b.
building permit prior to the effective date of Ordinance
15-41 (September 14, 2015) who wants to convert
that structure to an accessory dwelling unit must
obtain an after-the-fact building permit. In addition to
fulfilling the base requirements of the after-the-fact
permit, any adjustments to the structure must conform
to the accessory dwelling unit regulations enumerated
in this Section and any additional adopted policies
and rules.
c.
Covenant for Accessory Dwelling Units: The owner or
owners of the lot must record covenants running with
the land with the Bureau of Conveyances or the Land
Court of the State of Hawaii, or both, as is
appropriate. The covenant must be recorded on a
form approved by or provided by the Director and may
contain such terms as the Director deems necessary
to ensure its enforceability. The failure of an owner or
of an owner’s heir, successor or assign to abide by
such covenant will be deemed a violation of Chapter
21 and will be grounds for enforcement by the
Director pursuant to Section 21-2.150. The covenant
must state:
The accessory dwelling unit may only be used
1.
for long-term rental and cannot be used as a
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(2)

(3)

bed and breakfast home or transient vacation
unit.
The deed restrictions lapse upon removal of
2.
the accessory dwelling unit.
All the foregoing covenants are binding upon
3.
any and all heirs, successors, and assigns of
the owner or owners.
Neither the owner nor owners nor the heirs,
4.
successors, or assigns of the owner or owners
will submit the lot or any portion thereof to a
condominium property regime under the
provisions of the HRS to separate the
ownership of an accessory dwelling unit from
the ownership of its principal dwelling unit,
(iv)
Removal: The Department of Planning and Permitting must
be notified upon removal of an accessory dwelling unit.
Family Child Care Home
Defined: An accessory use in a private residence at which care is
(A)
provided for up to 6 children at any given time who are unrelated to
the caregiver by blood, adoption, guardianship, marriage, or other
duly authorized custodial relationship.
(B)
Standards
(i)
No more than 6 children may be cared for at once.
(ii) In the Agricultural Districts, a family child care home must be
located in a farm dwelling or farm worker housing.
(üi) No internal or external alterations inconsistent with the
residential use and character of the building are permitted.
(iv) Employees are limited to the following:
Household members.
a.
Non-household members serving as a substitute
b.
caregiver for family child care home when:
The principal caregiver is rendered unavailable by
1.
an emergency, including but not limited to illness of
the principal caregiver or an immediate relative of
the principal caregiver; and
2.
Such substitute employment does not exceed 5
days per calendar month plus a single instance of
up to 14 days annually.
Home Occupation
(A)
Defined: An accessory use providing a service or product for
compensation in a dwelling unit, in a building accessory to a
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(B)

dwelling unit, or on a zoning lot used primarily for dwelling
purposes.
Standards
(i)
General
a.
The exterior appearance and Character of the dwelling
must remain that of a dwelling.
b.
No internal or external alterations that require a building
permit and are inconsistent with the residential use and
character of the building are permitted.
c.
No outdoor storage of materials or supplies is permitted.
d.
For those activities which may have potential negative
noise or odor impacts on adjoining residences, the
Director may require that such activities be conducted in
fully enclosed, noise-affenuated structures.
Under no circumstances may the home occupation
e.
adversely impact the surrounding area due to increased
traffic or parking demand, noise, smells or fumes, or the
presence of dangerous or noxious activities.
(ii) Permitted Home Occupations: Permitted activities include, but
are not limited to:
a.
Group Instruction.
Sale of items produced by the household members.
b.
c.
Occasional grooming or boarding of animals with no
more than 5 animals on-site per day.
(Hi) Prohibited Home Occupations: The following list identifies
some of the activities that are prohibited as part of the Home
Occupation Use. Prohibited activities include but are not
limited to:
a.
Commercial automobile repair and painting.
b.
Routinely providing care, treatment or boarding of
animals in exchange for money, goods or services.
c.
Uses and activities which are only permitted in the
Industrial Districts.
d.
Commercial weddings.
Contractor’s storage yards.
e.
f.
Mail and package handling and delivery businesses.
Sale
of guns and ammunition.
g.
h.
Use of dwellings or lots as a headquarters for the
assembly of employees for instructions or other
purposes, or to be dispatched for work to other locations.
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(iv)
(v)

(4)

Employees: Employees are limited to household members.
Parking
a.
Home occupations that depend on client visits, including
group instruction, must provide 1 off-street parking space
per 5 clients on the premises at any given time in addition
to the parking required for the dwelling use.
b.
Residents of multifamily buildings may fulfill their parking
requirement using guest parking with the approval of the
building owner, manager, or condominium association.
c.
Commercial vehicles associated with the home
occupation (other than occasional, infrequent, and
momentary parking of a vehicle for pick-ups and
deliveries as a service to the home occupation) must not
park on the street and may not be stored on the property
unless they can be parked within a garage or carport or
similar area fully-screened from the street and
neighboring properties.

Ohana Unit
(A)
Defined: An accessory attached or detached unit on a zoning lot
that includes a principal dwelling unit, for the relatives of a
household occupying a principal dwelling unit on the same zoning
lot.
(B)
Standards
(i)
General: The Ohana Unit and the principal dwelling may be
located within a single structure such as a two-unit dwelling
or detached from the principal dwelling but located on the
same lot.
(H)
Occupants: The Ohana Unit must be occupied by persons
who are related by blood, adoption, guardianship, marriage,
or other duly-authorized custodial relationship to the family
residing in the principal dwelling; except that Ohana Units for
which a building permit was obtained before September 10,
1992, are not subject to this subsection and their occupancy
by persons other than family members is permitted.
(Hi)
Covenant for Ohana Unit: The owner or owners of the lot
must record covenants running with the land with the Bureau
of Conveyances or the Land Court of the State of Hawaii, or
both, as is appropriate. The covenant must be recorded on a
form approved by or provided by the Director and may
contain such terms as the Director deems necessary to
ensure its enforceability. The failure of an owner or of an
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(5)

(6)

owner’s heir, successor, or assign, to abide by such
covenant will be deemed a violation of Chapter 21 and will
be grounds for enforcement by the Director pursuant to
Section 21-2.150. The covenant must state:
“Neither the owner or owners, nor the heirs, successors or
assigns of the owner or owners will submit the lot or any
portion thereof to a condominium property regime under the
provisions of the HRS to separate the ownership of an
accessory dwelling unit from the ownership of its principal
dwelling unit.”
Poultry Raising
Defined: The accessory raising, feeding, and keeping of female
(A)
poultry (hens), but not roosters.
Standards
(B)
(i)
The keeping of hens is for non-commercial, personal use
only.
(H)
No sales are allowed on the premises.
(Hi)
The maximum number of hens allowed is based on total lot
size:
a.
2 hens for lots up to and including 3,000 square feet
in area; and
1 hen for each additional 1,000 square feet of area.
b.
(iv)
Hens must be kept 20 feet from an adjacent property in the
Residential, Apartment, and Apartment Mixed Districts.
(v)
Hens must be kept in the rear or side yard (but not in the
front yard) and must be within a fenced area. If an enclosure
is permanently affixed to the ground, it must meet all
requirements for accessory structures.
Rooming
Defined: Providing accessory overnight living accommodations for
(A)
compensation for a period of 30 days or more in the same dwelling
unit occupied by an owner or occupant.
Standards: Rooming is subject to the following specific use
(B)
development standards.
(i)
No more than 3 roomers may reside in a dwelling unit (in
addition to the members of a related household), provided the
dwelling is not used as a Group Living Facility.
(H) Overnight accommodations provided for compensation must
be for periods of 30 days or more in the same dwelling unit as
that occupied by an owner, lessee, operator, or proprietor.
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Public, civic, and institutional uses.
Sec. 21-5.60
Assembly:
Uses for the assembly of people for a common purpose. Assembly
(a)
uses are consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
Community Recreation Center
(A)
Defined: A non-Commercial! community-based recreation center,
including accessory outdoor recreation, meeting rooms, and
maintenance offices.
(B)
Standards: As required by conditional use permit.
Convention Center, Concert, or Sporting Venue
(2)
(A)
Defined: Professional or business convention centers focused
primarily on serving the tourist trade, and venues for large-scale
concerts and sporting events.
(B)
Standards: As required during Plan Review (PRU).
Meeting Facility
(3)
(A)
Defined: The assembly of public, non-profit, and private,
membership-based organizations for educational, fraternal! or
social purposes. Facilities may include accessory kitchens, multi
purpose rooms! storage space, training space, and classrooms for
teaching religious subjects. Does not include activities considered
Home Occupations.
(i)
Meeting Facility, Small: A Meeting Facility accommodating up
to 100 persons.
(H) Meeting Facility! Medium: A Meeting Facility accommodating
from 101 persons and up to 2,000 persons.
(Hi) Meeting Facility! Large: A Meeting Facility accommodating
over 2,000 persons.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Meeting Facility, Small or Medium
In the AG-2 and Country Districts, a Small or Medium
a.
Meeting Facility may only be established on land
designated by the State as Urban. Existing facilities that
do not meet this standard are not considered
nonconforming. Such existing facilities are considered a
discretionary land use permit, are allowed to continue,
and are allowed to make minor modifications, provided
they meet the development standards of the district and
do not exceed the nonconforming provisions of Sec. 214.110.
b.
In the AG-2, Country, Residential, Apartment, and
Apartment Mixed Use Districts, all Small or Medium
Meeting Facilities must be located with access to a street
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(b)

or right-of-way of minimum access width and sufficient
street frontage as determined by the appropriate
agencies.
c.
In the I-i and 1-2 Districts, prior to commencement of a
Small or Medium Meeting Facility use in an Industrial
District, the owner and operator of the Meeting Facility
must file with the Director and record in the Bureau of
Conveyances or the Land Court of the State of Hawaii or
both, as is appropriate, a declaration acceptable to the
Department, stating that the owner and operator
recognize that:
Structures formerly in industrial use may require
1.
upgrades to comply with different governmental
regulations governing use of a structure as a
Meeting Facility. These regulations include but are
not limited to building, electrical, mechanical, fire,
and occupancy code requirements.
2.
Abutting and neighboring properties can, by right,
include potentially annoying or even noxious
industrial uses at any time, including after the
commencement of the Meeting Facility use. The
declaration must also contain provisions that
preclude the Meeting Facility and its representatives
from filing nuisance complaints against any
industrial use operating in compliance with
applicable laws.
d.
In the 1-2 District, no Small or Medium Meeting Facility
may be located within 1,000 feet of another Meeting
Facility of any size in the same or another Industrial
District. Includes Meeting Facilities that are permitted
uses and nonconforming uses.
e.
Under no circumstances may the meeting facility
adversely impact the surrounding area due to increased
traffic or parking demand, noise, smells or fumes, or the
presence of dangerous or noxious activities.
(H) Meeting Facility, Large: As required by conditional use permit.
Communication: Uses for transmitting radio waves or wireless services.
Communication uses are consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30
Use Table.
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(1)

(2)

Dish Antenna
(A)
Defined: A receiver or transmitter of electromagnetic energy,
especially microwaves or radio waves, that consists of a reflector
over 1 meter in size shaped like a shallow dish.
(B)
Standards: None.
Tower Antenna
(A)
Defined: A facility designed and constructed primarily to support 1
or more antennas such as self-supporting lattice towers, guyed
towers, and monopoles. Includes radio and television transmission
towers, microwave towers, common-carrier towers, and cellular
telephone towers. Does not include amateur radio antennas.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Tower antennas that are freestanding must be set back from
every property line a minimum of 1 foot for every 5 feet of
height.
(ii) Tower antennas supported by guy wires must be set back
from every property line a minimum of 1 foot for every 1 foot of
height.
(iU) AM broadcast tower antennas must be set back a minimum of
500 feet from any adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment,
or Apartment Mixed Use District.
(iv) FM and TV tower antennas must be set back a minimum of
2.500 feet from any adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment,
or Apartment Mixed Use District.
(v) All tower antennas must be designed to structurally
accommodate the maximum number of additional users
technically practicable but in no case less than the following:
a.
For TV tower antennas, at least 3 high power television
antennas and 1 microwave facility or 1 low power
television antenna, or 2 FM antennas and at least 1 twoway radio antenna for every 10 feet of the tower over 200
feet.
b.
For any other tower antennas, at least 1 two-way radio
antenna for every 10 feet of the tower, or at least 1 twoway radio antenna for every 20 feet of the tower, and at
least 1 microwave facility or low power TV antenna.
These requirements may be reduced if the Federal
c.
Communications Commission provides a written
statement that no more licenses for those broadcast
frequencies that could use the tower will be available in
the foreseeable future. These requirements may also be
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(vi)

(vii)

(vUi)

(ix)

(xi)

reduced if the size of the tower required significantly
exceeds the size of existing towers in the area and would
therefore create an unusually onerous visual impact that
would dominate and alter the visual character of the area
when compared to the impact of other existing towers.
Once a tower antenna or tower antenna site is approved,
additional antennas and accessory use proposed within the
approved envelope (i.e., height and distance from tower) will
be processed without requiring a modification to the permit.
unless it is within a Special District. When the site is approved
for a tower antenna, but the tower antenna needs to be
replaced, a new permit is only required if the replacement
facility is taller, or in a substantively different location.
If it is determined that a tower antenna is harmful in any way to
the health of the surrounding population or if it causes
prolonged interference with the public’s radio and television
reception, the applicant must correct the situation or
discontinue the use and remove the structures at the
applicant’s expense.
The following must be submitted as part of any application for
a tower antenna:
Where a tower antenna is being requested, a quantitative
a.
description of the additional tower capacity anticipated
must be submitted, including the approximate number
and types of antennas. The applicant must also describe
any limitations on the ability of the tower to accommodate
other uses such as radio frequency interference, mass,
height, or other characteristics.
b.
Evidence of a lack of space on all existing towers that
meet the setback requirements in this section to locate
the proposed antenna, and the lack of space on existing
tower sites which meet the setback requirements in this
section to construct a tower for the proposed antenna.
Tower antennas and associated facilities must be enclosed by
fencing not less than 6 feet in height and towers must be
equipped with an anti-climbing device.
All requests for tower antenna installations must be
accompanied by a landscape plan, which must be approved
by the Director. Special emphasis will be placed on visual
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buffering for the installation from adjacent streets and

highways.
(xH)

(3)

Monotree installations must be designed to
trees.

fit with surrounding

Stealth Antenna Structure
Defined: A facility such as a rooftop structure, facade-mounted
(A)
structure, clock tower, campanile, steeple, light structure, and other

(B)

wireless communication support structures that support an
antenna.
Standards
(i)
At-grade equipment shelters must be surrounded by a
minimum 10-foot wide buffer.
(ii) Stealth antenna structures must be set back a distance equal
to the height of the structure from a property line unless the
facility is proposed to be located on an existing building.
(Hi) The stealth antenna structure must comply with applicable
State and local regulations, including, but not limited to,
building and safety codes.
(iv) When the site is approved for a stealth antenna structure, but
the structure needs to be replaced, a new permit is only
required if the new facility is higher, in a substantively new
location, or is proposing new stealth components to minimize
visibility.
(v) Any facade-mounted, ground-mounted, or root-mounted
stealth antenna structure must be completely screened from
view from adjacent streets and utilize stealth technology to
physically and visually minimize the visibility of the facility.
(vi) All requests for stealth antenna structures must be
accompanied by a landscape or screening plan, which must
be approved by the Director. Special emphasis will be placed
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(c)

on visual buffering for the installation from adjacent streets or
public viewing areas.
(4)
Accessory Communication Structure
(A)
Defined: Any communications structure or system not regulated by
the Federal Communications Commission, including a satellite dish
up to 1 meter in size and an amateur (ham) radio antenna.
(B)
Standards
(i)
All antennas must not be located in the required yard.
(ii) All antennas must be set back from all property lines 1/3 of the
height of the antenna or the district setback requirements,
whichever is greater.
(Hi) The antenna must be located at a distance equal to or greater
than the antenna height from the nearest residential dwelling,
excluding the owner’s primary dwelling or structure.
(iv) The antenna must not be lit.
(v) All antennas must be equipped with devices that will, in a safe
manner, prevent them from being climbed and must be
securely fastened.
(vi) All guy wires must be anchored on-site and outside of any
right-of-way.
(vU) Receive-only antennas when mounted on the ground must be
screened by walls, earth berms, or landscaping a minimum of
4 feet in height.
Education: Uses that educate students. Education uses are consolidated into the
following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
School. K-12
(A)
Defined: A facility educating students enrolled in pre-kindergarten
through 12th grade operated by a private institution using a
curriculum equivalent to a Hawaii public school.
(B)
Standards
(i)
All structures and facilities must be set back a minimum of 20
feet from an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use District. This requirement may be
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(2)

waived by the Director if topography or landscaping makes
such a buffer unnecessary.
(H) The minimum lot size is 20,000 square feet.
(iii) Schools must be located with access to a street or right-of-way
of minimum access width and sufficient street frontage as
determined by the appropriate agencies.
(iv) Parking and loading:
Schools with a design capacity of more than 25 students
a.
must provide an off-street drop-off area, with a minimum
capacity equivalent to 4 standard-sized parking spaces.
This number may be adjusted by the Director as the
design capacity of the school changes, or if a traffic
management plan is approved.
Schools
with a design capacity of more than 50 students
b.
must provide at least 1 multi-purpose bay that is a
minimum of 40 feet in depth by 14 feet in width to
accommodate bus pick-up and drop-off. This
multipurpose bay may be used for other activities outside
of pickup and drop-off hours. These numbers may be
adjusted by the Director as the design capacity of the
school changes.
(v) In the AG-2 District, a school may only be established on land
designated by the State as Urban as a minor conditional use
or on land designated by the State as AG, by major conditional
use permit.
School, Vocational
Defined: A facility for post-secondary education with a curriculum
(A)
devoted primarily to business (including barbers and beauticians),
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(d)

industry, trade or other vocational-technical instruction, or language
school.
(i)
Minor: Facilities that do not include the operation of industrial
equipment such as floor-mounted woodworking or machine
shop equipment.
(H) Major: Facilities that include the operation of industrial
equipment such as floor-mounted woodworking or machine
shop equipment.
Standards
(B)
(i) Minor: Hours of operation are limited to between 6a.m. and 10
p.m.
(H) Major: None.
University, College
(3)
(A)
Defined: A facility operated by an institution of higher education that
awards an Associate. Bachelor, Master, or Ph. D. degree.
(B)
Standards: As required during Plan Review (PRU).
Government: Uses that serve a public purpose. Government uses are
consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
Consulate
(1)
(A)
Defined: A facility that includes the offices of an official appointed
by a foreign government that serves the interests of foreign
citizens, including administrative offices. Consulate may include
space for residential occupancy. Consulates are public facilities
eligible for waivers.
(B)
Standards: All structures and facilities must be set back a minimum
setback of 20 feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment or
Apartment Mixed Use District unless buffered by a solid wall,
screening fence or buffering hedge that is 6 feet tall.
Prison
(2)
(A)
Defined: A public facility or a facility run by a State-licensed entity
for the confinement, housing, and supervision of persons awaiting
trial or serving terms of imprisonment for the violation of criminal
law.
Standards: As required during Plan Review (PRU).
(B)
Public Facility
(3)
(A)
Defined: A facility providing a government function, activity or
service in accordance with public policy, for public benefit. Does not
include buildings leased by the government to a private or nonprofit
organization unless the organization is contracted to act as a public
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(e)

(f)

entity or execute a public program. Includes administrative offices
and transportation stops.
(B)
Standards: None.
Park and Open Space: Uses that provide active or passive outdoor recreation.
Park and open space uses are Consolidated into the following groups in
Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
Cemetery
(A)
Defined: A property divided into cemetery lots for sale as burial
plots at an interment facility, including columbaria and mausoleums.
(B)
Standards
(i) A certificate of approval must be submitted from the Board of
Water Supply, prior to final approval of an application,
indicating that there is no danger of contamination of the water
supply.
(H) No burials are allowed within 50 feet of the cemetery
boundary.
Park
(2)
(A)
Defined: A publicly-accessible area used for outdoor play or
recreation, often containing recreational equipment such as slides,
swings, climbing frames, ball fields, soccer fields, basketball courts,
swimming pools, tennis courts, and botanical gardens. May include
both passive and active recreation. Includes projects that promote
and enhance ecosystem benefits, keeping of wildlife on land with
preserved natural features, as well as picnic grounds; beaches,
beach access, greenways, and areas for hiking, fishing, hunting,
and other scenic interests. This does not include a community
recreation center.
(B)
Standards: None.
Utility: A facility for generating and distributing utility services such as electricity,
gas, sewer, water, cable, and internet. In order to determine the appropriate
category for a particular project, the Director will look at the specific components
of the project intended to be located on the affected site, and not to any other oftsite components (for example, the addition of a new substation is reviewed
based on the substation and its capacity alone, and not on the power generating
source it is attached to). Utility uses are consohdated into the following groups in
Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
Small
(A)
Defined: Utility infrastructure that provides primarily utility services
to the site, with no on-site personnel. Includes geothermal, wind,
and solar energy generation up to and including 20 kilowatts with
supporting storage, control, and transmission equipment;
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stormwater retention or detention pond; aeration and septic system;
drainage; and water supply well and water tank.

(3)

Standards
(i)
General: All equipment, including rooftop-mounted equipment,
must be set back pursuant to the height setbacks in Articles 3

(H)

and 9 for the underlying zoning district or special district.
Wind and Solar Energy Generation
a.
General
Energy generation systems are limited to systems
1.
that produce electricity from the sun or the wind.
2.
Energy generation systems must be operated so
that no disruptive electromagnetic interference is
caused, If the Director determines that the system is
causing harmful interference, the operator must

promptly mitigate the interference.
Energy generation systems will be deemed
abandoned if not in continuous use for at least 1
year, with the exception of periods related to
necessary maintenance or repair. Upon
determination by the Director that an energy
generation system has been abandoned, the
structure must be dismantled and removed within 30
days after written notice.
Wind Energy
1.
For any ground-mounted wind machine, the tower
climbing apparatus and blade tips of the wind
3.

b.

machine cannot be lower than 15 feet from ground

level, unless enclosed by a 6-foot high fence and
cannot be within 7 feet of any roof or structure
unless the blades are completely enclosed by a
protective screen or fence.

2.

3.

4.

A public safety sign must be posted at the base of
the tower warning of high voltage and dangerous
moving blades.
Guy wires must be equipped with devices that will,
in a safe manner, prevent them from being climbed
and must be securely fastened,
All guy wires must be anchored on-site and outside
of any right-of-way.
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(2)

Medium
Defined: Utility infrastructure that provides primarily on-site utility
(A)
services to a single commercial or industrial site, or a
neighborhood, with no on-site personnel. Includes energy
generation over 20 kilowatts that must be carried on transmission
lines that handle up to 46 kV, along with supporting storage,
control, and transmission equipment, and any expansion of
generation capacity up to 5 Mw; stormwater retention or detention
pond; aeration and septic system; water and wastewater pump
station or lift station; drainage; and water supply well, water tank or
tower.
(B)
Standards
(i)
General
a.
All equipment, including rooftop-mounted equipment,
must be set back pursuant to the height setbacks in
Articles 3 and 9 for the underlying zoning district or
special district precinct.
b.
All clearances to utility facilities, including overhead lines
and poles, must comply with any standards of the
applicable utility provider.
(U) Energy Generation
General
a.
Energy generation systems must be operated so
1.
that no disruptive electromagnetic interference is
caused. If the Director determines that the system is
causing harmful interference, the operator must
promptly mitigate the interference.
2.
Energy generation systems will be deemed
abandoned if not in continuous use for at least 1
year, with the exception of periods related to
necessary maintenance or repair. Upon
determination by the Director that an Energy
Generation System has been abandoned, the
structure must be dismantled and removed within 30
days after written notice.
(Hi) Wind Energy
a.
For any ground-mounted wind machine, the tower
climbing apparatus and blade tips of the wind machine
cannot be lower than 15 feet from ground level, unless
enclosed by a 6-foot high fence and cannot be within 7
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b.

c.

(3)

feet of any roof or structure unless the blades are
completely enclosed by a protective screen or fence.
A public safety sign must be posted at the base of the
tower warning of high voltage and dangerous moving
blades.
Guy wires must be equipped with devices that will, in a
safe manner, prevent them from being climbed and must
be securely fastened.
1.
All guy wires must be anchored on-site and outside
of any right-of-way
Wind machines must be set back from all property
2.
lines 1 foot for each foot of height, measured from
the highest vertical extension of the system.
3.
Horizontal-axis and ground-mounted vertical-axis
wind machines with a rated capacity of up to 100
kilowatts must be set back from all property lines at
a minimum distance equal to the height of the
system. Height includes the height of the tower or its
vertical support structure and the farthest vertical
extension of the wind machine. Horizontal-axis and
ground-mounted vertical-axis wind machines with a
rated capacity of 100 kilowatts or greater must be
set back a minimum of 1.25 miles from the zoning
lot lines of any lot located in the Country,
Residential, Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use and
Resort Districts.
4.
Rooftop mounted vertical-axis wind machines with a
rated capacity of up to 100 kilowaffs must be set
back pursuant to the height setbacks in the
underlying zoning district or special district precinct.

Large
(A)
Defined: Utility infrastructure that provides primarily off-site services
to multiple neighborhoods. Includes energy generation that must be
carried on transmission lines that handle over 46 kV, along with
supporting storage, control, and transmission equipment, and any
expansion of generation capacity over 5 MW; water and
wastewater pump stations or lift station; waste treatment plant;
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(B)

water tanks or tower; telecommunications switching and
transmission line; reservoir; and electrical substation.
Standards:
(i)
General
All equipment, including rooftop-mounted equipment,
a.
must be set back pursuant to the height setbacks in
Articles 3 and 9 for the underlying zoning district or
special district precinct.
All clearances to utility facilities, including overhead lines
b.
and poles, must comply with any standards of the
applicable utility provider.
(H) Energy Generation
a.
General
Energy generation systems must be operated so
1.
that no disruptive electromagnetic interference is
caused. If the Director determines that the system is
causing harmful interference, the operator must
promptly mitigate the interference.
2.
Energy generation systems will be deemed
abandoned if not in continuous use for at least 1
year, with the exception of periods related to
necessary maintenance or repair. Upon
determination by the Director that an Energy
Generation System has been abandoned! the
structure must be dismantled and removed within 30
days after written notice.
(Hi) Wind Energy
a.
For any ground-mounted wind machine, the tower
climbing apparatus and blade tips of the wind machine
cannot be lower than 15 feet from ground level, unless
enclosed by a 6-foot high fence and cannot be within 7
feet of any roof or structure unless the blades are
completely enclosed by a protective screen or fence.
b.
A public safety sign must be posted at the base of the
tower warning of high voltage and dangerous moving
blades.
c.
Guy wires must be equipped with devices that will, in a
safe manner, prevent them from being climbed and must
be securely fastened.
1.
All guy wires must be anchored on-site and outside
of any right-of-way
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2.

3.

4.

Wind machines must be set back from all property
lines 1 foot for each foot of height, measured from
the highest vertical extension of the system.
Horizontal-axis and ground-mounted vertical-axis
wind machines with a rated capacity of up to 100
kilowatts must be set back from all property lines at
a minimum distance equal to the height of the
system. Height includes the height of the tower or its
vertical support structure and the farthest vertical
extension of the wind machine. Horizontal-axis and
ground-mounted vertical-axis wind machines with a
rated capacity of 100 kilowatts or greater must be
set back a minimum of 1.25 miles from the zoning
lot lines of any lot located in the Country,
Residential, Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use and
Resort Districts.
Rooftop mounted vertical-axis wind machines with a
rated capacity of up to 100 kilowatts must be set
back pursuant to the height setbacks in for the
underlying zoning district or special district precinct.

Sec. 21-5.70
(a)

Commercial uses.
Day Care: Providing care and supervision of children or adults on a regular basis
in a facility away from their primary residence. Day care is consolidated into the
following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
Child Day Care
(A)
Defined: A facility other than a private home for supervision and
care of 7 or more children under 18 years of age for fewer than 24
hours per day, operated by a licensed person, society, agency,
corporation, institution, or group for pay. Includes before-school and
after-school child care, group child care centers, group child care
homes, and infant and toddler child care centers. See also Family
Child Care Home in 0.
(B)
Standards
(i) All outdoor activity areas, such as playgrounds, tot lots, play
courts, and similar facilities, must be set back a minimum of 15
feet from an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use District and a 6-foot high solid wall must
be provided as a buffer. This requirement may be waived by
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(b)

the Director if topography or landscaping makes such a buffer
unnecessary.
(ii) Facilities with a design capacity exceeding 25 care recipients
must provide an on-site pickup and drop-off area equivalent to
4 standard-sized parking spaces.
(2)
Adult Day Care
(A)
Defined: A licensed facility maintained and operated by an
individual, organization or agency for the purpose of providing the
opportunity to interact with other adults while being part of a safe
and structured environment, with or without charging a fee, for
fewer than 24 hours per day. Adult day care typically includes
staffed activities such as music and exercise programs and
discussion groups.
(B)
Standards: As required by conditional use permit.
Eating and Drinking: Preparing and selling food and drink. Eating and drinking
are consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
General Eating and Drinking
(A)
Defined: Preparing and selling food and drink for on-site and off-site
consumption. Includes restaurant, cafe, coffee, or tea shop, ice
cream shop, juice or smoothie bar, and catering facility. See also
Drive-Thru in 0.
(B)
Standards: The density controls of Table 21-3.3 and Section 213.90-1(c)(4) apply.
(2)
Bar/Nightclub
(A)
Defined: A facility for preparing and selling liquor for on-site
consumption. Does not include liquor production see Brewery,
Distillery. Winery, 0. May include a dance floor or live or amplified
recorded music or professional entertainment, subject to licensing
by the Honolulu Liquor Commission.
(i)
Minor: A Bar/Nightclub open until 2:00 am.
(H) Major: A Bar/Nightclub open until 4:00 am.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Major or Minor: A Major or Minor Bar/Nightclub must be set
back a minimum of 300 feet from a Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use District.
Lodging: Accommodations arranged for short-term stays that are typically less
than 30 calendar days. Lodging is consolidated into the following groups in Sec.
21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
Bed and Breakfast Home
(A)
Defined: A use in which overnight accommodations are advertised,
solicited, offered, or provided, or any combination of the preceding,
-

(c)
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(B)

to guests for compensation, for periods of less than 30 days, in the
same detached dwelling as that occupied by an owner, lessee,
operator or proprietor of the detached dwelling. For purposes of this
definition, compensation includes, but is not limited to, monetary
payment, services, or labor of guests.
Standards
(i)
Permitted Districts: Bed and breakfast homes are permitted
the A-i low-density apartment zoning district and A-2 mediumdensity apartment zoning district provided:
a.
They are within 3,500 feet of a resort zoning district of
greater than 50 contiguous acres; and
b.
The resort district and the A-i or A-2 district, as
applicable, were rezoned pursuant to the same zone
change application as part of a master-planned resort
community.
Notwithstanding any contrary provisions in this chapter,
c.
bed and breakfast homes are prohibited and may not
operate without a valid nonconforming use certificate in
areas Where the applicable development plan or
sustainable Communities plan prohibits or does not
permit new bed and breakfast homes.
(B) Requirements: In all zoning districts where bed and breakfast
homes are permitted, except for the Resort District, the Resort
Mixed Use Precinct of the Waikiki Special District, and the A-i
low-density apartment district and the A-2 Districts pursuant to
subsection (i), and except as otherwise provided in subsection
(v) below, the following standards and requirements apply:
Registration: The owner or operator of a bed and
a.
breakfast home, including for purposes of this subdivision
the trustee of a revocable trust that owns the subject
property, must register the bed and breakfast home with
the department and must submit the following in the initial
application for registration:
i.
Affirmation that the applicant of the bed and
breakfast home is a natural person;
2.
Affirmation that the applicant does not hold a
registration for or operate more than 1 bed and
breakfast home or transient vacation unit in the City
at the same time;
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A valid current State of Hawaii general excise tax
license and transient accommodations tax license
for the subject property;
4.
Evidence of a real property tax home exemption for
the subject property, and evidence that the applicant
has a minimum 50% ownership interest in the
subject property;
5.
An initial fee of $1000 for the bed and breakfast
home;
Evidence that the use as a bed and breakfast home
6.
is covered by an insurance carrier for the subject
property;
7.
Confirmation that the bed and breakfast home is
permitted by any applicable homeowners
association, apartment owners association, or
condominium property regime articles, by-laws, and
house rules;
8.
An affidavit, signed by the owner, indicating that the
owner does not own an interest in any other bed
and breakfast home or transient vacation unit in the
City;
9.
A floor plan showing the location of guest rooms for
a bed and breakfast home;
10. For bed and breakfast homes located in the AG-2
District, evidence that the portion of the subject
property that is not being used as a farm dwelling is
currently dedicated for a specific agricultural use
pursuant to Section 8-7.3; and
11. Evidence that a dwelling unit proposed for use as a
bed and breakfast home:
Is not an affordable unit subject to income
i.
restrictions;
Did not receive housing or rental assistance
U.
subsidies; and
hi. Was not subject to eviction within the last 12
months.
Registration Renewal
1.
Annually, by August 30, the owner or operator of a
bed and breakfast home, including for purposes of
this subdivision the trustee of a revocable trust that
3.

b.
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2.

owns the subject property, must submit to the
Department:
Affirmation that the applicant for the bed and
i.
breakfast home is a natural person;
ii.
Affirmation that the applicant does not hold a
registration for or operate more than 1 bed and
breakfast home or transient vacation unit in the
City at the same time;
Evidence of having paid State of Hawaii
Hi.
general excise taxes and transient
accommodations taxes for the subject
property;
iv.
Evidence of a real property tax home
exemption for the subject property;
v.
A renewal fee of $2,000 for the bed and
breakfast home;
vi.
Evidence that the use as a bed and breakfast
home is covered by an insurance carrier for the
property;
vU. Confirmation that the bed and breakfast home
is permitted by any applicable homeowners
association, apartment owners association, or
condominium property regime articles, by-laws,
and house rules;
vUi. An affidavit, signed by the owner, indicating
that the owner does not own an interest in any
other bed and breakfast home or transient
vacation unit in the City; and
ix.
For bed and breakfast homes located in the
AG-2 District, evidence that the portion of the
subject property that is not being used as a
farm dwelling pursuant to Sec. 21-5.40(d)(5), is
currently dedicated for a specific agricultural
use pursuant to Section 8-7.3.
The renewal of a registration for a bed and breakfast
home will be granted upon receipt of an application
meeting all of the requirements of this section;
provided that if complaints from the public indicate
that noise or other nuisances created by guests
disturbs residents of the neighborhood in which the
bed and breakfast home is located, or where other
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c.

good cause exists, the Director may deny the
renewal application.
Restrictions and Standards: Bed and breakfast homes
must operate in accordance with the following restrictions
and standards:
1.
Dwelling units in detached dwellings used as bed
and breakfast homes must be occupied by a
household, and renters of any room in the detached
dwelling other than the bed and breakfast home
guests are not permitted;
2.
No more than 2 guest rooms in a bed and breakfast
home may be rented to guests, and a maximum of 4
guests are permitted within the bed and breakfast
home at any one time;
Functioning smoke and carbon monoxide detectors
3.
must be installed in each bedroom;
House rules, including quiet hours between 10:00
4.
p.m. and 8:00 a.m., and emergency contact
information for the owner or operator must be
provided to all guests and posted in conspicuous
locations;
When any guest room in a bed and breakfast home
5.
is being rented to guests, the owner or operator
must remain on the premises during quiet hours;
6.
The owner or operator must maintain a current 2year registry setting forth the names and telephone
numbers of all guests and the dates of their
respective stays;
7.
No exterior signage that shows the dwelling unit is
used as a bed and breakfast home is allowed;
Registration as a bed and breakfast home is not
8.
transferable, and must not run with the land;
9.
Development Plan Area Density Limit. Excluding
bed and breakfast homes and transient vacation
units in the Resort District, Resort Mixed Use
Precinct of the Waikiki Special District, and the A-2
Districts pursuant to subsection (i) where there is no
limit on the number of bed and breakfast homes and
transient vacation units allowed, the number of bed
and breakfast homes and transient vacation units
permitted in each development plan area is limited
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to no more than 0.5% of the total number of dwelling
units in that development plan area. The total
number of dwelling units in a development plan area
will be based on the latest figures from the U.S.
Census data. Where the initial number of bed and
breakfast home applications for a development plan
area exceeds the 0.5% limitation1 acceptance of
applications will be selected on a lottery basis.
When renewal applications fall below the 0.5%
limitation, new applications will be accepted on a
lottery basis. The Director must adopt rules pursuant
to HRS Chapter 91 to implement and administer the
lottery;
10. Multifamily Dwelling Density Limit. Excluding
multifamily dwellings in the Resort District, Resort
Mixed Use Precinct of the Waikiki Special District,
and the A-2 Districts pursuant to subsection (i),
unless otherwise specified in apartment bylaws,
covenants, or correspondence from a homeowners
association, apartment owners association, or
condominium property regime, the total number of
bed and breakfast homes and transient vacation
units must not exceed 50% of the total dwelling units
in a multifamily dwelling;
ii. If a bed and breakfast home is located in the AG-2
District, the portion of the subject property that is not
being used as a farm dwelling pursuant to Sec. 215.40(d)(5), must be currently dedicated to a specific
agricultural use pursuant to Section 8-7.3;
12. A bed and breakfast home must not be located
within a 1,000-foot radius of another bed and
breakfast home or a transient vacation unit;
provided that this spacing requirement:
i.
Does not apply as between (1) bed and
breakfast homes and transient vacation units in
the Resort District, resort mixed use precinct of
the Waikiki Special District, or the A-i or A-2
Districts pursuant to subsection (i), and (2) bed
and breakfast homes located outside of those
districts and precincts; and
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Does not preclude the continued operation of
bed and breakfast homes operating under valid
nonconforming use certificates pursuant to
Section 21-4,110-2; and
iH. The owner or operator must provide occupants
of dwelling units within 250 feet of the dwelling
unit used as a bed and breakfast home with a
phone number that must be answered 24
hours a day, to call in complaints regarding the
bed and breakfast home. The owner or
operator must keep a log of all complaints
received during the applicable registration
period, and submit the log with each
registration renewal application, and at any
other time upon the request of the Director.
The log must include the name, phone number,
and address of the complainant, date of the
complaint, date the complaint was resolved,
and how the complaint was resolved.
Upon reasonable notice, any bed and breakfast home
must be made available for inspection by the
Department.
The violation of any provision of this subsection will be
grounds for administrative fines and nonrenewal unless
corrected before the renewal deadline. Recurring or
multiple violations will result in denial of renewal
requests.
This subsection does not apply to bed and breakfast
homes operating under valid nonconforming use
certificates pursuant to Section 21 -4.11 0-2.
The Director may revoke a registration at any time under
the following circumstances:
Recurring violations of the standards and
1.
requirements for bed and breakfast homes in Sec.
21-5. 70 (c) (3)
Complaints from the public indicate that noise or
2.
other nuisances created by guests disturbs
residents of the neighborhood in which the bed and
breakfast home is located; or
3.
The Director determines that good cause exists for
revocation of the registration.
H.

d.

e.

f.

g.
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(iii)

Advertisements
Definitions: As used in this subsection:
a.
1.
Advertisement means any form of communication,
promotion, or solicitation, including but not limited to
electronic media, direct mail, newspapers,
magazines, flyers, handbills, television commercials,
radio commercials, signage, e-mail, internet
websites, text messages, verbal communications, or
similar displays, intended or used to induce,
encourage, or persuade the public to enter into a
contract for the use or occupancy of a bed and
breakfast home.
2.
Person means a judicial person or a natural person
and includes businesses, companies, associations,
non-profit organizations, firms, partnerships,
corporations, limited liability companies, and
individuals.
Prohibition: Advertisements for all bed and breakfast
b.
homes are subject to this subsection.
1.
It is unlawful for any person to advertise or cause
the advertisement of a bed and breakfast home
without including in the advertisement:
i.
A current registration number obtained
pursuant to this section, or nonconforming use
certificate number obtained pursuant to Section
21-4.110-2; or
For bed and breakfast homes or transient
U.
vacation units located in the Resort District,
Apartment Precinct or Resort Mixed Use
Precinct of the Waikiki Special District, or in the
A-2 Districts pursuant to subsection (i), the
street address, including, if applicable, any
apartment unit number, for that bed and
breakfast home.
Within 7 days after receipt of a notice of violation,
2.
the owner or operator of a bed and breakfast home
must remove, or cause the removal of, the
advertisement identified in the notice, including,
without limitation, any advertisement made through
a hosting platform. If the advertisement is not
removed within 7 days after receipt of the notice of
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(iv)

violation, a fine of not less than $1000 and not more
than $10,000 per day Will be levied against the
owner or operator associated with the bed and
breakfast home, for each day the advertisement is
on public display beyond 7 days from the date the
notice of violation is received.
The existence of an advertisement will be prima
3.
fade evidence that a bed and breakfast home is
being operated at the listed address. The burden of
proof is on the owner of the subject real property to
establish that the property is not being used as a
bed and breakfast home, or that the advertisement
was placed without the property owner’s knowledge
or consent.
c.
Exemptions; The following are exempt from the
provisions of this subsection.
1.
Legally established hotels, whether owned by 1
person or owned individually as unit owners but
operating as a hotel as defined in Chapter 21,
Article 10.
2.
Legally established time share units, as provided in
Sec. 21-5.70(c)(3).
3.
Legally established dwelling units that are rented for
periods of 30 consecutive days or more at any one
time.
Unpermitted Bed and Breakfast Homes
a.
Definitions: As used in this subsection;
1.
Unpermitted bed and breakfast home means a bed
and breakfast home that is not;
Located in the Resort District, Resort Mixed
i.
Use Precinct of the Waikiki Special District, or
A-2 Districts pursuant to subsection (i);
Operating under a valid nonconforming use
H.
certificate pursuant to Section 21-4.110-2; or
iii. Validly registered under this section.
b.
Unlawful Actions; It is unlawful for any owner or operator
of an unpermitted bed and breakfast home, or the owner
or operator’s agent or representative to;
1.
Rent, offer to rent or enter into a rental agreement to
rent, an unpermitted bed and breakfast home for
fewer than 30 consecutive days;
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Rent, offer to rent, or enter into a rental agreement
to rent, an unpermitted bed and breakfast home,
where such rental, offer, or rental agreement limits
actual occupancy of the premises to a period of less
than the full stated rental period, or conditions the
right to occupy the rented premises for the full
stated rental period on the payment of additional
consideration;
Set aside or exclusively reserve an unpermitted bed
3.
and breakfast home for rental or occupancyfor a
period of 30 consecutive days or more, but limit
actual occupancy of the premises to a period of less
than the full stated rental period, or condition the
right to occupy the rented premises for the full
stated rental period on the payment of additional
consideration; or
Advertise, solicit, offer, or knowingly provide rental
4.
of an unpermitted bed and breakfast home to
transient occupants for less than 30 consecutive
days.
Complaints: Any person may submit a written complaint to the
Director reporting a violation of the provisions of this section
regarding bed and breakfast homes.
a.
A complaint reporting a suspected violation of the
provisions of this section must:
Identify the address of the bed and breakfast home
1.
that is the subject of the suspected violation;
2.
State all the facts that cause the complainant to
believe that a violation has occurred;
Identify the provisions of this section that the
3.
complainant believes are being violated; and
4.
Provide the complainant’s address where the
Director may mail a response to the complaint.
b.
Within 30 days after receiving a written complaint
reporting a violation of the provisions of this section, the
Director must provide a written response to the
complainant either:
1.
Declining jurisdiction over the complaint, in which
case the complainant may pursue judicial relief
pursuant to HRS Section 46-4(b);
2.

(v)
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2.

3,
(2)

(3)

Entering a finding of no violation, which will be
appealable to the Zoning Board of Appeals pursuant
to Charter Section 6-1516; or
Advising the complainant that the Director has
initiated an investigation of the complaint.

Hotel
(A)
Defined: Providing lodging and dwelling units to guests as overnight
accommodations for periods of less than 30 days. Includes services
intended primarily for the convenience and benefit of hotel guests,
such as restaurants, bars, retail space, meeting rooms, special
event facilities, recreational facilities, and entertainment facilities.
(i)
Minor: A minor hotel must not exceed any of the following
thresh o s:
a.
180 lodging units per zoning lot.
2,000 square feet of total floor area devoted to meeting
b.
facilities.
Only limited meal service for guests may be provided,
c.
such as breakfast.
(H) Major: A major hotel is any hotel that exceeds one or more of
the thresholds for a minor hotel.
(B)
Standards
Minor
(i)
a.
In BMX-3, minor hotels are only permitted within the
Primary Urban Center Development Plan, the Ewa
Development Plan, or the Central Oahu Sustainable
Communities Plan areas as established by Chapter 24.
In MX, minor hotels are only permitted within 1 mile of a
b.
Daniel K. lnouye International Airport entrance.
(U) Major: In BMX-3, major hotels are only permitted within the
Primary Urban Center Development Plan, the Ewa
Development Plan, or the Central Oahu Sustainable
Communities Plan areas as established by Chapter 24.
Time Share
Defined: Occupying or possessing 1 or more dwelling or lodging
(A)
units shared among various persons for less than a 60-day period
in any year for any occupant and subject to State law. Includes time
share units where the purchaser receives an ownership interest,
and where the purchaser does not receive an ownership interest.
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(4)

Includes units in hotels, multi-unit dwellings, and transient vacation
units
(B)
Standards: Time Share units are permitted in the A-2 District
provided:
(i)
The A-2 District was rezoned with the Resort District pursuant
to the same zone change application as part of a masterplanned resort community.
(H) All time share units must be within 3,500 feet of a Resort
District of greater than 50 contiguous acres measured as the
shortest straight-line distance between the edge of each site’s
zoning lot line.
(Hi) Time share units may be either a Hotel, Transient Vacation
Unit, or Multi-Unit Dwelling.
Transient Vacation Unit
(A)
Defined: A dwelling unit or lodging unit that is advertised, solicited,
offered, or provided, or any combination of the preceding, for
compensation to transient occupants for less than 30 days, other
than a bed and breakfast home. For the purposes of this definition,
compensation includes, but is not limited to, monetary payment,
services or labor of transient occupants.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Permitted Districts: Transient vacation units are permitted in
the A-i and A-2 Districts provided:
a.
They are within 3500 feet of a Resort District of greater
than 50 contiguous acres; and
b.
The Resort District and the A-i or A-2 Districts, as
applicable, were rezoned pursuant to the same zone
change application as part of a master-planned resort
community.
Notwithstanding any contrary provisions in this chapter,
c.
transient vacation units are prohibited and may not
operate without a valid nonconforming use certificate in
areas where the applicable development plan or
sustainable communities plan prohibits or does not
permit new transient vacation units.
(H) Advertisements
a.
Definitions: As used in this subsection:
1.
Advertisement means any form of communication,
promotion, or solicitation, including but not limited to
electronic media, direct mail, newspapers,
magazines, flyers, handbills, television commercials,
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b.

radio commercials, signage, e-mail, internet
websites, text messages, verbal communications, or
similar displays, intended or used to induce,
encourage, or persuade the public to enter into a
contract for the use or occupancy of a transient
vacation unit.
2.
Person means a judicial person or a natural person
and includes businesses, companies, associations,
non-profit organizations, firms, partnerships,
corporations, limited liability companies, and
individuals.
Prohibition: Advertisements for all transient vacation units
are subject to this subsection.
1.
It is unlawful for any person to advertise or cause
the advertisement of a transient vacation unit
without including in the advertisement:
i.
A current registration number obtained
pursuant to this section, or nonconforming use
certificate number obtained pursuant to Section
21-4.110-1; or
H.
For transient vacation units located in the
Resort District, Apartment Precinct or Resort
Mixed Use Precinct of the Waikiki Special
District, or in the A-i or A-2 Districts pursuant
to subsection (i), the street address, including,
if applicable, any apartment unit number, for
that transient vacation unit,
Within 7 days after receipt of a notice of violation,
2.
the owner or operator of a transient vacation unit
must remove, or cause the removal of, the
advertisement identified in the notice, including,
without limitation, any advertisement made through
a hosting platform. If the advertisement is not
removed within 7 days after receipt of the notice of
violation, a fine of not less than $1000 and not more
than $10,000 per day will be levied against the
owner or operator associated with the transient
vacation unit, for each day the advertisement is on
public display beyond 7 days from the date the
notice of violation is received.
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The existence of an advertisement will be prima
facie evidence that a transient vacation unit is being
operated at the listed address. The burden of proof
is on the owner of the subject real property to
establish that the property is not being used as a
transient vacation unit, or that the advertisement
was placed without the property owner’s knowledge
or consent.
Exemptions: The following are exempt from the
c.
provisions of this subsection.
1.
Legally established hotels, whether owned by 1
person or owned individually as unit owners but
operating as a hotel as defined in Chapter 21,
Article 10.
2.
Legally established time share units, as provided in
Sec. 21-5.70(c)(3).
3.
Legally established dwelling units that are rented for
periods of 30 consecutive days or more at any one
time.
Unpermitted Transient Vacation Units
Definitions: As used in this subsection:
a.
1.
Unpermitted transient vacation unit means a
transient vacation unit that is not:
i.
Located in the Resort District, Resort Mixed
Use Precinct of the Waikiki Special District, or
A-i or A-2 Districts pursuant to subsection (i);
or
Operating under a valid nonconforming use
ii.
certificate pursuant to Section 21-4.110-i.
Unlawful Actions: It is unlawful for any owner or operator
b.
of an unpermitted transient vacation unit, or the owner or
operator’s agent or representative to:
1.
Rent, offer to rent, or enter into a rental agreement
to rent, an unpermitted transient vacation unit for
fewer than 30 consecutive days;
2.
Rent, offer to rent, or enter into a rental agreement
to rent, an unpermitted transient vacation unit,
where such rental, offer, or rental agreement limits
actual occupancy of the premises to a period of less
than the full stated rental period, or conditions the
right to occupy the rented premises for the full
3.

(iii)
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(d)

stated rental period on the payment of additional
consideration;
3.
Set aside or exclusively reserve an unpermitted
transient vacation unit for rental or occupancy for a
period of 30 consecutive days or more! but limit
actual occupancy of the premises to a period of less
than the full stated rental period, or condition the
right to occupy the rented premises for the full
stated rental period on the payment of additional
consideration; or
Advertise, solicit, offer, or knowingly provide rental
4.
of an unpermitted transient vacation unit to transient
occupants for less than 30 consecutive days!
(iv) Complaints: Any person may submit a written complaint to the
Director reporting a violation of the provisions of this section
regarding transient vacation units.
a.
A complaint reporting a suspected violation of the
provisions of this section must:
1.
Identify the address of the transient vacation unit
that is the subject of the suspected violation;
2.
State all the facts that cause the complainant to
believe that a violation has occurred;
Identify the provisions of this section that the
3.
complainant believes are being violated; and
4.
Provide the complainants address where the
Director may mail a response to the complaint.
Within 30 days after receiving a written complaint
b.
reporting a violation of the provisions of this section, the
Director must provide a written response to the
complainant either:
Declining jurisdiction over the complaint, in which
1.
case the complainant may pursue judicial relief
pursuant to HRS Section 46-4(b);
2.
Entering a finding of no violation, which will be
appealable to the Zoning Board of Appeals pursuant
to Charter Section 6-1516; or
Advising the complainant that the Director has
3.
initiated an investigation of the complaint.
Medical: Providing medical, surgical, or dental care to patients such as the
diagnosis, treatment, mitigation, cure, or prevention of disease. Includes medical
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(e)

research and development. Medical is consolidated into the following groups in
Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
General Medical Services
(A)
Defined: Providing out-patient medical, surgical or dental care by a
physician or health care worker in a facility that does not include
on-site overnight care. Includes a doctor’s office, ambulatory
surgery facility, freestanding surgical out-patient facility,
freestanding birthing center, chiropractor, dentist, orthodontist,
physical therapist, kidney dialysis, blood donation or collection
services, acute care, urgent care, and any administrative offices
necessary for operation of the facility.
(B)
Standards
In the Apartment Mixed Use Districts, the density controls of
(i)
Table 21-3.3 and Section 21-3.90-1(c)(4) apply.
(ii) In the Industrial Mixed Use District, the density controls of
Table 21-3.5 and Section 21-3.140-1(c) apply.
(2)
Hospital
(A)
Defined: Providing primarily in-patient, intensive, medical, or
surgical care, including emergency care services. Includes facilities
for extended care, intermediate care and out-patient care, living
facilities for staff, research and educational facilities, doctor’s
offices, and any administrative offices necessary for the operation
of the facility.
Standards: As required during Plan Review (PRU).
(B)
(3)
Medical Laboratory
(A)
Defined: Conducting medical research or testing and examining of
materials derived from the human body, such as fluid, tissue, or
cells, for the purpose of providing information on diagnosis,
treatment, mitigation, cure, or prevention of disease. Includes
compounding pharmacy and training of medical students.
(B)
Standards: None.
Office: Providing business and professional services in an office setting. Office is
consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
General Office
(1)
(A)
Defined: Business and professional services in a private or cc
working setting including, accounting, advertising, architecture,
auditing, banking, bookkeeping, consulting, design, employment,
engineering, insurance, investment, landscape architecture, real
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(f)

(g)

estate, security or technology services. Includes data storage
centers and call centers.
(B)
Standards: The density controls of Table 21-3.3 and Section 21390-1 (c)(4) apply.
Parking; Parking as a principal use on a zoning lot, with or without a fee. Parking
is consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
Remote Parking
(A)
Defined: A facility that provides parking on a different zoning lot
than the principal use it serves.
(B)
Standards
(i)
In the Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use and Resort Districts,
there is no minimum lot area, width, or depth for remote
parking facilities,
(U) For additional requirements for Remote Parking see Sec. 216.70,
(2)
Commercial Parking
Defined: A facility that provides parking as a principal use on the
(A)
site.
(B)
Standards
(i) The density controls of Table 21-3.3 and Section 21-3.901(c)(4) apply.
(ii) All structures and facilities must be set back a minimum of 20
feet from an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use District.
Personal Service: Providing personal and repair services. Personal service uses
are consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table,
(1)
General Personal Services
Defined: Providing personal services, Includes barbershop, beauty
(A)
shop, computer repair, dance, martial arts, music, photographic
studio or classroom, day spa, dry cleaning drop-off, laundry
cleaning and pressing, funeral home, funeral parlor, mortuary,
undertaking, establishment hairdresser, garment repair, gym,
fitness studio, pilates studio, yoga studio, gymnastics, cheerleading
training, boxing training, climbing gym, locksmith, nail salon,
tanning salon, tutoring, travel agency, tattoo or body piercing,
tailoring, shoe repair, watch repair, jewelry repair, eyeglass, and
hearing aid repair, and smartphone repair.
Standards
(B)
(i)
In the Apartment Mixed Use Districts:
All services involving amplified music or music instruction
a.
must be located in a fully enclosed, sound-attenuated
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(h)

structure, and hours of operation are limited to between 6
am, and 10 p.m.
b.
The density controls of Table 21-3.3 and Section 213.90-1(c)(4) apply.
(H) In the Industrial Mixed Use District, the density controls of
Table 21-3.5 and Section 21-3.140-1(c) apply.
Animal Care
(2)
(A)
Defined: Grooming, training, boarding, or keeping of household
pets. Includes animal shelter, kennel, veterinary clinic, animal clinic,
animal hospital, pet grooming, pet day care, or pet spa. Animal care
is consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(i)
Minor: Animal care primarily in an indoor setting.
(ii) Major: Animal care primarily in an outdoor setting.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Minor
a.
Outdoor spaces for animals must be limited to supervised
play areas and runs.
All animals kept overnight must be located in a fully
b.
enclosed, noise-attenuated structure.
(H) Major: All structures and facilities associated with keeping
animals overnight must be set back a minimum of 100 feet
from any adjacent zoning lot.
Wedding Services
(3)
Defined: Providing wedding services. Includes similar services such
(A)
as commitment, wedding reception, and vow renewal ceremonies,
and supporting services such as catering and entertainment. See
also Agritourism, 0.
(B)
Standards
All activity must be located in a fully enclosed, sound(i)
attenuated structure, and hours of operation are limited to
between 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
(ii) The density controls of Table 21-3.3 and Section 21-3.901(c)(4) apply.
Recreation, Indoor: Providing daily or regularly scheduled entertainment or
recreation activities primarily in an indoor setting. Indoor recreation is
consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
General Indoor Recreation
Defined: Providing primarily indoor entertainment or recreation in a
(A)
permanent facility. Includes billiard or pool hall, bowling alley,
electronic gaming, escape room, ice- or roller-skating rink,
playground or trampoline park, sports facility, miniature golf, and
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(i)

archery or gun range. Also includes library or museum not meeting
the definition of a public facility.
Standards: None.
(B)
Theater
(2)
(A)
Defined: A facility primarily for the performing arts or for the viewing
of motion picture films. Includes performing arts center, concert
hall, and other types of live theater.
(B)
Standards: None.
Recreation, Outdoor: Providing daily or regularly scheduled entertainment or
recreation activities primarily in an outdoor setting. Outdoor recreation is
consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1) General Outdoor Recreation
(A)
Defined: Providing primarily outdoor recreation or entertainment in
a permanent outdoor facility. Includes amusement park, batting
cages, drive-in theater, go-cart or automobile racetrack, golf driving
range, horseback riding, miniature golf, sports facility,
amphitheater, and water park. Does not include public parks, golf
courses, or country clubs.
(B)
Standards
(i) All structures and facilities must be set back a minimum of 25
feet from an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use District. This requirement may be
waived by the Director if topography or landscaping makes
such a buffer unnecessary.
(ii) For motorized outdoor amusement facilities, additional noise
mitigation measures may be required.
(Ui) All lighting must meet the following requirements:
All light fixtures must be oriented so that lighting and
a.
glare are not directed to the sky, adjoining properties,
streets, or sidewalks.
b.
The maximum light level of any light fixture cannot
exceed 0.5 footcandles measured at the property line.
except that up to 2.0 footcandles measured at the rightof-way line of a street are allowed.
The color-temperature of fixture lamps must not exceed
c.
3200 Kelvin.
All service connections for lighting must be installed
d.
underground.
Recreational field lighting must only be used while activity
e.
on the field is being conducted.
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Golf Course
(A)
Defined: A facility for playing 9 holes or more of golf. Includes
associated clubhouse and driving range. Does not include
miniature golf or a stand-alone driving range.
(B)
Standards: As required during Plan Review (PRU).
Retail: Selling, leasing, or renting new or used goods. Retail is consolidated into
the following groups in SeC. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
General Retail
(A)
Defined: A facility involved in the sale, lease, or rental of new or
used products. Includes, appliance store, art gallery, automotive
store, bank, bicycle sales/repair and rental, books, clothing, copy
center or shipping service, printing, electronics, electronic
cigarettes/vaping and similar products, department store, drug or
pharmaceutical store, fabric, flowers, furniture, grocery or specialty
food store, hardware store, liquor store, scooter sales and rental,
musical instrument sales/repair and rental, optician, pet store, shoe
store, sporting goods, toy store, and other similar retail activities.
(i)
Small: Up to 2,500 square feet of total floor area.
(H) Medium: Up to 25,000 square feet of total floor area.
(Hi) Large: Unlimited floor area.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Small
a.
In a Residential, Apartment, or Apartment Mixed Use
District, all sales, services, displays, or storage must be
within a fully enclosed structure.
All incidental storage of material and equipment must be
b.
located in a fully-enclosed structure for lots adjoining a
Country, Residential, Apartment, or Apartment Mixed
Use District.
In Residential and Apartment Districts, the following
c.
standards apply:
1.
The lot must be located at least ¼-mile from any
zoning district allowing General Retail and any other
small general retail use, unless it is located within
(2)

U)

1/2-mile of a rail station or bus transit center.

d.

The adjoining street must have a minimum 20-foot
2.
paved surface.
3.
The use may not be located on a nonconforming lot.
In the Industrial Mixed Use District, the density controls of
Table 21-3.5 and Section 21-3.140-1(c) apply.
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Neighborhood grocery stores that occupied their present
22, 1986, but are located in
districts in which they are not permitted as small general
retail, are not considered nonconforming, provided they
meet the following requirements:
1. No expansion of the floor area occupied on October
22, 1986 is allowed;
Hours of operation are limited to between 6 am.
2.
and 10 p.m.; and
All sales, services, or displays must be within a fully•
3.
enclosed structure, and there must be no outdoor
display, service, or storage of merchandise.
Medium
a.
All incidental storage of material and equipment must be
located in a fully enclosed structure for lots adjoining a
Country, Residential, Apartment, or Apartment Mixed
Use District.
In the B-i District, when the principal entrance is less
b.
than 75 feet or its parking area is less than 20 feet from
an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed use District, hours of operation are
limited to between 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
c.
In the Apartment Mixed Use District, hours of operation
are limited to between 6a.m. and 10 p.m., including any
loading associated with the retail use.
In the Industrial Mixed Use District, the density controls of
d.
Table 21-3.5 and Section 21-3.140-1(c) apply.
Large:
a.
All incidental storage of material and equipment must be
located in a fully enclosed structure for lots adjoining a
Country, Residential, Apartment, or Apartment Mixed
Use District.
b.
In the B-i District, when the principal entrance is less
than 75 feet or its parking area is less than 20 feet from
an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment or
Apartment Mixed Use District, hours of operation are
limited to between 6 a.m. to 10p.m. Affected retail not
meeting this standard and intended to operate beyond
these hours may be permitted under a minor conditional
use permit.
e.

location prior to October

(H)

(Hi)
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d.

In the Industrial Mixed Use District, the density controls of
Table 21-3.5 and Section 21-3.140-1(c) apply.

Alternative Financial Services
(A)
Defined: Providing non-traditional financial services on a recurring
basis. Includes payday lending, check cashing, bail bonds, debt
collecting, or pawnshop.
Standards: As required by conditional use permit.
(B)
Mobile Commercial Establishment
(3)
(A)
Defined: A vehicle with current registration and safety check used
by an itinerant vendor for the sale of food products or other wares.
Includes trailer attachments, push carts, lunch wagons or vans,
shipping containers, food trucks, and pop-up tents. Does not
include vendors at farmers’ markets, fun fairs, special community
events, or other special events where mobile commercial
establishments are not the majority of the event or are managed by
a regulatory entity.
Standards
(B)
(i) A mobile commercial establishment must operate on areas
where an all-weather surface is provided, unless otherwise
specified in this Chapter.
(ii) A mobile commercial establishment must operate outside of
any required yards.
(iU) One portable sign per mobile commercial establishment is
allowable during hours of operation.
(iv) When 3 or more mobile commercial establishments operate
on 1 zoning lot:
A parking management plan is required. A minimum of 5
a.
parking spaces per mobile commercial establishment is
required.
A
pedestrian and vehicle circulation plan is required.
b.
c.
Hours of operation are limited to between 6:00 am. and
10:00 p.m.
When restrooms are provided, they must be adequately
d.
screened from public view.
(v) The regulations associated with mobile commercial
establishments in the Haleiwa special district supersede the
standards listed here.
Vehicle-Related: Selling, renting, servicing, and fueling of motor vehicles,
including boats, light aircraft, and any type of trailer designed to be towed by a
(2)

(k)
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motor vehicle. Vehicle-related is consolidated into the following groups in Sec.
21-5.30 Use Table.
Car Wash
(1)
(A)
Defined: Facility with mechanical or hand-operated equipment used
for cleaning, washing, polishing, or waxing of vehicles.
(B)
Standards
(i)
The following standards apply to car washing establishments
as principal or accessory uses:
(H) The lot must not abut a zoning lot in a Residential or
Apartment District.
(Hi) A closed-loop Water recycling system with no off-site
discharge or run-off must be used.
(2)
Vehicle Fueling Station
(A)
Defined: Providing vehicle fueling services such as gasoline, diesel,
compressed natural gas or hydrogen pumps, and electric charging
stations. Does not include electric charging stations that are
accessory to a parking lot.
(B)
Standards: Hours of operation are limited to between 6a.m. to 10
p.m. where pump islands exist and are set back less than 75 feet
from an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment or Apartment
Mixed Use District. Vehicle fueling stations intended to operate
beyond these hours may be permitted under a minor conditional
use permit.
(3)
Vehicle Repair
(A)
Defined: A facility for servicing and repairing vehicles.
Service: Routine servicing of light-duty vehicles that generally
(i)
weigh less than 10,000 pounds (gross vehicle weight) and
typically require less than 1 day of work. Includes servicing
batteries, brakes or tires, cleaning and flushing radiators,
muffler repair, windscreen replacement, emissions testing,
inspection station, changing oil and lubricants, installation of
audio or alarm equipment, and the sale of automotive parts
used in on-site vehicle repairs such as oil, grease, batteries,
and tires.
(H) Repair, Light: The repair of light-duty vehicles that generally
weigh less than 10,000 pounds (gross vehicle weight) and
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(I)

typically require more than 1 day of work. Includes engine and
transmission repair, and body and paint shops.
(Hi) Repair, Heavy: The repair of heavy-duty vehicles that
generally weigh more than 10,000 pounds (grow vehicle
weight),
(B)
Standards
(i)
Service
All servicing of vehicles must occur within a fully
a.
enclosed structure,
b.
No outdoor storage is allowed.
(ii) Repair, Light
a.
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum
100 feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use District.
Any activities conducted between the hours of 10 p.m.
b.
and 6 a.m. must be set back a minimum of 300 feet from
an adjoining Residential, Apartment, or Apartment Mixed
Use District.
(Hi) Repair, Heavy: None.
Vehicle Sales and Rental
(4)
(A)
Defined: A facility that sells, rents, or leases vehicles. Vehicle rental
sites that do not include a building or leasing office, or that provide
only car sharing services are not included.
(i)
Sales and Rental, Light: The sale, rental, or leasing of lightduty vehicles that generally weigh less than 10,000 pounds
(gross vehicle weight).
(H) Sales and Rental, Heavy: The sale, rental, or leasing of heavyduty vehicles that generally weigh more than 10,000 pounds
(gross vehicle weight). Includes sales of shipping containers
and manufactured or modular homes.
(B)
Standards
Sales and Rental, Light: Vehicle display areas must not be
(i)
artificially elevated above the general topography of the site.
(H) Sales and Rental, Heavy: None.
Accessory Commercial Uses: Uses accessory to a permitted commercial use on
the same zoning lot. Accessory commercial is consolidated into the following
groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Caretaker Unit
(A)
Defined: An accessory dwelling unit occupied by an owner or
caretaker of a principal use in a district that does not allow
residential uses.
(B)
Standards: A caretaker unit shall be located above or behind the
principal use in such a way that the unit does not interrupt
commercial frontage.
Drive-Thru
Defined: An accessory facility that allows a customer to be served
(A)
while seated in a vehicle, typically accessory to an eating
establishment, bank, dry cleaner! or pharmacy.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Speaker boxes must be set back a minimum of 75 feet from
an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment, or Apartment
Mixed Use District.
(ii) Drive-thru lanes must be set back a minimum of 20 feet from
an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment, or Apartment
Mixed Use District.
Retail
Defined: Retail sales accessory to permitted non-retail commercial
(A)
use.
(B)
Standards: Retailing of products must be limited to those which are
manufactured or processed on the premises.
Vacation Cabin
(A)
Defined: A small dwelling unit accessory to a permitted outdoor
recreation use.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Vacation cabins must not exceed 800 square feet in floor area.
(H) The overall density for vacation cabins must not exceed 1
vacation cabin per acre of land area.

Industrial uses.
Sec. 21-5.80
Manufacturing and Processing: Uses for manufacturing and processing.
(a)
Manufacturing and processing are consolidated into the following groups in Sec.
21-5.30 Use Table.
General Manufacturing and Processing
(1)
Defined: The manufacture, processing, assembly, fabrication,
(A)
refinement, alteration, or packaging by hand or by machinery, from
raw materials, component parts, or other products, of finished
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(B)

goods, merchandise, or other end products suitable for sale or
trade.
(i)
Light: Activities which are non-offensive to adjacent uses;
involve no open storage or other types of outdoor accessory
uses other than parking and loading: do not involve processes
which generate significant levels of heat, noise, odors or
particulates; and do not involve chemicals or other substances
which pose a threat to health and safety. Includes, but is not
limited to: the production of handcrafted goods, electronicsintensive equipment, components related to instrumentation
and measuring devices, bio-medical and telecommunications
technologies, computer parts and software, optical and
photographic equipment, and other similar types of
manufacturing, processing, and packaging uses.
(ii) Heavy: Activities involving significant mechanical and chemical
processes, large amounts of metal transfer, or extended shift
operations. Includes, but is not limited to: paper and textile
milling; wood millwork and production of prefabricated
structural wood products; soap and detergent manufacturing;
rubber processing and rubber products manufacturing;
production of plastics and other synthetic materials; primary
metals processes; vehicle, machinery, and fabricated metal
products manufacturing; electroplating; cement making and
concrete production; gypsum and related products; chemical
products, perfumes, and pharmaceuticals production; and
paving and roofing materials production. Does not include
those activities associated with petroleum processing; the
manufacture of explosives and toxic chemicals; waste disposal
and processing; or the processing of salvage, scrap, and junk
materials.
Standards
Light: Total floor area must not exceed 2,000 square feet.
(i)
(i)
Heavy
a.
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum
of 100 feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use District.
b.
The pickup or drop-off of equipment between the hours of
10p.m. and 6a.m. must be set back a minimum of 300
feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use District.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

Bio-FueI Processing Facility
(A)
Defined: A facility that produces liquid or gaseous fuels from
organic sources, such as biomass crops, agricultural residues, oil
crops, including palm, canola, soybean, and waste cooking oils;
grease; food wastes; and animal residues and wastes; that can be
used to generate energy.
Standards
(B)
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum 1,500
(i)
feet from an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment,
Apartment Mixed Use or Resort District.
(H) When it can be determined by the Director that potential
impacts will be adequately mitigated due to prevailing winds,
terrain, technology, or similar considerations, this distance
may be reduced, provided that at no time may the distance be
less than 500 feet.
(Hi) Transitional height setbacks required based on the underlying
zoning district and any adjacent districts apply. See the
dimensional tables in Article 3.
Brewery. Distillery, Winery
(A)
Defined: A facility where malt beverages, distilled spirits, or wines
are produced.
(i)
Minor: Producing a maximum of 5,000 barrels a year. Includes
sale of alcohol for on-site consumption.
(H) Major: Producing more than 5000 barrels a year. Includes
guided tours and free tastings of malt beverages, distilled
spirits, or wine produced on-site.
Standards
(B)
Minor: None.
(i)
(H) Major: None.
Explosive/Toxic Chemical Manufacturing, Storage and Distribution
(A)
Defined: Manufacturing, storing, and distributing poisonous.
corrosive, or combustible materials capable of causing death or
injury to people or damage to property. Does not include petroleum,
liquified petroleum gas, or coal products.
Standards
(B)
(i)
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum 1,500
feet from an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment,
Apartment Mixed Use or Resort District.
(U) When it can be determined by the Director that potential
impacts will be adequately mitigated due to prevailing winds,
terrain, technology or similar considerations, this distance may
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(5)

(6)

(7)

be reduced, provided that at no time may the distance be less
than 500 feet.
(iH) Explosives storage must be effectively screened by a natural
landform or artificial barrier either surrounding the entire site or
surrounding each storage magazine or production facility. The
landform or barrier must be of such height that:
a.
A straight line drawn from the top of any side wall of all
magazines or production facilities to any part of the
nearest structure will pass through the landform or
barrier.
b.
A straight line drawn from the top of any side wall of all
magazines or production facilities, to any point 12 feet
above the center line of a public street will pass through
the landform or barricade.
Artificial barricades must be a mound or revetted wall of
c.
the earth a minimum thickness of 3 feet.
Food Manufacturing and Processing
(A)
Defined: Processing food and drink products that do not handle
dead animals or animal by-products that people do not consume.
(B)
Standards
(i) Total floor area must not exceed 4,000 square feet.
(U) The slaughter of animals is not permitted.
Linen Suppliers
(A)
Defined: Providing linen and off-site laundry services, including
delivery and pick-up, to businesses such as hospitals and hotels.
Linens include uniforms, towels, aprons, tablecloths, napkins, and
fabric for cleaning.
(B)
Standards: None.
Petrochemical Plant
(A)
Defined: A facility for processing and refining petroleum, liquefied
petroleum gas, and coal products.
(B)
Standards
(i) All structures and activities must be set back a minimum 1500
feet from an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment,
Apartment Mixed Use or Resort District.
(U) When it can be determined by the Director that potential
impacts will be adequately mitigated due to prevailing winds,
terrain, technology or similar considerations, this distance may
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(b)

be reduced, provided that at no time may the distance be less
than 500 feet.
(8)
Production Studio
(A)
Defined: A facility producing movies, videos, and other similar
forms of intellectual property. Includes studios and production,
distribution, editing, set construction, and special effects facilities.
Does not include sites or facilities used temporarily for production
purposes.
(B)
Standards: None.
(9)
Publishing Facility
(A)
Defined: Printing, reproducing, or duplicating material such as
newspapers, books, and magazines using a phnting press,
photographic reproduction, or other similar techniques.
(B)
Standards: None.
Marine: Activities and structures supporting marine and other water-related
activities. Marine is consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use
Table.
(1)
General Marine
Defined: Activities and structures used to support recreational
(A)
marine and other water-related activities, commercial boating, and
the storage and transfer of goods and services.
(i)
Minor: Land uses on harbor fast lands, lagoons or other inland
waters that support recreational marine activities. Includes
piers or boathouses, storage and minor repair of boats,
clubhouses, sale of boating supplies and fuels, ice and cold
storage facilities, hoists, launching ramps, and wash racks.
(ii) Major: Land uses on harbor fast lands support commercial
marine activities. Includes construction, vocational training,
equipment sales, and repair.
(B)
Standards
(i)
Minor
Launching ramps, boat repair facilities, establishments
a.
for the sale of boating supplies and fuel, clubhouses and
drydock facilities or other areas for storage of boats on
land must be set back from an adjoining Residential,
Apartment, or Apartment Mixed Use District by:
1.
300 feet if open between the hours of 10 p.m. and 6
am,
2.
lsofeetifnotopen between the hours of 10 p.m.
and 6 am.; or where the use is screened by a solid
wall at least 6 feet in height.
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A master planned community with an inland waterway
designated Preservation District is not subject to these
additional zoning district setbacks, provided that the
zoning change that created the project occurred as part
of a single rezoning action.
c.
Where a general marine use occurs adjacent to a
Preservation District applied to inland waters, no district
setback is required for uses not common to both districts.
d.
Small engine and minor boat repair are allowed within a
fully enclosed, noise-attenuated structure.
Major: None.
b.

(H)
(2)

(c)

Port
(A)

Defined: A facility for supporting commercial marine activity, such
as cargo shipping, that is located on harbor fast lands. Includes
wharves, piers and boathouses, cargo handling systems, storage
and repair of boats and ships, sale of marine supplies and fuel, cold
storage facilities, power stations, hoists, launching ramps, facilities
for embarking and disembarking of passengers, and other facilities
necessary for maintenance and operation of the port.
(B)
Standards: None.
Repair: The commercial restoration, reconstruction, and repair of consumer
goods and industrial equipment and machinery. Does not include motor vehicles
(see Sec. 21-5.60(j)) or boats (see Sec. 21-5.70(b)). Repair is consolidated into
the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
General Repair
(A)
Defined: Repair of household appliances: furniture, upholstery,
small engine repair such as lawnmowers, clock repair, production,
and repair of prosthetic devices. See also Personal Services, Sec.
2 1-5.70(g).
Standards
(B)
Hours of operation are limited to between 6a.m. and 10p.m.
(i)
(H) No small engine repair is allowed.
Heavy Repair
(2)
Defined: Repair of industrial machinery and heavy equipment.
(A)
(B)
Standards
(i) All structures and activities must be set back a minimum 100
feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment, or Apartment
Mixed Use District.
(H) All activities conducted between the hours of 10 p.m. and 6
am. must be set back a minimum of 300 feet from an
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(d)

(e)

adjoining Residential, Apartment, or Apartment Mixed Use
District.
Research and Development: A facility focused primarily on the research and
development of new products. Research and development are consolidated into
the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
General Research and Development
(1)
Defined: Research and development facilities including
(A)
laboratories, supporting prototype manufacture, pilot plants used to
test manufacturing processes planned for use in production
elsewhere and supporting administrative offices. Does not include
medical research and development (see 2 1-5.70 (e) Medical).
(B)
Standards: None.
Resource Extraction: A site or facility for resource extraction. Resource extraction
uses are consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 2 1-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
General Resource Extraction
(A)
Defined: A site or facility for exploration, extracting, and processing
of natural resources including natural accumulations of minerals,
ores, gemstones, sand, rock, soil, gravel, and water.
(B)
Standards
Blasting operations are restricted to Mondays through Fridays
(i)
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
(ü) The application for a conditional use permit must include a
plan for the development of the property. which includes the
exploitation and the reuse,
a.
The plan for the exploitation phase must show the
proposed development as planned in relation to
surrounding property within 300 feet and include
topographic surveys and other materials indicating
existing conditions (including drainage) and the
conditions (including topography, drainage and soils) that
will exist at the end of the exploitation phase. Contour
intervals for topography must be 5 feet in areas where
slope is greater than 10%, 2 feet in areas where the
slope is 10% or less.
b.
The plan for the reuse phase must indicate how the
property is to be left in a form suitable for reuse for
purposes permissible in the district, relating such reuses
to uses existing or proposed for surrounding properties.
Among items to be included in the plan are feasible
circulation patterns in and around the site, the treatment
of exposed soil or subsoil (including measures to be
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(f)

taken to replace topsoil or establish vegetation in
excavated areas) in order to make the property suitable
for the proposed reuse, treatment of slopes to prevent
erosion and delineation of floodways and floodplains (if
any) to be maintained in open usage. In the plan for
reuse, intermittent lakes and marshes are not allowed,
except in areas included in flood hazard districts and if
situated more than 1,000 feet from the nearest
Residential, Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use or Resort
District boundary.
Storage and Distribution: Storage and distribution of commercial goods, industrial
materials, and personal items. Storage and distribution is consolidated into the
following groups in Sec. 2 1-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
General Storage and Distribution
(A)
Defined: A facility involved in the storage or movement of goods for
their business or other firms. Goods are generally delivered to other
firms or the final consumer with little on-site customer activity.
Includes non-transient storage of automobiles not in operating
condition and temporary storage of household goods by a freight
mover.
Standards: None.
(B)
(2)
Self-Storage
(A)
Defined: Providing separate storage areas, units, or lockers for
personal or business use designed to allow private access by the
tenant for storing or removing personal property. Does not include
the outdoor storage of fleet vehicles (Base Yard) or the outdoor
storage of junk, scrap metal, or old cars (Salvage, Scrap, and Junk
Storage and Processing).
(B)
Standards
(i)
No individual storage area may exceed 3,600 cubic feet in
size.
(ii) All buildings must have windows or architectural treatments
that appear as windows.
(iii) No activities other than the dead storage or transfer of non
volatile goods, or leasing of storage space, are permitted, with
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(g)

the exception of the supporting sale of boxes, tape, and other
packing-r&ated materials.
(iv) Where storage occurs underground, the zoning applicable to
any entrance determines the uses allowed.
Storage
(3)
Yard
(A)
Defined: The open storage of soil, mulch, stone, lumber, pipe, steel,
construction materials, or similar products. Includes contractor’s
storage. Does not include the outdoor storage of fleet vehicles (see
Sec. 21-5.70(g)(3)(B) Base Yard) or the outdoor storage of junk,
scrap metal or old cars (see Sec. 21-5.70(h)(3)(A) Salvage, Scrap
and Junk Storage and Processing).
Standards
(B)
(i) There must be no sale or processing of scrap, salvage, or
secondhand material.
(ii) Yards must be completely enclosed, except for necessary
openings for ingress and egress, by a fence or wall not less
than 6 feet in height.
(Hi) Within the I—i District:
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum
a.
100 feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment. or
Apartment Mixed Use District.
b.
If the facility is within 300 feet of a parcel in a Residential,
Apartment, or Apartment Mixed Use District, equipment
startup, including vehicles, are limited to the hours
between 6a.m. and 10 pm.
Transportation: Activities and structures supporting the movement of people or
goods from one place to another. Transportation is consolidated into the
following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
Airport
(A)
Defined: Activities and structures for the landing and takeoff of
flying vehicles, including loading and unloading areas such as
passenger terminals. Aviation facilities may be improved or
unimproved. Includes commercial carrier and private aircraft
facilities.
Standards: As required during Plan Review (PRU).
(B)
(2)
Base Yard
(A)
Defined: Outside storage, parking, cleaning, and incidental repair
and maintenance of vehicles and associated equipment. Includes
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(B)

supporting dispatching services, administrative offices, kitchens)
showers, lounges and similar personnel sUpporting activities.
Standards
(i)
Yards must be completely enclosed, except for necessary
openings for ingress and egress, by a fence or wall not less
than 6 feet in height.
(ii) Within the I—i District:
a.
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum
100 feet from an adjoining Residential, Apartment, or
Apartment Mixed Use District.
b.
If the facility is within 300 feet of a parcel in a Residential,
Apartment or Apartment Mixed Use District, equipment
startup, including vehicles, are limited to the hours

between 6 am. and 10 p.m.
Heliport
(A)
Defined: A facility for landing and take-off of rotorcraft that includes
supporting fueling, maintenance, repair, and storage activities.
(B)
Standards: None.
(4)
Multi-Modal Facility
(A)
Defined: A facility for trains, buses, taxis or car share services.
Includes facilities for the following: bus transfer facility or bus
station, car-share facility, limousine or taxi service, light rail station,
or rail station.
(B)
Standards: As required by conditional use permit.
Truck Terminal
(5)
(A)
Defined: A facility used as an origin or destination point for the
loading, unloading, assembling, or transferring of goods transported
by truck.
(B)
Standards: None.
Waste-Related: Storing, processing, or selling waste, Waste-related is
consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 2 1-5.30 Use Table.
(1)
Salvage, Scrap, and Junk Storage or Processing
(A)
Defined: A facility for the storage, sale, dismantling, or other
processing of used or waste materials that are not intended for re
(3)

(h)
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(i)

use in their original forms. Includes automotive wrecking yards,
junkyards and salvage yards.
Standards
(B)
(i)
All structures and activities must be set back a minimum of
1500 feet from an adjoining Country, Residential, Apartment,
Apartment Mixed Use or Resort District.
(H) When it can be determined by the Director that potential
impacts will be adequately mitigated due to prevailing winds,
terrain, technology, or similar considerations, this distance
may be reduced1 provided that at no time may the distance be
less than 500 feet.
Waste Disposal and Processing
(2)
(A)
Defined: A facility for disposing and processing solid waste.
Includes refuse dumps, sanitary landfills, incinerators, and resource
recovery plants.
Standards: No person, including the State or any county, may
(B)
construct, modify, or expand a waste or disposal facility, including a
municipal solid waste landfill unit, any component of a municipal
solid waste landfill unit, a construction and demolition landfill unit, or
any component of a construction and demolition landfill unit without
meeting the following standard:
(i)
A buffer zone of no less than 1/2 mile around the waste or
disposal facility is required from any residential, school, or
hospital property line.
(H) This subsection does not apply to the continued operation of
an existing waste or disposal facility that is properly permitted,
provided that continued operation does not require vertical or
horizontal physical expansion of the facility requiring additional
permitting review and a permit modification.
(Hi) This subsection does not apply to any individual, state
certified, non-industrial redemption centers.
Accessory Industrial Uses: Uses accessory to a permitted industrial use on the
same zoning lot. Accessory industrial is consolidated into the following groups in
Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
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(1)

Helistop
Defined: An accessory facility for landing and take-off of rotorcraft
(A)
that does not include supporting fueling, maintenance, or repair
facilities. Includes commercial use of a drone.
Standards
(B)
(I)
No structures for rotorcraft storage are allowed.
(ii) May include overnight parking of one rotorcraft.

Sec. 21 -5.90
Miscellaneous Uses
(a)
Historic Structure Re-Use: Uses that incentivize the owner of a historic structure
to maintain the structure when the use is not otherwise permitted in the
underlying district.
(1)
Any structure on the State or National Register of Historic Places may be
occupied by a use not otherwise permitted in the underlying district,
provided that any proposed alteration, repair, or renovation beyond its
original design and the proposed use are both approved by the
appropriate historic preservation entity, and does not result in the
destruction or demolition of the structure.
(2)
The Director may deny any request which is judged to have adverse
impacts on the neighborhood that cannot be mitigated.
Joint Development: The development of 2 or more adjacent subdivision lots
(b)
under a single. unified project concept.
Adjacent Lots
(1)
Whenever 2 or more adjacent subdivision lots are developed jointly
(A)
in accordance with the provisions of this section, they will be
considered and treated as 1 zoning lot.
Owners must be applicants and execute the conditional use permit
(B)
and joint development agreement.
When applying for a conditional use permit for joint development
(C)
under this section, the applicants must submit to the Director an
agreement which binds themselves and their successors in title or
lease, individually and collectively, to maintain the pattern of joint
development proposed in such a way that there will be conformity
with applicable zoning regulations. The development standards
listed in Section 21-2.90-2(C) may not be modified through a
conditional use permit for joint development unless allowed through
another discretionary approval. The right to enforce the agreement
must also be granted to the City. The agreement is subject to the
approval of the Corporation Counsel of the City.
(D)
If the Director finds that the proposed agreement assures future
protection of the public interest and meets the requirements for
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(c)

issuance of a conditional use permit, the Director may issue the
conditional use permit. Upon issuance of the permit, the
agreement, which must be one of the conditions of the permit, must
be filed as a covenant running with the land with the Bureau of
Conveyances or the Registrar of the Land Court. Proof of such
filing in the form of a copy of the covenant certified by the
appropriate agency must be filed with the Director prior to the
issuance of any building permit.
Transfer of Development: Under a transfer of development, floor area or dwelling
units normally attributable to a donor lot is allocated to, and may be used on, a
receiving lot.
(1)
Applicability: Transfer of development is intended to provide an incentive
for the preservation of certain historic or environmentally sensitive
properties by permitting qualified property owners to freely sell, trade,
broker or otherwise transfer the floor area or dwellings that would normally
be permitted under the applicable district regulations on the donor lot. The
following transfers may be permitted:
(A)
The transfer of development from a zoning lot with a historic site,
building, or structure to a lot or lots without historic significance and
with sufficient access to infrastructure to support the additional
density; or
(B)
The transfer of development from a zoning lot that is in the Special
Management Area to a lot or lots that are:
(i)
Not located within the Special Management Area;
(U) Not located within the P-2 General Preservation District; and
(Ui) Not expected to be impacted by 3.2 feet of sea level rise by
the year 2100.
(iv) Not located in a flood hazard area subject to Chapter 21A,
ROH.
Historic
Property, Transfer Standards
(2)
(A)
The historic site, building. or structure must be suitable for
preservation or rehabilitation, or both, and any proposed alterations
of the site must have no adverse effect on the historic value of the
historic site, building, or structure, as determined by the appropriate
historic preservation authority.
(B)
The floor area eligible to be transferred must be calculated by
determining the maximum allowable floor area for the donor lot on
which the historic site, building, or structure is located, including
any applicable density bonuses for open space or the preservation
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(3)

of the historic site, building or structure, and subtracting from the
sum of:
(i)
The floor area of all historic buildings or structures to be
retained on the donor lot; and
(U) The floor area of all historic buildings or structures designated
in an approved plan for development or redevelopment of the
donor lot.
(C)
The unused floor area from the donor lot with the historic site,
building or structure may be transferred to receiving lots, provided
that the donor lot and each receiving lot may not be located in a
Residential or Preservation District. In no case may the maximum
floor area on a receiving lot under transfer of development from a
historic property be more than 15% more than the maximum floor
area that would otherwise be permitted on the lot. Only floor area
may be transferred; all other zoning requirements applicable to the
receiving lot are not affected.
(D)
The owner, owners, or duly authorized agents of the owners, of
zoning lots may apply for a conditional use permit to undertake the
transfer of development.
(E)
Additional floor area may be developed on the donor lot, provided
there is sufficient remaining permitted floor area that has not been
transferred to any receiving lots and the development of the
additional floor area will not diminish the value of the historic site,
building or structure on the donor lot or conflict with the approved
maintenance agreement. The added floor area permitted on
receiving lots under transfer of development must not be used in a
way that will diminish or destroy the value of a historic site, building
or structure or a site, building, or structure that is eligible for listing
on the State Register of Historic Places.
Special Management Area, Transfer Standards
(A)
The floor area or dwellings eligible to be transferred must be
calculated by determining the maximum allowable floor areas or
dwellings for the donor lot, including any applicable density
bonuses. All floor area or dwellings eligible to be transferred must
be transferred in their entirety. such that the donor site is left
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undeveloped and vacant, prior to the issuance of a building permit
on the receiving lot,

The added floor area permitted on receiving lots under transfer of
development must not be used in a way that will diminish or destroy
the value of the Special Management Area.
(C)
In Residential Districts, receiving lots may not exceed the maximum
FAR of 0.8. All other Residential District development standards
apply and may not be modified.
Application Requirements: When applying for the required conditional use
permit, applicants must submit the following:
Zoning lot area calculations for all donors and receiving lots.
(A)
(B)
Documentation demonstrating that the donor lot or lots contain a
historic site, building, or structure that is listed on the National or
State Register of Historic Places. or both, or is located within a
Special Management Area.
Where the donor site contains a historic site, a plan approved by
(C)
the appropriate historic preservation entity for the restoration,
renovation, or rehabilitation, if necessary, and for the maintenance
of the historic site, building, or structure on the donor lots for a
minimum period of 30 years, including calculation of the current
floor area of all historic and nonhistorical buildings or structures on
the donor lots. The plan for restoration may be phased.
(D)
Where the donor site is located within a Special Management Area,
a plan to maintain and preserve the donor site from the agency or
organization that has agreed to manage the donor site.
A plan for the development or redevelopment of the receiving lots,
(E)
which may be phased, including information as to the effect of the
development or redevelopment on any historic site, building or
structure, or the Special Management Area on or near the receiving
lots.
A proposed agreement running with the land for all donor and
(F)
receiving lots, binding all owners of these lots and their lessees,
mortgagees heirs, successors, and assigns, individually and
collectively, to comply with the approved plans and permits
submitted with the application for a minimum of 30 years. The
proposed agreement must be in recordable form enforceable by the
(B)

(4)
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(5)

City. The proposed agreement must state the consideration to be
given for the proposed transfer of density.
Approval
(A)
The Director will grant approval of the application if the Director
determines that:
(i)
The proposed agreement provides adequate protection for the
historic site, building or structure, or the Special Management
Area,
(ii) All proposed donor and receiving lots meet the requirements
of this Section.
(iii) The transfer of density to the receiving lots will not cause the
density of any of the receiving lots to exceed the maximum
density permitted under this Section.
(iv) The plan for development or redevelopment of the receiving
lots will not adversely impact the Special Management Area or
diminish or destroy the value of any historic site, building or,
structure or of any site, building or structure that is on, or is
eligible to be listed on, the State Register of Historic Places
and will not create adverse effects on lots in the vicinity of a
receiving lot that is inconsistent with the purpose of the zoning
designation of those lots.
(v) The proposed plans and agreements submitted with the
application will adequately ensure the preservation of the
historic site, building, or structure on the donor lot or within the
Special Management Area.
Until
the applicants have recorded with the Bureau of Conveyances
(B)
and the Land Court of the State of HawaU, as appropriate, the
agreement specified in subdivision F above, for all donor and
receiving lots, no building permit or construction permit may be
approved for a building or structure which would not conform to
development standards that would be applicable in the absence of
the conditional use permit.”

SECTION 5. Sec. 21-2.40-1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (‘Minor permits”), is amended to read as follows:
“Sec. 21-2.40-1 Minor permits.
(a)
Specific Permits. The minor permit category consists of the following permits
and approvals:
84
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(b)

(c)

(1)
Zoning adjustment;
(2)
Waiver;
Existing use permit;
(3)
(4)
Conditional use permit (minor); and
Special district permit (minor).
(5)
Pre-application Procedures. Before submitting an application for a minor permit[7
except an existing use permit,] for the following uses:
[T-ransmitting-an1ennas] Antenna tower [mounted—on-a-bu#dtng-or-rooftop]
(1)
in P-2, AG-i, orAG-2 [residential, A 1, orAMX 1] district [, org
freestanding antenna structure];
(2)
[Meeting] Small or medium meeting facility;
[Day—care] Child or adult day care facility;
(3)
(4)
[Schools: elementary, intermediate and high] School, K-i2; or
[Hotel] Minor hotel with up to 180 dwelling and/or lodging units in the
(5)
B-2, and BMX-3 district,
the applicant shall first present the project to the neighborhood board of the
district where the project will be located, or, if no such neighborhood board
exists, an appropriate community association. The applicant shall provide written
notice of such presentation to owners of all properties adjoining the proposed
project. Provided, however, that the requirements of this subsection (b) shall be
deemed satisfied if the applicant makes a written request to present the project to
the neighborhood board or community association and:
(A)
The neighborhood board or community association fails to provide
the applicant with an opportunity to present the project at a
meeting held within 60 days of the date of the written request; or
(B)
The neighborhood board or community association provides the
applicant with written notice that it has no objection to the project
or that no presentation of the project is necessary.
Application and Processing. An applicant seeking a minor permit shall submit
the appropriate application to the director for processing. Once the director has
accepted an application for a conditional use permit (minor) involving a meeting
facility, child or adult day[-]care [facH4ty] facilities, school [(elementary1
intermed4ate-an4-h4gh)-} K-12, or minor hotel [with up to 180 dwelling and/or
lodging units] in the BMX-3 district, the director shall notify adjoining property
owners and the appropriate neighborhood board or community association of
receipt of the application. The director shall ask adjoining property owners
whether they wish to have a public hearing on the proposed project, and whether
they have any concerns about potentially adverse external effects of the
proposed project on the immediate neighborhood. If, in the judgment of the
director, there is sufficient cause to hold a public hearing, the director shall hold a
public hearing, which may be held within the area, no sooner than 45 days after
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acceptance of the completed application; and the application will thereafter be
subject to the provisions of Section 21-2.40-2(c)(2), (3), (4) and (6), and (d). If
the director determines that a public hearing is not necessary, within 45 days of
the director’s acceptance of the completed application, the director shall either:
(1)
Approve the application as submitted;
(2)
Approve the application with modifications or conditions or both; or
(3)
Deny the application and provide the applicant with a written explanation
for the denial;
provided: however, that if an applicant substantially amends an application after
its acceptance by the director, the director will have up to 45 days from the date
of such amendment to act on the application as provided in this section.”
SECTION 6. Sec. 21-2.120-1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“Applicability”), is amended to read as follows:
“Sec. 21-2.120-1
Applicability.
(a)
Plan review use (PRU) approval shall be required for the following public and
private uses: hospitals, prisons, airports, colleges and universities (except
business schools and business colleges), trade or convention centers, and those
golf courses described in subsection (d).
This section is applicable to all of the uses in subsection (a), in all zoning districts
(b)
and special districts.
[Trade or convention centcrs shall] A large meeting facility may not be approved
(c)
as a plan review use in any preservation, agricultural, country, residential1
apartment, apartment mixed use, and industrial zoned districts.
(d)
Golf courses.
(1)
If, following rezoning of land planned for golf course use to P-2
preservation district either:
(A)
A grading permit has not been issued for the golf course within two
years of the rezoning; or
(B)
A grading permit that was issued within two years of the rezoning
has expired due to suspension or abandonment of work, or is
revoked, then the golf course shall require PRU approval.
(2)
Golf courses shall be permitted as a plan review use in the P-2
preservation and resort districts only when consistent with the city’s
development plans. Golf courses on P-2 and resort zoned land shall be
deemed consistent with the development plans only when situated on
lands designated preservation, parks and recreation, or golf courses on
the development plan land use maps.
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(3)
(4)

Uses accessory to a golf course shall be designed and scaled to meet
only the requirements of the members, guests or users of the facility.
In addition to the general provisions of Section 21-2.120-2, PRU approval
of requests for golf courses may be based on the additional criteria
enumerated in Section [21 5.280) 21-5.70ffl(2).”

SECTION 7. Sec. 21-2.140-1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(Specific circumstances”), is amended to read as follows:
“Sec. 21 -2.140-1
Specific circumstances.
The director may approve an adjustment from the requirements of this chapter
under the following circumstances.
(a)
Carports and garages.
(1)
When located in a residential district, a one-car or two-car carport or
garage may encroach into required front or side yards, including those in
special districts, only under the following conditions:
(A)
No other viable alternative site exists relative to the location of an
existing dwelling (including additions), legally constructed prior to
October 22, 1986, or to the topography of the zoning lot; and
(B)
The landowner must authenticate the nonconformity of the existing
dwelling, carport or garage, if necessary.
Any carport or garage covered by this subsection must not be converted
to or be used for a use other than a carport or garage.
(2)
The maximum horizontal dimensions for the carport or garage generally
must not exceed 20 feet by 20 feet; provided that the dimensions may be
reasonably increased to accommodate an existing retaining wall or similar
condition.
(b)
Energy-saving rooftop designs. Rooftop designs that incorporate energy-saving
features, including but not limited to vented ceilings or louvered skylights, may
extend above the height limit or height setback of the underlying zoning district
by not more than five feet; provided that:
(1)
The building is not a [detaohed] dwelling unit or duplex; and
(2)
The proposal is subject to design review. The roofing treatment must be
attractive, give deference to surrounding design, and be an integral part of
the design scheme of the building.
Flag lot access width. Where unusual terrain or existing development does not
(c)
allow the required access drive, the director may:
(1)
Adjust the minimum access width to no less than 10 feet, and
(2)
Allow more than dual access to an access drive; provided that the
following criteria are met:
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(A)

(d)

The appropriate government agencies do not object to the
proposal;
No more than three flag stems or access drives are located
(B)
adjacent to one another, the access drives do not serve more than
five dwelling units, and the combined access drive pavement width
does not exceed 32 feet; and
(C)
If more than dual access to a flag stem or access drive is proposed,
the design results in one common driveway and one curb cut to
serve all lots adjoining the flag stem(s).
Grade irregularities. Where unusual natural deviations occur in grade, the
director may adjust the building height envelope to permit reasonable building
design. An adjustment may be made only in accordance with the intent of the
pertinent district regulations (See Figure 21-2.2).

Figure 21-2.2
ZONING ADJUSTMENT:
GRADE IRREGULARITIES
BUILDING
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—

DIRECTOR MAY AeousI
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ACCOUNT FO NA’r uctA1
DEVWflO4S

GROUND

ZONING ADJUSTMENT: GRADE IRREGULARITIES
(e)

Lanai enclosures. Lanais, which are a part of buildings constructed on or before
October 22: 1986 that have reached the maximum permitted floor area, may be
enclosed if they meet all of the following criteria:
(1)
The enclosure meets a unified design scheme approved by either the
condominium association or the building owner, whichever is applicable;
(2)
Other lanais in the building have been similarly enclosed; and
Lanais that have already been enclosed have been done so legally.
(3)
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(f)

(g)

Loading requirements—Low-rise multi-unit[family] dwellings. The director may
adjust or waive the loading requirement for low-rise multi-unit[fam4ly] dwellings,
provided that:
(1)
The project consists of more than one building;
(2)
Buildings do not exceed three stories; and
(3)
There is sufficient uncovered parking and aisle or turnaround space to
accommodate occasional use for loading.
Off-street parking and loading requirements upon change in use.
(1)
Change in use on zoning lot with conforming parking and loading.
Notwithstanding Article 6, if there is a change in use on a zoning lot, with
no increase in floor area, which would otherwise require the addition of no
more than three parking spaces or no more than one loading space, then
the director may adjust the number of additional parking or loading spaces
required subject to the following conditions:
(A)
There are no reasonable means of providing the additional parking
or loading spaces that would otherwise be required, including but
not limited to joint use of parking facilities and remote [off-site]
parking facilities;
(B)
There was no previous change in use on the zoning lot to a use
with higher parking or loading standards during the five-year period
immediately preceding the change in use;
There was no previous grant of an adjustment from parking and
(C)
loading requirements on the zoning lot pursuant to this subdivision;
and
(D)
The parking and loading will thereafter be deemed to be
nonconforming.
(2)
Change in use on zoning lot with nonconforming parking and loading.
Notwithstanding Section 21-4.11O(e)(1), if there is a change in use on a
zoning lot, with no increase in floor area) which would otherwise require
the addition of no more than three parking spaces or no more than one
loading space, nonconforming parking and loading may be continued, with
no additional parking or loading spaces being required subject to the
following conditions:
(A)
There are no reasonable means of providing the additional parking
or loading spaces that would otherwise be required, including but
not limited to joint use of parking facilities and remote [off—site]
parking facilities;
(B)
There was no previous change in use on the zoning lot to a use
with a higher parking or loading standard during the five-year period
immediately preceding the change in use; and
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(C)

(h)

(i)

There was no previous grant of an adjustment from parking and
loading requirements on the zoning lot pursuant to this subdivision
or
subdivision (1).
Rebuilding or expansion of a nonconforming ohana unit [dwelling].
Nonconforming ohana units [dwellings] may be altered, enlarged, repaired, or
rebuilt provided that all of the following conditions are satisfied.
The ohana
(1)
[dwelling] is a nonconforming structure or dwelling unit.
An ohana unit [dwelling] will be deemed nonconforming when the building
permit for an ohana unit [dwell4ng] was issued, and any of the following
circumstances apply:
The ohana unit [dwe114ng] is no longer in an ohana-eligible area
(A)
pursuant to Section 21-2.110-3;
The ohana und [dwel#ng] is occupied by persons who are not
(B)
related by blood, marriage, or adoption to the family residing in the
primary dwelling, and the building permit for the ohana unit
[dwelling] was issued prior to September 10, 1992;
(C)
A declaration of condominium property regime or declaration of
horizontal property regime was filed with either the State of Hawaii
bureau of conveyances or the land court of the State of Hawaii on
or before December 31, 1988; or
(D)
The ohana unit [dwel44ng] was legally established, but is no longer
allowed pursuant to Sections 21-820(c)(2) and (3).
(2)
The building area of the ohana unit [dwelling] in combination with the
building area of the primary dwelling does not exceed the current
maximum building area development standard for the underlying zoning
district.
(3)
The ohana unit [dwelling] complies with all other development standards
for the underlying zoning district, including off-street parking standards.
Unless the ohana unit [dwelling] was lawfully established prior to
(4)
December 31, 1988, the owners shall comply with Section 21-8.20(c)(8)
prior to the issuance of any building permit.
Receive-only antenna height. Receive-only antennas may exceed the applicable
zoning district height limit subject to the following conditions:
(1)
The zoning lot is not located in a residential district where utility lines are
predominantly located underground;
(2)
The applicant shall provide evidence to the director that adequate
reception by the antenna, for the purposes for which the antenna is
designed, cannot be provided anywhere on the zoning lot at or below the
applicable zoning district height limit, and the antenna must not extend
above a height greater than what is shown by the evidence provided to the
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U)

(k)

(I)

director to be necessary to provide adequate reception provided that in no
case may the antenna extend more than 10 feet above the applicable
zoning district height limit; and
A receive-only antenna may be placed on top of an existing structure that
(3)
is nonconforming in height provided that the antenna must not extend
above the height of the structure by more than 10 feet.
Residential height. The director may adjust the second plane of the building
height envelope up to a maximum of 35 feet, subject to the following conditions:
(1)
The slope of the lot is greater than 40 percent;
There is no reasonable development alternative without an increase in the
(2)
height envelope; and
(3)
The lot must be limited to dwelling use.
Retaining walls. The director may adjust the maximum height of a retaining wall
upon finding that additional height is necessary because of safety, topography,
subdivision design, or lot arrangement: provided that the aesthetic impact of the
wall would not be adverse to the neighborhood and community as viewed from
any street. The director may impose reasonable conditions when granting this
additional height, such as material used, color, landscaping, terracing, setbacks
and offsets, as may be necessary to maintain the general character of the area.
Rooftop height exemption. Rooftop structures that principally house elevator
machinery and air conditioning equipment may extend above the applicable
zoning district height limit for structures or portions of structures; provided that all
of the following conditions are satisfied:
If the elevator cab opens on the roof, machinery must not be placed above
(1)
the elevator housing.
The highest point of the rooftop structures must not exceed five feet above
(2)
the highest point of the equipment structures. Rooftop structures
principally housing elevator machinery or air conditioning equipment that
were installed under a building permit issued before February 9, 1993, will
be permitted even if they exceed the 18-foot limit of Section 21-4.60(c)(1)
so long as they do not exceed five feet above the highest point of the
equipment structure.
If the building is located in a special district, the special district
(3)
requirements will prevail.
The proposed rooftop structures will be subject to design review. The
(4)
design must be attractive, give deference to surrounding design, and be
an integral part of the design scheme of the building; and
Areas proposed to be covered by the rooftop structure will not be counted
(5)
as floor area; provided that they are not used for any purpose other than
for covering rooftop machinery. Areas used for purposes other than
reasonable aesthetic treatment will be counted as floor area.
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(m)

Sign master plan. A sign master plan is a voluntary, optional alternative to the
strict sign regulations of this chapter, intended to encourage some flexibility in
order to achieve good design (including compatibility and creativity), consistency,
continuity and administrative efficiency in the utilization of signs within eligible
sites. Under this alternative, and subject to the provisions of this subsection, the
director may approve a sign master plan that permits the exceptions to the sign
regulations of this chapter set forth in subdivision (2).
Eligibility. Developments with three or more principal uses on a zoning lot,
(1)
other than single-unit, duplex-unit, two-unit, or three-unit[oie4am4ly-ec
two family detached4 dwellings {oc—dup.lex-units], are eligible for
consideration of a zoning adjustment for a sign master plan. An applicant
must have the authority to impose the sign master plan on all
developments on the zoning lot.
(2)
Flexibility. The following exceptions to the sign regulations of this chapter
may be permitted pursuant to an approved sign master plan.
(A)
Physical characteristics. The maximum number of permitted signs,
sign area, and the height and physical dimensions of individual
signs, may be modified; provided that:
No sign may exceed any applicable standard relating to
(i)
height or dimension by more than 20 percent;
The total permitted sign area for signs that are part of a sign
(ii)
master plan may not be increased by more than 20 percent
beyond the total sign area permitted by the underlying sign
regulations for the site; and
The total number of signs that are part of a sign master plan
(Hi)
may not exceed 20 percent of the total number of signs
permitted by the underlying sign regulations for the site;
provided that when computation of the maximum number of
permitted signs results in a fractional number, the number of
allowable signs will be the next highest whole number.
Sign types. The types of business signs permitted for ground floor
(B)
establishments may include hanging, marquee fascia, projecting,
roof, and wall signs.
(i)
When marquee fascia signs are used, the signs may be
displayed above the face of the marquee; provided that the
signs must not exceed a height of more than 36 inches
above the marquee face.
(H)
When wall signs are used, signs displayed as individual
lettering placed against a building wall are encouraged.
Sign illumination
(C)
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Where direct illumination is not otherwise permitted by the
underlying sign regulations for the site, sign copy or graphic
elements of business or identification signs for ground floor
establishments may be directly illuminated; provided that any
remaining sign area must be completely opaque and not
illuminated.
Signs for second floor establishments may be indirectly
(H)
illuminated.
Sign location. An appropriate, consistent pattern for the placement
(D)
of regulated signs within the project site must be approved in the
sign master plan; provided that all signs must be located on the
building containing the identified establishment, and no ground sign
may be located within a required yard except as may be permitted
by this chapter.
The standards and requirements for directional signs, information
(E)
signs and parking lot traffic control signs may be established by the
director, as appropriate.
Sign master plan approvals. The director may approve a sign master plan
only upon a finding that, in addition to the criteria set forth in Section 212.140-2, the following criteria have been satisfied:
The proposed sign master plan will accomplish the intent of this
(A)
subsection;
The size and placement of each sign will be proportional to and
(B)
visually balanced with the building facade of the side of the building
upon which it is maintained;
All signs regulated by this chapter and maintained upon the site will
(C)
feature the consistent application of not less than one of the
following design elements: materials, letter style, color, shape or
theme; and
(D)
Except as may be adjusted by the sign master plan. all signs
regulated by this chapter and maintained upon the site must
conform to the provisions of this chapter.
The director may impose appropriate conditions and additional controls on
the approval of a sign master plan.
Implementation.
(A)
The director shall maintain a copy of the approved sign master plan
for each project to facilitate the expedited processing of sign
permits for that project. The director shall review each sign permit
application for an individual sign within an affected project for its
conformity to the approved sign master plan. Upon determining
(i)

(3)

(4)
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(n)

that the sign permit application conforms to the approved sign
master plan) the director shall issue the sign permit for the sign.
Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, no sign may be
(B)
maintained upon a site subject to an approved sign master plan
unless the sign conforms to the sign master plan. If a site has
existing signs that will not conform to the approved sign master
plan) the master plan must specify a reasonable time period, as
approved by the director, for conversion of all existing signs to the
design scheme set forth in the approved master plan; provided that
in no event may the time period for full conformance exceed one
year from the date the sign master plan is approved.
Conversion of accessory structures. An existing, legally established accessory
structure constructed prior to the effective date of this ordinance in the country or
residential district may be converted to an accessory dwelling unit and aHowed to
exceed the maximum floor area established by Section [21 5.720(c)(-14] 215.50(c)(1) or be exempted from the off-street parking requirement established by
Section [2-i-5.720(c)Q1)j 21-5.70(f)(1) and contained in Table [21 6.1] 21-6.70,
subject to the following conditions;
The director must find that viable constraints do not allow the reduction of
(1)
the floor area of the existing accessory structure; and
(2)
The director must find that no feasible alternative off-street parking site
exists due to the placement of structure on, or the topography of, the
zoning lot.”

SECTION 8. Table 21-3, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(‘Master Use Table”), is to be removed in its entirety.
SECTION 9. Sec. 21-3.50-2, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(‘Agricultural cluster—Site standards”), is amended to read as follows:
Agricultural cluster—Site standards.
“Sec. 21-3.50-2
The minimum land area required for an AG-i district agricLiltural cluster shall be
(a)
15 contiguous acres. The minimum land area required for an AG-2 district
agricultural cluster shall be six contiguous acres.
The maximum number of farm dwellings in an AG-i district agricultural cluster
(b)
shall not exceed one unit per five acres. The maximum number of farm dwellings
in an AG-2 district agricultural cluster shall not exceed one unit per two acres.
agricultural clusters, single-, duplex-, two-. three- and multi-unit [detached1
Within
(c)
duplex and multifamily] dwellings shall be permitted. Multi-unit{Multifamily]
dwellings shall not exceed four dwelling units in any structure.
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(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)

Within an agricultural cluster, all principal, accessory and conditional uses and
structures permitted within the AG-i restricted agricultural district and AG-2
general agricultural district shall be permitted, subject to the minimum standards
and conditions specified in this chapter for these uses.
Within an agricultural cluster each dwelling may be sited on a lot not to exceed
5000 square feet. For structures with more than one dwelling unit, the maximum
lot size shall be a multiple of 5,000 square feet per dwelling.
Height and yards shall be the same as permitted in AG-i and AG-2 districts.
Parking, loading and sign requirements shall be specified in the approval of the
agricultural cluster plan.

SECTION 10. Sec. 21-3.60-2, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (Country cluster—Site standards”), is amended to read as follows:
Country cluster—Site standards.
“Sec. 21-3.60-2
The minimum land area required for a country cluster shall be three contiguous
(a)
acres.
The maximum number of dwelling units in a country cluster shall not exceed one
(b)
per one acre.
Within country clusters, single-unit, duplex-unit, two-unit, and multi-unit
(c)
[detached, duplex and multifamily] dwellings shall be permitted. [Mu1flfamllyj
Multi-unit dwellings shall not exceed four dwelling units in any structure.
Within a country cluster, all principal, accessory and conditional uses and
(d)
structures permitted within the country district and all country district
development standards shall apply except those relating to yards and lot
dimensions. Conditional uses shall be subject to the standards in Article 4.
The minimum size of a lot of record for dwellings shall be 5,000 square feet. The
(e)
following development standards shall apply to dwelling lots:
(1) Front yards shall be a minimum of 10 feet
(2) Side and rear yards shall be a minimum of five feet.
Parking, loading and sign requirements shall be specified in the approval of the
(f)
country cluster plan.
(g) All other underlying district development standards shall apply.”
SECTION 11. Sec. 21-3.70, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(Residential districts—Purpose and intent”), is amended to read as follows:
“Sec. 21-3.70

Residential districts--Purpose and intent.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

The purpose of the residential district is to allow for a range of residential
densities. The primary use shall be [detached recidencesjdwellinqs. Other types
of dwellings may also be allowed, including zero lot line, and cluster and common
wall houcing arrangements. Non-dwelling uses which support and complement
residential neighborhood activities shall also be permitted.
The intent of the R-20 and R-10 districts is to provide areas for large lot
developments. These areas would be located typically at the outskirts of urban
development and may be applied as a transitional district between preservation,
agricultural or country districts and urban districts. They would also be applied to
lands where residential use is desirable but some development constraints are
present.
The intent of the R-7.5, R-5 and R-3.5 districts is to provide areas for urban
residential development. These districts would be applied extensively throughout
the island.”

SECTION 12. Sec. 21-3.70-1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (‘Residential uses and development standards”), is amended to read as
toll ows:
Residential uses and development standards.
“Sec. 21-3.70-1
Within the residential districts, permitted uses and structures shall be as
(a)
enumerated in [T-able-24-3] Section 21-5.30.
Within the residential districts, development standards shall be as enumerated in
(b)
Table 21-3.2.
*(c)
Additional Development Standards.
Maximum Height. The maximum height of structures is determined by the
(1)
building envelope created as the result of the intersection of two planes.
The first plane is measured horizontally across the parcel at 25 feet above
the high point of the buildable area boundary line. The second plane runs
parallel to grade, as described in Section 21-4.60(b), measured at a height
of 30 feet. If the two planes do not intersect, then the building envelope is
determined by the first plane (see Figure 21-3.10).
Height Setbacks.
(2)
Any portion of a structure exceeding 15 feet must be set back from
(A)
every side and rear buildable area boundary line one foot for each
two feet of additional height over 15 feet (see Figure 21-3.10); and
Any portion of a structure exceeding 20 feet must be set back from
(B)
the front buildable area boundary line one foot for every two feet of
additional height over 20 feet.
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(3)

Except for cluster housing and planned development housing developed
pursuant to Section 21-850, for zoning lots with [one family or two family
detaehe4] dwellings[-oc-dup4exesj:
The maximum density is a floor area ratio of 0.7.
(A)
The number of wet bars in each dwelling unit must not exceed one.
(B)
The number of laundry rooms in each dwelling unit must not
(C)
exceed one.
The number of bathrooms in each dwelling unit must not exceed
(D)
the following:
Number of bathrooms per
dwelling unit must not exceed:
Two or more
One dwelling unit
dwelling unfts
on zoning lot
on zoning lot

Zoning lot size
(square feet)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

Up to 6,999

4

2

7,000 to 9999

6

3

10,000andup

8

4

If the dwelling unit is an accessory dwelling unit, this paragraph
should not be construed to waive any requirement under Section [2-4--&-7-20] 21-5.50(cXl).
The conversion or alteration of a wet bar, laundry room, or bathroom
is prohibited unless the conversion or alteration is specifically allowed
under a valid building permit.
The conversion of a portion of a structure that is excluded from the
calculation of floor area pursuant to Section 21-1 0.1 to a portion of
the structure that is included in the calculation of floor area is
prohibited unless the conversion is allowed under a valid building
permit and complies with the applicable standards of this subdivision.
For [one family or two—family detached] dwellings[or duplexes]
constructed pursuant to building permits applied for after May 1,
2019, the impervious surface area of a zoning lot must not exceed 75
percent of the total zoning lot area.
If the floor area ratio exceeds 0.6! the following additional standards
apply:
Side and rear yards.
(i)
(aa) In the R-3.5 district, side and rear yards must be at
least eight feet; and
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In the R-5, R-7.5, R-1O, and R-20 districts, side and
rear yards must be at least 11 feet.
Each [dwelling) unit in the [detached] dwelling [er-duplexj must
be owner-occupied, and the occupant shall deliver to the
department evidence of a real property tax home exemption
for the subject property prior to issuance of a temporary
certificate of occupancy.
Subsequent inspections.
(aa) Upon the completion of Construction and the
determination by the department that the [detached]
dwelling [er-duØet] complies with all applicable codes
and other laws! conforms to the plans and requirements
of the applicable building permit! and is in a condition
that is safe and suitable for occupancy, the department
may issue a temporary certificate of occupancy that is
effective for a period of two years after issuance;
(bb) During the two-year period that a temporary certificate
of occupancy is in effect, the department may, with
reasonable notice to the holder of the building permit,
conduct periodic inspections of the [detached] dwelling
[or-duplex] to confirm that is in the same structural form
as when the temporary certificate of occupancy was
issued: and
(cc) At the end of the two-year period that a temporary
certificate of occupancy is in effect, the department
may, upon final inspection, issue a certificate of
occupancy for the [detached] dwelling [ec—d-uplex] and
close the building permit.”
(bb)

(ii)

(iU)
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SECTION 13. Table 21-3.2, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(Residential Districts Development Standards’), is amended to read as follows:
“Table 21-3.2
Residential Districts
Development Standards
Development Standard
Minimum
lot area
(square
feet)

tQflG4a4flflYJ
Single-unit
(detac*iedldwelling
and other uses
(Twe-farni1yjTwoyj_t
[detached]dwelling

R-3.5

R-5

3500

5,000

7,000

7,500

District
R-7.5

—________

R-1O

R-20

7.500

10000

20 000

14,000

15,000

25,000

,

12,500
7,500
7,000
100
65 for
35 per
dweflings,
duplex-unit,
100 for other
65 for other
uses
uses
10 for dwellings, 30 for other uses
5 for dwellings1, 15 for
5 for dwellings1, 15 for other uses
other uses
50 percent of the zoning lot

Duplex-unit

3.750
30 per duplex:unit,
50 for other uses
3500

Minimum lot width and depth
(feet)

Front
Side and rear
.

Maximum building area
Maximum height (feet)’
Height setbacks

25-30
per Sec. 21-3.70-1(c)

—

feet
For duplex lots, 5 feet for any portion of any structure not located on the common property line; the required side yard is zero
wall
common
containing
the
lot
the
of
portion
for that
2Heigbts above the m,nirna of the given large may require height setbacks or may be subject to other requirements see the
appropriate section for the zoning district for additional development standards concerning height”
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SECTION 14. Sec. 21-3.80. Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(“Apartment districts—Purpose and intent”), is amended to read as follows:
Apartment districts--Purpose and intent.
“Sec. 21 -3.80
of
The purpose the apartment districts is to allow for a range of apartment
(a)
densities and a variety of living environments. The predominant uses include
multi[fam4ly]-unit dwellings, such as common wall housing, walkup apartments
and high-rise apartments. Uses and activities that complement apartment use
are permitted, including limited social services.
The intent of the A-i low density apartment district is to provide areas for low
(b)
density, multi[family]-unit dwellings. It may be applied as a buffer between
residential districts and other more intense, noncompatible districts. It would be
applicable throughout the city.
The intent of the A-2 medium density apartment district is to provide areas for
(c)
medium density, multi[fami1y]-unit dwellings. It is intended primarily for
concentrated urban areas where public services are centrally located and
infrastructure capacities are adequate.
The intent of the A-S high density apartment district is to provide areas for high
(d)
density, high-rise, multi[famiiy]-unit dwellings. It is intended for central urban
core areas where public services and large infrastructure capacities are present.”
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SECTION 15. Table 21-3.3, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(‘Apartment and Apartment Mixed Use Districts Development Standards”), is amended
to read as follows:
“Table 21-3.3
Apartment and Apartment Mixed Use Districts
Development Standards

District
AMX-l

Development Standard
Minimum lot area (square
Minimum lot width and depth
(feet)1
Front
Yards (feet):
Sideand
rear3

.

.

.

A-a

7500

10,000

15000

7,5002

70

70

70

70

70

70

io

10

10

10

10

10

54or
10

54or10

54or
10

54or10

54or10

54or10

0.3
see Sec.
21-3.901(c)

0.4
see Sec.

0,6
see Sec.
21-3.901(c)

nla

Height setbacks

1(c)

Requirement

Less than 7500
7,500 20000

60 percent of zoning lot
50 percent of zoning lot

Over 20,000

40 percent of zoning lot

30
none

per zoning map

per Sec. 21-3.801(c)

none

FAR calculation

Maximum density (FAR)

Less than 10000
10,000- 40000
Over 40,000
Lot area (sq. ft.)

FAR = (.00003 x ot area)
FAR = (.00001 x lot area)
FAR = 0.9
FAR calculation

for A-2 & AMX-2 districts
based on zoning lot size

Less than 10,000

FAR
FAR
FAR

10,000- 40,000
Over 40,000
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=
=
=

15,0002

per zoning map

30

Lot area (sq. ft.)

Maximum density (FAR)
for A-I & AMX-I districts
based on zoning lot size

21-3.90-

Lot area (sq. ft.)

-

Maximum height (feet)5

AMX-3

A-2

Maximum commercial use
density (FAR)

Maximum building area

J
10.0002 1
AMX-2

A-I

per Sec. 21-3.90-1(c)

+
+

0.3
0.5

(.00009 x lot area) + 0.4
(.00002 x lot area) + 1.1
1.9
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A2
A-I
Lot area (sq. ft.)

District
I AMX-I
41
caIcuIaton
FAR

Less than 10.000
10,000- 20,000
20,000- 40000
Over 40,000

FAR
FAR
FAR
FAR

Development Standard
!

Maximum density (FAR)
for A-3 & AMX-3 districts
based on zoning lot size

=
=
=
=

(.00014 x lot area)
(.00004 x lot area)
(.00002 x ot area)
2.8

AMX-2

+

+
+

AMX3

06
1.6
2.0

There shall be no minmum lot area, width or depth for remote [off—site] parkng facilitres.
2There shall be no minimum lot area for remote [off—s4e] parking facilities.
3Five feet for rdetachedl single- and :wo-unit dwellings [a4-4up4exes] and 10 feet for other uses.
4For duplex lots, 5 feet for any portion of any structure not ocated on the common property line; the required side yard is zero feet
for that portion of the ol containing the common wall.
5Heigbts for [de ached] single- and two- unit dweflings [ad-duo4exes] shari comply wth residential height and he,gh setback
requirements.
n/a

=

Not applicable’

SECTION 16. Sec. 21-3.100, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“Resort district—Purpose and intent”), is amended to read as follows:
Resort district--Purpose and intent.
“Sec. 21-3.100
The purpose of the resort district is to provide areas for visitor-oriented
destination centers. Primary uses are lodging units and hotels and multi[familyj-unit
dwellings. Retail and business uses that service visitors are also permitted. This
district is intended primarily to serve the visitor population, and should promote a
Hawaiian sense of place.”
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SECTION 17. Table 21-3.4, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(“Retail, Business and Business Mixed Use Districts Development Standards”), is
amended to read as follows:
“Table 21-3.4
Resort, Business and Business Mixed Use Districts
Development Standards
Development Standard]___________
I
Resort
lot
15:0001
area
Minimum
(square_teet)
Minimum lot width and
70’
depth (feet)
25
Front
Yards
(feet):

B-I

District
B-2

BMX-3

5.000

5000

5,000

5000

50

50

50

50

10

10 for
dwellings,
5 for other
uses4 [541

10 for
dwellings:
5 for other
uses4

545

._____________

Side and
rear

202

10 for multifamily
]ji11s
0 for other
uses

Maximum building area
(percent_of zoning_lot)

[ Maximum density

(FAR) resort district
only

Open

.

for
[deteehed]
dwellings:
10 for
multi[fam4lyunft
dwellings,
Q3 for other
uses

FAR calculation

Lot area (sq. ft.)
Less than 10,000
10:000 30,000
Over 30:000

FAR
FAR
FAR

see above

1.0

=
=
=

(.00006 x lot area)
(.00002 x lot area)
1,4
2.5

+
+

0.4
0.8
4.0

2.5
I

Yes
see Sec. 213.110-1(c)

No

Available

space
bonus
Max FAR

Q3

52

not regulated

50

-

Maximum density
(FAR) for other districts

10 for multifamily
dwellings,
QS for other
usesroal

‘

n/a

n/a
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.

Development Standard
Resort
Maximum height (feet)

per zoning
map

Height setbacks

per Sec.
2 1-3.1001 (c)

B-I
40

District
B-2

BMX-3

BMX-4

per zoning
map

per zoning
map

per
zoning
map
see Sec.
2 1-3.1201 for
additional
height

per Sec. 21-3.110-1(c)

per Sec. 21-3.1 20-2(c)

There shall be no minimum lot area, width or depth for remote [off-sitel parking facilities.
2For duplex lots, 5 feet for any portion of any structure not located on the common property line; the required side yard is zero feet
for that portion of the lot containing the common wall.
3where the side or rear properly line of a zoning lot adjoins the side or rear yard of a zoning lot in a residential, apartment or
apartment mixed use districl. there shall be a side or rear yard which conforms to the yard requirements to, dwelling use of the
adjoining district. In addition, see Section 21-4.70-1 for landscaping and buffering requirements
4Where a zoning lot adjoins a residential, apartment or apartment mixed use district and forms a continuous front yard. the lot or the
trst 100 feet of the lot (whichever is less) shall conform to the front yard requirements forte dweilng use of the adoning dstrict (see
Fgure 21-3.6).
5Five feet for structures up to 12 feet in neight provided that where the acjacent Street is greater than 50 feet in woth, an area of
open space cr an arcade. equ’vaient to the required yard area may be provided elsewhere on the zonng lot (see Figure 21-3.8).
n/a

=

Not applicable”
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SECTION 18. Sec. 21-3.130, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended: (‘Industrial districts—Purpose and intent”), is amended to read as follows:
Industrial districts--Purpose and intent.
“Sec. 21-3.130
of
purpose
The
the industrial districts is to recognize the importance of industrial
(a)
uses to the welfare of city residents by providing areas for industrial uses without
undue competition from other uses and ensuring compatibility with nonindustrial
areas. Typical uses include manufacturing, refining, sorting, processing and
storage of materials and products. Limited business activities that directly
support the industrial uses or those employed by industries therein are permitted
in these districts.
Heavy industrial uses such as heavy general manufacturing and processing
(b)
[refi-n4ng-ofpe4eleumJ and explosive/toxic chemical manufacturing, storage, and
distribution [manufacturing of explosives] will only be allowed under certain
conditions and in areas well away from other districts.
To minimize potential adverse impacts on property and persons in the same or
(c)
neighboring districts, standards are established for the more noxious uses
permitted in these districts.
The intent of the I-i limited industrial district is to provide areas for some of the
(d)
industrial employment and service needs of rural and suburban communities. It
is intended to accommodate light industrial uses[manufaotu4ng], including flgj
general manufacturing and processing, linen suppliers, and publishing facility
[handcrafted goods as woW as “high technology industries such as
tolocommunications, computer parts manufacturing, and research and
development]. Uses in this district are limited to those which have few
environmental impacts and those which complement the development scale of
communities they would serve.
The intent of the 1-2 intensive industrial district is to set aside areas for the full
(e)
range of industrial uses necessary to support the city. It is intended for areas
with necessary supporting public infrastructure, near major transportation
systems and with other locational characteristics necessary to support industrial
centers. It shall be located in areas away from residential communities where
certain heavy industrial uses would be allowed.
The intent of the 1-3 waterfront industrial district is to set apart and protect areas
(f)
considered vital to the performance of port functions and to their efficient
operation. It is the intent to permit a full range of facilities necessary for
successful and efficient performance of port functions. It is intended to exclude
uses which are not only inappropriate but which could locate elsewhere.”
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SECTION 19. Sec. 21-4.60, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(“Heights”) is amended to read as follows:

“Sec. 21-4.60 Heights.
All structures shall fall within a building height envelope at a height specified by
(a)
this chapter or as specified on the zoning maps. Exceptions are specified under
subsection (c), and others may be specified under special districts.
The building height envelope shall run parallel to existing or finish grade,
(b)
whichever is lower (see Figure 21-4.3), except where finish grade is higher than
existing grade in order to meet city construction standards for driveways,
roadways, drainage, sewerage and other infrastructure requirements, or to meet
conditions of permits approved under the provisions of this chapter. In these
cases, height shall be measured from finish grade.
The following structures and associated screening shall be exempt from zoning
(c)
district height limits under the specified restrictions:
Vent pipes, fans, roof access stairwells, and structures housing rooftop
(1)
machinery, such as elevators and air conditioning, not to exceed 18 feet
above the governing height limit, except that structures housing rooftop
machinery on detached dwellings and duplex units shall not be exempt
from zoning district height limits.
Chimneys, which may also project into required height setbacks.
(2)
Safety railings not to exceed 42 inches above the governing height limit.
(3)
Utility Poles and Antennas. The council finds and declares that there is a
(4)
significant public interest served in protecting and preserving the aesthetic
beauty of the city. Further, the council finds that the indiscriminate and
uncontrolled erection, location, and height of antennas can be and are
detrimental to the city’s appearance and, therefore, image; that this can
cause significant damage to the community’s sense of well-being,
particularly in residential areas, and can further harm the economy of the
city with its tourist trade which relies heavily on the city’s physical
appearance. However, the council also finds that there is a need for
additional height for certain types of utility poles and antennas and that
there is a clear public interest served by ensuring that those transmissions
and receptions providing the public with power and telecommunications
services are unobstructed. Therefore, in accord with the health, safety
and aesthetic objectives contained in Section 21-1.20, and in view of the
particular public interest needs associated with certain types of
telecommunications services:
Utility poles and broadcasting antennas shall not exceed 500 feet
(A)
from existing grade.
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Antennas associated with utility installations shall not exceed 10
feet above the governing height limit, but in residential districts
where utility lines are predominantly located underground the
governing height limit shall apply.
Receive-only antennas shall not exceed the governing height limit,
(C)
except as provided under Section 21-2.140-1(j),
Spires, flagpoles and smokestacks, not to exceed 350 feet from existing
(5)
grade.
One antenna for an amateur radio station operation per zoning lot, not to
(6)
exceed 90 feet above existing grade.
Wind machines, where permitted, provided that each machine shall be set
(7)
back from all property lines one foot for each foot of height, measured
from the highest vertical extension of the system.
Any energy-savings device, including heat pumps and solar collectors, not
(8)
to exceed five feet above the governing height limit.
Construction and improvements in certain flood hazard districts, as
(9)
specified in Sections 21-9,10-6 and 21-9.10-7.
(10) [acm]Agricultural structures in agricultural districts, as specified in Article
3,
Table 21-3.1.
The following structures and associated screening may be placed on top of an
existing building which is nonconforming with respect to height, under the
specified restrictions:
Any energy-savings [dev4ce]eguipment, including heat pumps and solar
(1)
collectors, not to exceed 12 feet above the height of the building.
Safety railings not to exceed 42 inches above the height of the building.”
(2)
(B)

(d)
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SECTION 20. Sec. 21-4.70, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(‘Landscaping and screening’), is amended to read as follows:

Landscaping and screening.
“Sec. 21-4.70
Parking lots, automobile service stations, trash enclosures, utility substations,
and rooftop-mounted machinery must be landscaped or screened in all zoning districts
as set forth below:
Parking Jots and structures must be landscaped as required in Article 6.
(a)
All outdoor trash storage areas, except those for [one-family or two famityjsingle
(b)
unit, duplex-unit, or two-unit dwelling use, must be screened on a minimum of
three sides by a wall or hedge at least six feet in height. The wall must be
painted, surfaced, or otherwise treated to blend with the development it serves.
All trash storage areas must be curbed or graded to prevent runoff from reaching
storm drains or surface water.
Within the country, residential, apartment, apartment mixed use and resort
(c)
districts, utility substations, other than individual transformers, must be enclosed
by a solid wall or a fence with a screening hedge a minimum of five feet in height,
except for necessary openings for access. Transformer vaults for underground
utilities and similar uses must be enclosed by a landscape hedge. except for
access openings.
All plant material and landscaping must be provided with a permanent irrigation
(d)
system.
rooftop machinery and equipment, except for solar panels, antennas,
All
(e)
plumbing vent pipes, ventilators, and guardrails, must be screened from view
from all directions, including from above provided that screening from above is
not required for any machinery or equipment whose function would be impaired
by the screening. Rooftop machinery and equipment in the strictly industrial
districts and on structures or portions of structures less than 150 feet in height
will be exempt from this subsection.”
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SECTION 21. Sec. 21-470-1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended! (3Screening wall or buffering’), is amended to read as follows:
Screening wall or buffering.
“Sec. 21 -4.70-1
Any use located in the 1-1, 1-2 or 1-3 district shall be screened from any adjacent
(a)
zoning lot in a residential, apartment, apartment mixed use, or resort district, by a
solid wall six feet in height erected and maintained alongside and rear property
lines. Such walls shall not project beyond the rear line of an adjacent front yard
in the residential, apartment, apartment mixed use, or resort district. In addition,
a five-foot-wide landscaping strip shall be provided along the outside of the solid
wall.
Any use located in the IMX-1 district shall be screened from any adjacent zoning
(b)
lot in a residential, apartment, apartment mixed use, or resort district, by a
landscaped area not less than five feet in width alongside and rear property lines.
Such landscaped area shall contain a screening hedge not less than 42 inches in
height. The requirements of this subsection (b) shall not apply to necessary
drives and walkways, nor to any meeting facility, day[-Jcare facility, large group
living facility, or other use governed by subsection (d).
Any use located in the B-i, B-2 or BMX-4 district, and any use located in the
Cc)
BMX-3 district except single-, duplex, two-, and multi-unit[detaehed] dwellings
[and unit family dwellings], shall be screened from any adjacent zoning lot in a
residential, apartment, or apartment mixed use district, by a landscaped area not
less than five feet in width alongside and rear property lines. Such landscaped
area shall contain a screening hedge not less than 42 inches in height. The
requirements of this subsection (c) shall not apply to necessary drives and
walkways, nor to any meeting facility, day-care facility, group living facility, or
other use governed by subsection (d).
meeting facility, day-care facility, large group living facility, parking facility,
Any
(d)
commercial, industrial, or similar use, located in any district other than those
already addressed under subsections (a), (b) and (c), shall be screened from any
adjacent zoning lot in a country, residential, apartment, apartment mixed use, or
resort district by:
A solid wall or fence, excepting chain link, six feet in height; or
(1)
An equivalent landscape buffer such as a six-foot-high screening hedge.
(2)
Such solid wall or fence, or equivalent landscape buffer, shall be erected and
maintained along the common property line. The director may modify the
requirements of this subsection (d) if warranted by topography.
Consulate facility must be buffered or screened as required in Article 5.
Restrooms for mobile commercial establishments must be screened from public
ifi
view as required in Article 5.
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(gje]) This section shall not preclude a public utility from constructing a wall or fence
exceeding six feet in height pursuant to Section 21-4.30(c)(2).”

SECTION 22. Sec. 21-4.80, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended.
(‘Noise regulations”). is amended to read as follows:

Noise regulations.
“Sec. 21-4.80
For any commercial or industrial development, no public address system or other
devices for reproduction or amplifying voices or music, except as described for drive
thru facilities in Section [21 5.190] 21-5.70(1111) shall be mounted outside any structure
on any lot which is adjacent to any lot in a country, residential, apartment, apartment
mixed use, or resort zoning district.’
SECTION 23. Sec. 21-4.100, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (‘Outdoor lighting”), is amended to read as follows:
Outdoor lighting.
“Sec. 21-4.100
For any commercial[1] or industrial use[, or outdoor recreational development], lighting
shall be shielded with full cut-off fixtures to eliminate direct illumination to any adjacent
country, residential, apartment, apartment mixed use, or resort zoning district.”
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SECTION 24. Sec. 21-4.110, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990: as
amended, (“Nonconformities”), is amended to read as follows:
Nonconformities.
“Sec. 21-4.110
Constraints are placed on nonconformities to facilitate eventual conformity with
the provisions of this chapter. In other than criminal proceedings: the owner, occupant
or user shall bear the burden to prove that a lot, a structure: a use, a dwelling unit, or
parking or loading was legally established as it now exists. Nonconforming lots:
structures, uses) dwelling units, commercial use density, and parking and loading may
be continued, subject to the following provisions:
Nonconforming Lots.
(a)
A nonconforming lot shall not be reduced in area) width or depth, except
(1)
by government action to further the public health, safety or welfare.
Any conforming structure or use may be constructed, enlarged, extended
(2)
or moved on a nonconforming lot as long as all other requirements of this
chapter are met.
Nonconforming Structures.
(b)
If that portion of a structure that is nonconforming is destroyed by any
(1)
means to an extent of more than 90 percent of its replacement cost at the
time of destruction, it may not be reconstructed except in conformity with
the provisions of this chapter. All reconstruction and restoration work
must comply with building code and flood hazard regulations, and
commence within two years of the date of destruction.
Notwithstanding the foregoing provision, a nonconforming structure
(A)
devoted to a conforming use that contains multi-unit[fami4yj dwelling
units owned by owners under the authority of the State of Hawaii
Condominium Property Act or HRS Chapter 421H, or units owned
by a “cooperative housing corporation” as defined in HRS Section
4211-1, whether or not the structure is located in a special district,
and which is destroyed by any means, may be fully reconstructed
and restored to its former permitted condition; provided that such
restoration is permitted by the current building code and flood
hazard regulations and is started within two years from the date of
destruction.
A nonconforming structure that is required by law to be razed by
(B)
the owner thereof may not thereafter be reconstructed and restored
except in full conformity with the provisions of this chapter.
structure is moved, it must conform to the provisions of
If
nonconforming
a
(2)
this chapter.
Any nonconforming structure may be repaired, expanded, or altered in any
(3)
manner that does not increase its nonconformity.
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Improvements on private property that become nonconforming through the
exercise of the governments power of eminent domain may obtain
waivers from the provisions of this subsection, as provided by Section 212.130.
Nonconforming commercial use density will be regulated under the
(5)
provisions of this subsection. For purposes of this section,
“nonconforming commercial use density” means a structure that is
nonconforming by virtue of the previously lawful mixture of commercial
uses on a zoning lot affected by commercial use density requirements in
excess of:
The maximum FAR permitted for commercial uses; or
(A)
The maximum percentage of total floor area permitted for
(B)
commercial uses.
Nonconforming Uses. Strict limits are placed on nonconforming uses to
discourage the perpetuation of these uses, and thus facilitate the timely
conversion to conforming uses.
A nonconforming use shall not extend to any part of the structure or lot
(1)
which was not arranged or designed for such use at the time of adoption
of the provisions of this chapter or subsequent amendment; nor shall the
nonconforming use be expanded in any manner, or the hours of operation
increased. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a recreational use that is
accessory to the nonconforming use may be expanded or extended if the
following conditions are met:
The recreational accessory use will be expanded or extended to a
(A)
structure in which a permitted use also is being conducted, whether
that structure is on the same lot or an adjacent lot; and
The recreational accessory use is accessory to both the permitted
(B)
use and the nonconforming use.
Any nonconforming use that is discontinued for any reason for 12
(2)
consecutive months, or for 18 months during any three-year period, shall
not be resumed; however, a temporary cessation of the nonconforming
use for purposes of ordinary repairs for a period not exceeding 120 days
during any 12-month period shall not be considered a discontinuation.
Work may be done on any structure devoted in whole or in part to any
(3)
nonconforming use, provided that work on the nonconforming use portion
shall be limited to ordinary repairs. For purposes of this subsection,
ordinary repairs shall only be construed to include the following:
The repair or replacement of existing walls, floors, roofs, fixtures,
(A)
wiring or plumbing; or
(B)
May include work required to comply with city, state, or federal
mandates such as, but not limited to, the Americans with

(4)

(c)
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Disabilities Act (ADA) or the National Environmental Protection Act
(NEPA); or
May include interior and exterior alterations, provided that there is
(C)
no physical expansion of the nonconforming use or intensification
of the use.
Further, ordinary repairs shall not exceed 10 percent of the current
replacement cost of the structure within a 12-month period, and the floor
area of the structure, as it existed on October 22, 1986, or on the date of
any subsequent amendment to this chapter pursuant to which a lawful use
became nonconforming, shall not be increased.
Any nonconforming use may be changed to another nonconforming use
(4)
subject to the prior approval of the director, provided that:
The change in use may be made only if any adverse effects on
(A)
neighboring occupants and properties will not be greater than if the
original nonconforming use continued; and
The director may impose conditions on the change in
(B)
nonconforming use necessary or appropriate to minimize impact
and/or prevent greater adverse effects related to a proposed
change in use. Other than as provided as “ordinary repairs” under
subdivision (3), improvements intended to accommodate a change
in nonconforming use or tenant shall not be permitted.
Any action taken by an owner, lessee, or authorized operator which
(5)
reduces the negative effects associated with the operation of a
nonconforming use such as, but not limited to, reducing hours of
operation or exterior lighting intensity shall not be reversed.
Nonconforming dwelling units. With the exception of ohana [dwelltngj units,
which are subject to the provisions of Section 21-2.140-1(h), nonconforming
dwelling units are subject to the following provisions:
A nonconforming dwelling unit may be altered, enlarged, repaired,
(1)
extended or moved, provided that all other provisions of this chapter are
met;
If a nonconforming dwelling unit is destroyed by any means to an extent of
(2)
more than 50 percent of its replacement cost at the time of destruction, it
may not be reconstructed; and
When [detaohe4] dwellings constructed on a zoning lot prior to January 1,
(3)
1950, exceed the maximum number of dwelling units currently permitted,
they will be deemed nonconforming dwelling units.
Nonconforming parking and loading. Nonconforming parking and loading may be
continued, subject to the following provisions:
--

--

(d)

(e)
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

If there is a change in use to a use with a higher parking or loading
standard, the new use must meet the off-street parking and loading
requirements established in Article 6;
Any use that adds floor area must provide off-street parking and loading
for the addition as required by Article 6. Expansion of an individual
dwelling unit that results in a total floor area of no more than 2500 square
feet will be exempt from this requirement;
When nonconforming parking or loading is reconfigured, the
reconfiguration must meet current requirements for arrangement of
parking spaces, dimensions, aisles, and, if applicable, ratio of compact to
standard spaces, except as provided in subdivision (4). If, as a result of
the reconfiguration, the number of spaces is increased by five or more.
landscaping must be provided as required in Sections 21-6.80 and 21690; and
Parking lots and other uses and structures with an approved parking plan
on file with the department prior to May 10, 1999, and which include
compact parking spaces as approved in the plan, may retain up to the
existing number of compact spaces when parking is reconfigured.”
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SECTION 25. Sec. 21-4,110-1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(‘Nonconforming use certificates for transient vacation units’), is amended to read as
follows:

Nonconforming use certificates for transient vacation units.
“Sec. 21-4.110-1
The purpose of this section is to permit certain transient vacation units that have
(a)
been in operation since prior to October 22, 1986, to continue to operate as
nonconforming uses subject to obtaining a nonconforming use certificate as
provided by this section. This section applies to any owner, operator, or
proprietor of a transient vacation unit who holds a valid nonconforming use
certificate issued pursuant to this section on the effective date of this ordinance
The owner, operator, or proprietor of any transient vacation unit who has
(b)
obtained a nonconforming use certificate under this section shall apply to renew
the nonconforming use certificate in accordance with the following schedule:
Between September 1,2000 and October 15, 2000; then
(1)
Between September 1 and October 15 of every even-numbered year
(2)
thereafter.
Each application to renew shall include proof that (i) there were in effect a State
of Hawaii general excise tax license and transient accommodations tax license
for the nonconforming use during each calendar year covered by the
nonconforming use certificate being renewed and that there were transient
occupancies (occupancies of less than 30 days apiece) for a total of at least 35
days during each such year and that (ii) there has been no period of 12
consecutive months during the period covered by the nonconforming use
certificate being renewed without a transient occupancy. Failure to meet these
conditions will result in the denial of the application for renewal of the
nonconforming use certificate. The requirement for the 35 days of transient
occupancies shall be effective on January 1, 1995 and shall apply to renewal
applications submitted on or after January 1, 1996.
The owner, operator, or proprietor of any transient vacation unit who has
(c)
obtained a nonconforming use certificate under this section shall display the
certificate issued for the current year in a conspicuous place on the premises. In
the event that a single address is associated with numerous nonconforming use
certificates, a listing of all units at that address holding current certificates may be
displayed in a conspicuous common area instead.
The provisions of Section [21 5.730(c)] 21-5.70(dH4XB)(ii) shall apply to
(d)
advertisements for transient vacation units operating under a nonconforming use
certificate pursuant to this section.”
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SECTION 26. Sec. 21-4.110-2, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (Bed and breakfast homes—Nonconforming use certificates”), is amended
to read as follows:
“Sec. 21-4.110-2 Bed and breakfast homes--Nonconforming use certificates.
The purpose of this section is to permit certain bed and breakfast homes, that
(a)
have been in operation since prior to December 28, 1989, to continue to operate
as nonconforming uses subject to obtaining a nonconforming use certificate as
provided by this section. This section applies to any owner, operator, or
proprietor of a bed and breakfast home who holds a valid nonconforming use
certificate issued pursuant to this section on August 1, 2019.
The owner, operator, or proprietor of any bed and breakfast home who has
(b)
obtained a nonconforming use certificate under this section shall apply to renew
the nonconforming use certificate in accordance with the following schedule:
between September 12000 and October 15, 2000; then
(1)
between September 1 and October 15 of every even-numbered year
(2)
thereafter.
Each application to renew shall include proof that (i) there were in effect a State
of Hawaii general excise tax license and transient accommodations tax license
for the nonconforming use for each calendar year covered by the nonconforming
use certificate being renewed and that there were bed and breakfast
occupancies (occupancies of less than 30 days apiece) for a total of at least 28
days during each such year and that (U) there has been no period of 12
consecutive months during the period covered by the nonconforming use
certificate being renewed without a bed and breakfast occupancy. Failure to
meet these conditions will result in the denial of the application for renewal of the
nonconforming use certificate. The requirement for the 28 days of bed and
breakfast occupancies shall be effective on January 1, 1995 and shall apply to
renewal applications submitted on or after January 1, 1996.
Section [21 5.350] 21-5.50(c)(4) relating to home occupations shall not apply to
(c)
bed and breakfast homes.
Those bed and breakfast homes for which a nonconforming use certificate has
(d)
been issued and renewed, as required, pursuant to this section shall operate
pursuant to the following restrictions and standards:
{Deta-ehed-4]Dwellings used as bed and breakfast homes shall be
(1)
occupied by a family and shall not be used as a group living facility.
Rooming shall not be permitted in bed and breakfast homes.
No more than two guest rooms shall be rented to guests, and the
(2)
maximum number of guests permitted within the bed and breakfast home
at any one time shall be four.
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There shall be no exteilor signage that advertises or announces that the
dwelling is used as a bed and breakfast home.
One off-street parking space shall be provided for each guest room, in
(4)
addition to the required spaces for the dwelling unit.
The provisions of Section [2-1—5.730(c)j 21-5.70(c)(1x8’)rN) shall apply to
(5)
advertisements for the bed and breakfast home.
The owner, operator, or proprietor of any bed and breakfast home who has
obtained a nonconforming use certificate under this section shall display the
certificate issued for the current year in a conspicuous place on the premises”
(3)

(e)

SECTION 27. Sec. 21-6.20, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended (“Off-street parking requirements”), is amended to read as follows:
Off-street parking requirements.
“Sec. 21 -6.20
Determining if parking is required, and the appropriate parking ratio. No off(a)
street parking is required in the Primary Urban Center Development Plan area
and Ewa Development Plan area, except for those areas thereof located in the
residential, agricultural, and preservation zoning districts. Additionally, no offstreet parking is required in any zoning district within one-half mile of an existing
or future Honolulu rail transit station, as identified in the accepted environmental
impact statement, or in the transit-oriented development special districts. The
minimum off-street parking ratios shown below in Table 21-6.1 apply to all other
areas not identified above. In areas where no parking is required, any parking
that is provided must meet the design, dimensions, and other standards set forth
in this chapter.
Table 21-6.1
Minimum Off-Street Parking Ratios
Standard
(per floor area unless noted
otherwise)

[Uses] Use Categories

1 per 1,000 square feet

RESIDENTIAL AND LODGING
[Dwo!lir’.gs: boarding faciUties consuiate€-group living facilitiec: hotels]
single- two-, three- and multi-unit dwellings, duplex
-

Household living
Group living

—

—

smafl and large

Accessory residential accessory dwelling unit, family child care
home, ohana unit, poultry raising, rooming
—

Accessory agricultural

—

farm dwelling, farm worker housing
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Lodging

—

hotel, major and minor: time share; vacation rental unit
1 per 500 square feet

COMMERCIAL 1
[Convenience stores; retail and sales; food and grocery stores
(including neighborhood grocery storos): eating and drinking
establishments (including bars, nightclubs, taverns, cabarets, and
dance halls); shopping centers; offices; personal services; commercial
kennels; business cervices; laundromats, coin operated cleaners;
repair establishments; broadcasting stations; financial institutions;
automotive and boat parts and services; automobile and-boat sales
and rentals; catering establishments; dance or music schools; home
improvement centers; laboratories (medical or research); medical
clinics; photographic processing; photography studios; plant nurseries;
veterinary establishmentsj
Day care

—

child day care and adult day care

Eating and drinking
and minor
Medical services
laboratory
Office

—

—

—

general eating and drinking: bar/nightclub, major

general medical services, hospital, medical

general office

Personal services general personal services: animal care. minor and
major: wedding services
—

Retail general retaii. medium and large; alternative financial service;
mobile commercial establishment
—

1 per 1,000 square feet

COMMERCIAL 2
[Data-processing facilities-sales of appliances, household and offiee
furniture, machinecy-r--and plumbing and heating supplies; automobile
sea]
Retail

—

general retail, small

Vehicle related car wash; vehicle fueling station; vehicle repair,
service, light, and heavy; vehicle sales and rental
—

Accessory commercial

—

drive-thru, retail, vacation cabin

AGRICULTURE, INDUSTRY AND WAREHOUSING
[Agricultural products processing (major or minor); animal products
procossing; centralized-bulk collection, storage and distribution of
agricultural products to wholesale and retail maets; sale and service
of machinery used in agricultural production; sawmffls1-sterage and
sale-of seed, feed, fertilizer and other products essential to agricultural
production; self storage facilities; food manufacturing and processing;
freight movers; heavy equiprrient sales and rentals; linen suppliecst
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manufacturing, processing and packaging (light or genera!); maritime
felated sales, construction, maintenance, and repair; motion picture
and tolevision studios; petroleum processing; po#ae444tiesi—puM4sh4ng
plants for newspapers books, and magazines—calvage, scrap, and
junk storage and processing; storage yardswarehousing facilities;
waste disposal and processing; and wholesale and retail
establishments dealing primarily in bulk materials delivered by or to
sNp, or by ship and truck in combination; wholesaling-and-d4st4butie&
Agricultural support agricultural eguipment services; collection and
storage, major and minor; feed store; processing, major and minor;
sawmills; veterinary services
—

Manufacturing and processing general manufacturing and
processing, light and heavy: bio-fuel processing facility; brewery,
distillery, winery, minor and major; explosive/toxic chemical
manufacturing, storage, and distribution; food manufacturing and
ppcessing; linen suppliers; petrochemical plant; production studio;
blishing facility
—

Marine
Repair

—

—

aeneral marine, minor and major: port
general repair, heavy repair

Research and deve!opment

—

general research and development

Storage and distribution general storage, warehousing, and
distribution; self-storage; storage yard
—

1 per 500 square feet

SCHOOLS [AND CULTURAL FACILITIES]
fA-gallerics, museums, and libraries; day-caro facilities; sohoolsi
,

Education

—

school. k-12; vocational school, minor or major

1 per 125 square feet

PLACES OF ASSEMBLY
fAu44torims: funer& homes and—mortuaries; meoting facilities;
gymnasiums; sports arenas; theaters]
Assembly

-

of office, classroom[-gal1ec-y
spao

of assembly area, or 1 per 5
fixed seats, whichever is less

meeting facility, small, medium, or large

Recreation, indoor— theater
1 per 250 square feet

RECREATION
(Amusement-and recreation facilities (outdooc-an8-indoe44nvoil’
p,,nt nI’,n,’
swmmi n” r’”°
‘

Assemby

—

community recreation center

Recreation, indoor

—

creaticn. outdoor

general indoor recreation
—

general outdoor recreation
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Determined by Director

SPECIAL USES and CIRCUMSTANCES
AgricuIture aguaculture; composting; crop production; forestry;
roadside stands; game presetoc: livestock grazing; livestock
production; livestock veterinary services; zoos
Commerce and business skating rinks; bowling alloys; home
occupations; trade or convention centers
Industrial base yards; eplcsivo and toxic chemical manufacturing,
storage, and distribution; resource extraction
Outdoor recreation botanical gardens; golf courses;-recceation
facilities not otherwise specified heroin; marinas and marina facilities;
boat ramps; golf driving ranges
Social-and civic service cemeterioc and columbaria; hospitals;
prisons; public uses and structures; universities and colleges
Transportation

airports; heliports; helistops; truck terminals

Utilities and communications broadcasting antennas; receive only
antennas; utility installations and wind machinesj
Agricultural
Crop production aguaculture: composting, minor and maior;
community garden; crop raising: forestry; plant nursery: urban
farm: vertical farm
—

Livestock keeping

—

animal raising; animal raising, confined

Accessory agricultural agricultural energy facility,
agritourism. beekeeping, biofuel processing facility, farm
stand, farmers market
—

Residential
Accessory residential

home occupation

—

Public, civic, and institutional
Communication ‘-dish antenna; tower antenna; stealth
antenna; accessory communication structure
Government

—

prison, consulate, public facility

Parks and open space
preserve
Utility

—

—

cemetery, open land, park, wildlife

small, medium, or large

Commercial

—

commercial parking

Industrial
Accessory industrial

—

helistop
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Resource extraction

—

general resource extraction

Transportation airport, base yard, heliport, multi-modal
facility, truck terminal
—

Waste related salvage, scrap, and junk storage and
processing; waste disposal and processing
—

Miscellaneous Historic structure re-use, other unique uses not
captured elsewhere
—

(b)

Method of calculating the number of required parking spaces.
When computation of the total required parking spaces for a zoning lot
(1)
results in a number with a fraction of 0.5 or greater, the number of
required parking spaces will be the next highest whole number.
When a building or premises includes uses incidental or accessory to a
(2)
principal use, the total number of required parking spaces will be
determined on the basis of the parking requirements of the principal use.
Floor area that may be eliminated for purposes of calculating parking
requirements includes:
Common areas and accessory recreation areas in [multifamily]
(A)
multiunit dwellings, [ote1s] lodging, group living facilities, [boarding
facilities], and consulates;
Accessory areas in [schools, cultural facilities, placec of assemb1y]
(B)
assembly, education, government, or other similar uses, except all
classrooms, offices, and gallery space;
Stairwells and ancillary spaces, when directly and exclusively used
(C)
for mechanical spaces and not actively used by employees.
Mechanical car-wash areas are included in this exemption; and
Other areas that do not induce a parking demand, as determined
(D)
by the director.”

SECTION 28. Sec. 21-6.30, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(Adjustments and exceptions to parking requirements’), is amended to read as
follows:
Adjustments and exceptions to parking requirements.
“Sec. 21-6.30
Change of use. If there is a change in use, the number of off-street parking
(a)
spaces set forth in Table 21-6.1 for the new use is required, except as provided
under Section 21-4.110(e), relating to nonconforming parking and loading.
For accessory dwelling units, one off-street parking space must be provided in
(b)
addition to the required off-street parking for the primary dwelling unit, except for
accessory dwelling units located within one-half mile of a rail transit station.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

For bed and breakfast homes in areas where parking is required for the dwelling,
one off-street parking space for each guest bedroom is required in addition to the
required off-street parking for the dwelling.
Home occupations.
Home occupations that depend on client visits including, but not limited to
(1)
group instruction, must provide one off-street parking space per five
clients on the premises at any one time. This parking requirement is in
addition to, and the client parking space must not obstruct, the parking
spaces required or provided for the dwelling use. Residents of multifamily
dwellings may fulfill this requirement by the use of guest parking with the
approval of the building owner, building management, or condominium
association.
On-street parking of commercial vehicles associated with a home
(2)
occupation is prohibited; provided that the occasional, infrequent, and
momentary parking of a vehicle for pickups or deliveries to service the
home occupation is allowed.
In connection with planned development projects, cluster housing, conditional
use permits, existing use permits, and within special districts, the director may
impose special parking and loading requirements.
Except for [mult4amUy]multi-unit dwellings and [hetets]lodginq, all buildings and
uses that are located within the boundaries of any improvement district for public
off-street parking, and that have been assessed their share of the cost of the
improvement district, are exempt from the off-street parking requirements of this
chapter.
Joint use of parking and loading, on-site and {off-sitejremote. On-site joint use of
parking and loading is permitted on lots with more than one use. [Off
s4e]Remote joint use of parking and loading is permitted, subject to Section 216.70 and the provisions of this section. All parking spaces provided under this
section must be standard size, The number of required parking and loading
spaces may be reduced by applying the rates provided in Table 21-6.2 to the
total requirement for the various uses when added together.
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Table 21-6.2
Joint-use Parking and Loading Reduction Matrix
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Residential
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90%

Off ice[/
Warehouse]!
Industrial

80%

100%

80%

80%

90%

90%

tRetall4-]
Corn rnerc ial

90%

80%

100%

90%

80%

90%

Eating and
Drinking
Establishment

90%

80%

90%

100%

90%

90%

Hotel]/Lodging

90%

90%

80%

90%

100%

90%

Other

90%

90%

90°’

90°’

90°’

90°’

Three different
uses

000/

Four or more uses

80%

:

All joint-use parking spaces must be
standard size.

I

..

Incentives for sustainable transportation.
Unbundled parking. Except in the residential zoning districts, in areas
(1)
where parking is otherwise required under Section 21-6,20, if at least 50
percent of the parking spaces provided by a project is unbundled, the
project has no minimum parking requirement.
Bicycle parking in excess of the minimum bicycle parking requirements.
(2)
Four short-term or long-term bicycle parking spaces in excess of the
minimum bicycle parking requirement may be substituted for one off-street
vehicle parking space, up to a maximum of four vehicle parking spaces or
15 percent of the required off-street vehicle parking spaces, whichever is
greater. Bicycle parking must comply with Section 21-6.40.
Bicycle sharing. Shared bicycle parking spaces, provided off-street on
(3)
private property, may be substituted for required bicycle parking spaces,
or may be substituted for up to a maximum of two vehicle parking spaces
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(i)

U)

or 15 percent of the required off-street vehicle parking spaces, whichever
is greater. Four shared bicycle parking spaces are equivalent to one offstreet vehicle parking space. To be eligible for a reduction in the required
number of vehicle parking spaces, the following must be submitted prior to
the project’s building permit approval:
A written agreement with the provider of the bicycle sharing service,
(A)
including the number and a written description of the location of
shared bicycles;
A floor plan or site plan of the area clearly identifying the location of
(B)
the shared bicycles;
The property owner and provider’s contact information, including
(C)
street address; and
Any other pertinent information as determined by the director.
(D)
One shared car parking space may be substituted for three
sharing.
Car
(4)
required off-street vehicle parking spaces. Shared car parking spaces
must be accessible to the subscribers of the car sharing service, and may
include subscribers who access the shared cars from a public street. To
be eligible for a reduction in the required number of vehicle parking
spaces, the following must be submitted prior to the issuance of a building
permit for the project:
A written agreement with the provider of the car share service,
(A)
which must include the number of shared car parking spaces and a
description of the location of the shared car parking spaces;
A floor plan or site plan of the parking area clearly identifying the
(B)
location of the shared car parking spaces;
The property owner and provider’s contact information, including
(C)
street address; and
Any other pertinent information as required by the director.
(D)
Motorcycle and moped parking. One motorcycle or moped parking space
(5)
may be substituted for one off-street vehicle parking space, up to a
maximum of two spaces, or 10 percent of the required off-street vehicle
parking spaces, whichever is greater. Motorcycle and moped parking
must comply with Section 21-6.50.
No additional off-street parking spaces are required for nonconforming zoning
lots beyond parking spaces existing on the effective date of this ordinance. Any
parking spaces provided on nonconforming zoning lots are subject to the parking
space standards in this chapter.
The following sections may have additional requirements or opportunities not set
forth in this article:
Section 21 5610A(a)(3), relating to a reduction in off Street parkThg
[(1)
requirement6 for special noods housing for the elderly;1
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Section 21-2.140-1(a), relating to conditions that allow for carports
and garages to encroach into front and side yards;
Section 21-2,140-1(h), relating to issues that may affect the required
number of parking spaces when changing uses within a previously
developed lot or parcel;
Section 21-2.140-1(o), relating to situations in which converted
f(4)]
accessory structures may be exempted from off-street parking
requirements;
Section 21 5.720(c)(1), relating to accessor; dwelling units; and]
[(5)
Section [24-5460(g)] 21-5.50(c)(3)(BllyLrelating to home
f(6)] 4J
occupations.
Excluding zoning lots in the preservation, agricultural, country, and residential
zoning districts, off-street parking spaces will not be required for additional floor
area up to 15,000 square feet per zoning lot; provided that application of this
subsection may only be used once on the same zoning lot.”
f(2]jfl

(k)
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SECTION 29. Sec. 21-6.40, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended.
(Bicycle parking), is amended to read as follows:
Bicycle parking.
“Sec. 21 -6.40
Parking for bicycles is required in the apartment, apartment mixed use, business,
(a)
business mixed use, and resort districts, and in all precincts of the Waikiki special
district.
Number of bicycle parking spaces required. Short-term and long-term bicycle
(b)
parking spaces must be provided as set forth in Table 21-6.3 provided that no
bicycle parking spaces are required for [4etached single-family, duplex, and twofamily dwellings[, and duplcxccj. Short-term and long-term bicycle parking
spaces must be provided whenever new floor area, new [dwelling] household
units, or a new commercial parking lot or structure is proposed. When
computation of the total required bicycle parking spaces for a zoning lot results in
a number with a fraction of 0.5 or greater, the number of required bicycle parking
spaces will be the next highest whole number.”
Table 21-6.3
Bicycle Parking Spaces Required
Short-Term Bicycle Parking

Long-Term Bicycle Parking

1 space per 2,000 square feet
of floor area or portion thereof,

1 space per 12000 square
feet of floor area:

or

or

1 space for every 10 vehicle
spaces or portion thereof,

1 space per 30 vehicle spaces,
or portion thereof,

whichever is greater.

whichever is greater.

Industrial Uses

1 space per 4,000 square feet
of office floor area or portion
thereof (excludes storage floor
area).

I space per 18,000 square
feet of office floor area or
portion thereof (excludes
storage floor area).

Residential Uses

1 space for every 10 dwelling or
lodging units.

1 space for every 2 dwellings
or lodging units.

Hote. Use

I space for every 20 dwelling or
lodging units.

1 space for every 10 dwelling
or lodging units.”

Commercial. Public, Civic.
and Institutional Uses

:

!
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SECTION 30. Sec. 21-6.50, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(“Parking space dimensions and access”), is amended to read as follows:

“Sec 21-6.50
(a)

Parking space dimensions and access.

Dimensions of parking spaces.
Standard parking spaces must be at least 18 feet in length and eight feet
(1)
three inches in width, with parallel spaces at least 22 feet in length.
Compact parking spaces must be at least 16 feet in length and seven feet
(2)
six inches in width, with parallel spaces at least 19 feet in length.
All provided parking spaces must be standard-sized parking spaces,
(3)
except that duplex units, detached dwellings, and multifamily dwellings
may have up to 50 percent of the total number of provided parking spaces
as compact parking spaces, and accessory dwelling units may satisfy the
parking requirement with a compact parking space.
Required parking spaces for boat launching ramps must have minimum
(4)
dimensions of 40 feet in length and 12 feet in width.
Motorcycle and moped parking spaces must be at least eight feet in length
(5)
and four feet in width, and must provide a minimum five-foot wide access
way clear of obstructions.
Minimum aisle widths for parking bays must be provided in accordance
(6)
with Table 21-6.4.
Table 21-6.4
Parking Aisle Widths
Parking Angle

Aisle Width

0°-44°

l2ft.

590

13.5 ft.

60°-69°

18.5ff

700790

195ff

80° 89°

21 ft.

90°

22ft.

450

:•

-

If the parking angle is 90 degrees, the minimum aisle width may be
reduced by one foot for every six inches of additional parking space width
above the minimum width of eight feet three inches, to a minimum aisle
width ofl9feet.
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(7)

Ingress and egress aisles must be provided to a street and between
parking bays. Driveways leading into a parking area must be a minimum
of 12 feet in width, except that driveways for [detached]sinqle-, duplex, or
two-unit dwellings, [4up-lex-units-T] and internal one-way driveways
connecting parking aisles must be a minimum of 10 feet in width.”

SECTION 31. Sec. 21-6.70, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(“Off-site parking and loading”), is amended to read as follows:
[Off-sfte]Remote parking and loading.
“Sec. 21-6.70
Required parking spaces, loading spaces, or bicycle parking spaces may be
(a)
located off the premises as off-site parking and loading facilities, in compliance
with Section 21-2.90 relating to conditional uses. [Off-siteiRemote parking and
loading may be used in conjunction with the joint use of parking and loading.
The distance between the entrance to the parking facility and nearest principal
(b)
entrance of the establishment must not exceed 2,640 feet (a half-mile) using
customary pedestrian routes. IQtf-s4te}Remote loading facilities must not be
separated from the establishment requiring the loading by a street, and must be
connected by an improved pedestrian path or sidewalk. The distance between
[o#.-s4te]remote bicycle parking and the nearest principal pedestrian entrance of
the establishment requiring the bicycle parking must not exceed 400 feet by
customary pedestrian routes.
the [off-s4te]remote parking or loading is necessary to meet minimum
When
(c)
parking requirements, a written instrument must be recorded in the State of
Hawaii bureau of conveyances, or the office of the assistant registrar of the land
court of the State of HawaB, or both, as appropriate, for both the lot containing
the principal structure or use and the remote parking lot or structure. The
agreement must assure the continued availability of the number of required
parking spaces being provided off-site. The agreement must stipulate that if a
required parking space is not maintained, or a parking space acceptable to the
director is not substituted, the use or the portion of the use that is deficient in the
number of required parking spaces must be discontinued. The agreement will be
subject to the approval of the department of the corporation counsel as to form
and legaHty.”
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SECTION 32. Figure 21-6.1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“Permitted Vehicle Overhangs”), is amended to read as follows:
Figure 21-6.1
angs]Canopy Tree Placement
ehicle-Qverh
(Rermitted-V

Example: One canopy tree for every six parking spaces.

Minimum planting area, or
stormwater tree box

SECTION 33. Sec. 21-6.110, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“0ff-street loading requirements”), is amended to read as follows:
Off-street loading requirements.
“Sec. 21-6.110
of loading spaces. Off-street loading requirements apply to all
number
Required
(a)
zoning lots exceeding 7,500 square feet in lot area for the types of uses specified
in Table 21-6.5.
Table 21-6.5
Required Number of Loading Spaces
Use or Use Category

Floor Area in Square Feet

A. Retail [stoces7] eating and drinking
[establ1shmente, ohopping-.eenters],
wholesale operations, warehousing,[

2,000- 10,000
10,001 -20,000
20,001 -40,000
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LviJ
nàeieJ p
repair. [manufacturing,] self-storage facilities

4o,OI-iO1äbb

4

Each addition& 50,000 or major
fraction thereof

1

B. Hotels, hospitals or similar institutions,
places of public assembly

5,000- 10,000

1

-

50,001

-

50,000

2

100,000

3

Each additional 100,000 or major
fraction thereof
20,000

C. Offices for office buildings]

50,001
‘

D, Multiunit[farniiyJ dwellings (units)

(b)

(c)

-

-

50,000

1

100000

2

Each additional 100,000 or major
fraction thereof

1

20— 150

1

151—300

2

Each additional 200 or major
fraction thereof

1

Method of Calculating the number of required loading spaces.
If a building is used for more than one use, and the floor area for each use
(1)
is less than the minimum floor area that would require a loading space,
and the aggregate floor area of the several uses exceeds the minimum
floor area of the use category requiring the greatest number of loading
spaces, a minimum of one loading space is required.
Basements devoted to a use having a loading requirement count towards
(2)
the total floor area for calculating loading requirements.
When computation of the total required loading spaces for a zoning lot
(3)
results in a number with a fraction of 0.5 or greater, the number of
required loading spaces will be the next highest whole number.
Special loading requirements. Day care centers and educational uses[sohoo1s]
have special loading requirements. Day care centers must provide a pickup and
drop off area equivalent to four parking spaces pursuant to Section 21[5480)5.70(a). Schools with more than 25 students must provide a pickup and
drop off area equivalent to four parking spaces pursuant to Section 21[&.eao]5.560(c).
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SECTION 34. Sec. 21-7.40(d), Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (Apartment and Apartment Mixed Use Districts”), is amended to read as
follows:
“(d)

Apartment and Apartment Mixed Use Districts. In connection with any use
permitted other than [ene—fami1y]single unit and two-[fami4ylunit dwelling use, only

one wall or marquee fascia identification or directory sign, not directly illuminated
and not exceeding 12 square feet in area, shall be permitted for each street front
having a principal pedestrian or vehicular entrance to the building.
If all buildings on the street frontage of the zoning lot are set back a minimum of
50 feet from the property line on their entry sides, one ground identification or
directory sign. not directly illuminated and not exceeding eight square feet in
area, shall also be permitted for each such entry side. The ground sign shall not
be located in any required yard. Instead of these signs, one garden sign may be
permitted.”
SECTION 35. Sec. 21-7.50, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(“Special regulations for certain uses”), is amended to read as follows:
Special regulations for certain uses.
“Sec. 21-7.50
When there is a direct conflict between the special standards in this section and
the underlying district standards, the special standards shall apply.
[Automotive outdoor sales and rental]Vehicle sales and rental lots separated
(a)
from new car dealer showrooms or service facilities.
(1)
A maximum of three business signs not to exceed a total of one square
foot of sign area for each lineal toot of street frontage or 200 square feet,
whichever is the lesser area, shall be permitted. Signs may be either wall,
roof, marquee fascia or projecting signs and may be illuminated.
One identification ground sign not to exceed 32 square feet of the total
(2)
sign area may be erected in addition to the above signs which may be
illuminated and rotating but shall not overhang any required yard or public
right-of-way.
[Automobile Sorvice Stations, Gasoline Sales and Car Washes]Car wash, vehicle
(b)
fueling station, vehicle repair, service.
A maximum of four business signs not to exceed a total sign area of one
(1)
square foot for each lineal foot of street frontage or 200 square feet,
whichever is the lesser area shall be permitted. Signs may be illuminated
and be either marquee fascia, projecting or wall signs.
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One identification ground sign, which can be directly illuminated and not to
exceed 32 square feet of the total sign area, may be erected, provided it
does not overhang the public right-of-way. The sign may be a rotating
sign. If there is more than one street frontage. two such signs may be
erected, provided they are on separate sides of the parcel and are more
than 75 feet from the point of intersection of the two street frontages.
Pump island information signs located at the pump islands, denoting “Full
(3)
Service, Self Service” or similar, shall be permitted, provided that each
sign shall not exceed three square feet in sign area.
One price sign, not exceeding one square foot in sign area and located on
(4)
each gas pump, shall be permitted.
In addition to the price signs allowed under subdivision (4), one price sign
(5)
may be erected for each Street frontage, provided that such sign shall not
exceed 24 square feet in sign area and shall not be placed on the
identification ground sign specified in subdivision (2). The sign shall be
counted as one of the business signs and as part of the total signage
allowed under subdivision (1), and, in addition to the types of signs
permitted by subdivision (1) may be a ground sign, but shall not exceed 24
square feet in sign area.
[Cacoline Saloc]Vehicle Fueling Accessory to [Convenience Store] Small Retail.
Pump island information signs located at the pump islands, denoting “Full
(1)
Service, Self Service” or similar, shall be permitted, provided that each
sign shall not exceed three square feet in sign area.
One price sign, not exceeding one square foot in sign area and located on
(2)
each gas pump, shall be permitted.
In addition to the price signs allowed under subdivision (2), one business
(3)
sign, which can be a price sign and Which can be a ground sign, may be
erected, but not to exceed 24 square feet in area.
Drive-in Theaters.
One ground or wall sign, not directly illuminated and not to exceed 300
(1)
square feet in sign area which may state the name of the theater, name of
the current showing or future motion pictures or other performances and
the names of the actors therein or other relevant information, shall be
permitted; it shall not extend into the public right-of-way.
Directional signs which may be illuminated, not to exceed a combined
(2)
area of 60 square feet with six square feet maximum per sign, may be
erected.
The restrictions imposed by this section shall not apply to signs within the
(3)
walls or other enclosed parts of the drive-in and which are not visible from
outside the theater.
(2)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

Theaters. Four signs either hanging, marquee fascia, projecting or wall signs,
which may be illuminated, not to exceed a total sign area of 300 square feet, may
be erected for each theater establishment.
[Shopping centcrs]Commercial facilities with business establishments at different
levels and outdoor parking facilities at each level comparable to that established
at the ground level.
Only wall signs shall be permitted at any level situated above the ground level.
“Ground level’ means the first level of a shopping center which contains outdoor
parking facilities for the business establishments situated at this level.”

SECTION 36. Sec. 21-8.20, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(‘Housing—Ohana unit dwellings”), is amended to read as follows:
Housing—Ohana unit [dwellings].
“Sec. 21 -8.20
of
purpose
this section is to encourage and accommodate extended family
The
(a)
living, without substantially altering existing neighborhood character.
It is intended that “ohana” units be allowed only in areas where wastewater,
(b)
water supply and transportation facilities are adequate to support additional
density.
One ohana [dwelling] unit may be located on a zoning lot in the residential,
(c)
country. or agricultural zoning districts, with the following limitations:
The maximum size of an ohana [dwelling] unit is not limited but will be
(1)
subject to the maximum building area development standard in the
applicable zoning district;
Ohana [dwelling] units are not permitted on lots within a zero lot line
(2)
project, cluster housing project, agricultural cluster, country cluster,
planned development housing, R-3.5 zoning district, or on duplex unit lots;
An ohana [dwelling] unit is not permitted on any nonconforming lot;
(3)
The ohana [dwelling] unit and the first dwelling may be located within a
(4)
single structure, i.e., within the same two-family [de4aehed]dwelling, or the
ohana [dwelling]unit may be detached from the first dwelling and located
on the same lot as the first dwelling;
The ohana [dweiling]unit shall be occupied by persons related by blood,
(5)
marriage, or adoption to the family residing in the first dwelling; provided
that an ohana [dwefling]unit for which a building permit was obtained
before September 10, 1992, is not subject to this subdivision and its
occupancy by persons other than family members is permitted;
All other provisions of the zoning district shall apply;
(6)
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(7)

(8)

The parking provisions of this chapter applicable at the time the building
permit for the ohana [dwell4ngjunit is issued apply and the provision of this
parking is a continuing duty of the owner; and
The owner of the zoning lot shall record in the State of Hawaii bureau of
conveyances, or the office of the assistant registrar of the land court of the
State of Hawaii, or both, as is appropriate, a covenant stating that neither
the owner, nor the heirs, successors, or assigns of the owner shall submit
the zoning lot or any portion thereof to the condominium property regime
pursuant to the State of Hawaii Condominium Property Act. The covenant
must be recorded in a form approved or provided by the director and may
contain such terms as the director deems necessary to ensure its
enforceability. The failure of an owner or of an owner’s heir, successor, or
assign to abide by such a covenant will be deemed a violation of this
chapter and will be grounds for enforcement of the covenant by the
director pursuant to Section 21-2.150, et seq., and grounds for an action
by the director to require the owner or owners to remove, pursuant to the
State of Hawaii Condominium Property Act, the property from a
submission of the lot or any portion thereof to the condominium property
regime made in violation of the covenant.”

SECTION 37. SeC. 21-8.20A, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“Housing—Multiple dwelling units on a single country or residential district
zoning lot”), is amended to read as follows:
Housing—Multiple dwelling units on a single country or
“Sec. 21-8.20A
residential district zoning lot.
A maximum of eight dwelling units may be placed on a single zoning lot in a
country or residential district, provided:
(1)
The zoning lot shall have a lot area equal to or greater than the required
minimum lot size for the underlying country or residential district multiplied
by the number of dwelling units on or to be placed on the lot.
(2)
If the applicant wishes to erect additional dwelling units under the
provisions of Section 21-8.20, ohana [dwe#ings]unit, the zoning lot shall
be subdivided.
The number of dwelling units contained in each structure shall not be
(3)
greater than permitted in the applicable zoning district.
(4)
This section shall not apply to more than eight dwelling units on a single
zoning lot in a country or residential district, which must be processed
under the established procedures for cluster housing, planned
development housing or subdivision.
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(5)

For more than two dwellings, the zoning lot shall be located with access to
a street or right-of-way of sufficient access width as determined by the
director to assure public health and safety.

SECTION 38. Sec. 21-8.20-1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (‘Procedures for approval of ohana dwellings”), is amended to read as
follows:

“Sec. 21-8.20-1 Procedures for approval of ohana fdwe4Iingslunits.
The department, with the assistance of other agencies, as appropriate, shall
adopt rules relating to ohana [dwetllngs]units, including rules to establish the following:
Procedures for designating ohana-eligible areas! including rules providing that:
(a)
Only those areas that are determined by the appropriate government
(1)
agencies to have adequate public facilities to accommodate ohana
[dwelThgs]units shall be ohana-eligible.
Upon a finding by the responsible agency that wastewater treatment and
(2)
disposal, water, or transportation facilities are not adequate to
accommodate additional ohana [dwellinge)units in any ohana-eligible area,
no more ohana 4weIllngs4units shall be approved in that area.
Notwithstanding the adequacy of public facilities, if the owners of 60
(3)
percent of the residential-zoned lots in the same census tract sign a
petition requesting that residential-zoned lots in the census tract be
excluded from ohana eligibility and submit the petition to the department,
no new ohana [dwellingz]units shall be approved on residential-zoned lots
in that census tract from the date the department certifies the validity of
the petition. For purposes of this subdivision, the term “owners” shall
mean the fee owner of property that is not subject to a lease and shall
mean the lessee of property that is subject to a lease. For purposes of
this subdivision, the term “lease” shall mean “lease” as that term is defined
in HRS Section 516-1.
Notwithstanding the adequacy of public facilities, if the owners of 60
(4)
percent of the agricultural-zoned and country-zoned lots in the same
census tract sign a petition requesting that all agricultural-zoned and
country-zoned areas in a census tract be excluded from ohana eligibility
and submit the petition to the department, no new ohana wellings3units
shall be approved on agricultural-zoned or country-zoned lots in that
census tract from the date the department certifies the validity of the
petition. For purposes of this subdivision, “owner” shall mean the fee
owner of property that is not subject to a lease and shall mean the lessee
of property that is subject to a lease. For purposes of this subdivision, the
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(b)

(c)

term ‘lease” shall mean a conveyance of land or an interest in land, by a
fee simple owner as lessor, or by a lessee or sublessee as sUblessor, to
any person, in consideration of a return of rent or other recompense, for a
term, measured from the initial date of the conveyance, 20 years or more
(including any periods for which the lease may be extended or renewed at
the option of the lessee).
The director may adopt rules and regulations pursuant to HRS Chapter 91
(5)
to establish procedures for, to implement and to further define the terms
used in subdivisions (3) and (4). These rules may include, but not be
limited to, provisions relating to the form of petitions, determination of
necessary signatures where there is more than one owner or when the
owner is an entity, the signing of petitions, validity of signatures, the
withdrawal of signatures, the time frame for collection of signatures,
verification of signatures, certification of results, duration of the prohibition
and procedures upon the change of census tract boundaries.
Before an area is designated eligible for ohana [dwcllingc]units, the
(6)
director shall publish a notice of the proposed change in a newspaper of
general circulation, and notify the neighborhood board(s) in the affected
area.
Standards and criteria for determining adequacy of public facilities, to include but
not be limited to:
Width, gradients, curves and structural condition of access roadways.
(1)
Water pressure and sources for domestic use and fire flow.
(2)
Wastewater treatment and disposal.
(3)
Any other applicable standards and criteria deemed to be appropriate for
(4)
the safety, health and welfare of the community.
Standards and Procedures for Obtaining an Ohana Building Permit. The
standards shall, at a minimum, require that planned parking is adequate to meet
the parking requirements of this chapter applicable at the time of issuance of the
ohana building permit to both the first and ohana [dwcllingcjunits.”
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SECTION 39. Sec. 21-8.30, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended)
(“Farm dwellings—Agricultural site development plan”), is amended to read as follows:
Farm dwellings—Agricultural site development plan.
“Sec. 21-8.30
Three to six farm dwellings may be placed on a single zoning lot in an
agricultural, district, provided an agricultural site development plan for the lot is
approved by the director.
(a)
Any agricultural zoning lot which has at least twice the required minimum lot size
for the underlying agricultural district may have two [de1aete81 farm dwellings. If
the applicant wishes to erect additional farm dwellings under the provisions of
Section 2 1-8.20, ohana [dwelkngsunits, the zoning lot shall be subdivided.
The agricultural site development plan shall be in accordance with the
(b)
requirements of the preliminary subdivision map as stated in the subdivision rules
and regulations.
Prior to granting approval, the director shall determine that:
(c)
The agricultural site development plan would qualify for approval under
(1)
the subdivision rules and regulations if submitted in a subdivision
application and roadways, utilities and other improvements comply with
the subdivision rules and regulations and subdivision standards, unless
modified by the director under applicable provisions specified in the
subdivision rules and regulations.
The number of farm dwellings contained in each structure is not greater
(2)
than permitted in the applicable zoning district.
Except where otherwise provided in this article, each existing and future
(3)
farm dwelling is located as if the lot were subdivided in accordance with
the agricultural site development plan, applicable provisions of this article
and the subdivision rules and regulations.
This section does not apply to applications for more than six farm dwellings on a
(d)
zoning lot, which must be processed under the established procedures for cluster
housing, planned development housing or subdivision.”
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SECTION 40. Sec. 21-8.20-1. Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (‘Procedures for approval of ohana dwellings’), is amended to read as
follows:
Housing—Zero lot line development.
“Sec. 21 -8.40
The purposes of this section are as follows:
To allow housing which has the attributes of [detachedsinqle-unit_dwellings, but
(a)
with cost savings due to less street frontage per zoning lot and smaller lot sizes,
without changing the underlying district density controls.
To offer more usable yard space and allow more efficient use of land.
(b)
It is the intent that zero lot line housing be applied to both new and existing
neighborhoods and be used as a method for urban infill.”
SECTION 41. Sec. 21-8.50-1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (‘Cluster housing”), is amended to read as follows:
Cluster housing.
“Sec. 21-8.50-1
The intent of cluster housing is:
To allow development of housing sites which would otherwise be difficult to
(a)
develop under conventional city subdivision standards.
To allow flexibility in housing types, including duplex, two-unit, three-unit, and
(b)
multi-unit dwellings [attaohedj units.
To encourage innovative site design and efficient open space.
Cc)
To minimize grading by allowing private roadways, narrower roadway widths and
(d)
steeper grades than otherwise permitted.
To provide common amenities, when appropriate.”
(e)
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SECTION 42, Sec. 21-8.50-2, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“Cluster site design standards”), is amended to read as follows:
Cluster site design standards.
“Sec. 21-8.50-2
Cluster housing may be constructed in all residential and apartment districts,
subject to the following standards:
Within residential and apartment districts, the minimum land area and maximum
(a)
number of dwelling units fora cluster housing project shall be as follows:
Minimum Land Area

I

Maximum No. of Units

District
R-20
R-10
R-7.5
R-5
R-3.5
A-i A-3
-

(b)

(c)

(d)

60,000
30,000
22,500
15,000
10,500
10,500

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

project
project
project
project
project
project

area/20,000
area/10,000
area/7,000
area/3,750
area/3,500
area/3,500

Within cluster housing projects, single-, two-, and three unit[detaehed], duplex
and multi[famtly]-unit dwellings shall be permitted. Multi[fam41y]-unit dwellings
shall not exceed eight dwelling units in one structure.
The director may waive the following requirements if suitable landscaping and/or
fence/wall buffering is provided:
All structures containing more than two [dwetl4ng] units shall be set back a
(1)
minimum of twice the required side and rear yards from adjoining
properties not otherwise separated by a permanent open space in excess
of l5feetin width.
All common activity areas, such as tot lots, play courts, swimming pools
(2)
and barbecue facilities, shall be set back a minimum of 25 feet from all
adjoining property lines and walls of the units in the project.
To minimize the visual dominance of parking areas, while encouraging pitched
roofs, the director may allow buildings to exceed the underlying district height
limit, provided the following conditions are met:
The exemption will allow the required parking to be provided underneath
(1)
the units, and therefore create more opportunities for open space;
The building contains multifamily dwellings with gabled and/or hipped roof
(2)
forms:
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The highest exterior wall line, equivalent to the structural top plate, shall
not exceed a height limit of 30 feet. This excludes gable ends above the
structural plate line;
The building must be sited a minimum of 20 feet from any property line in
(4)
common with a zoning lot in a residential district. The distance between
any three-story buildings shall be at least 30 feet;
The building shall not exceed a height limit of 34 feet; and
(5)
The exemption will not adversely detract from the surrounding
(6)
neighborhood character.
If a private roadway abuts a neighboring property, with a setback less than the
front yard required in the underlying zoning district of the abutting property, then
either a wall shall be constructed or landscaped buffering shall be installed along
the roadway or a combination of a wall and landscaping, subject to the approval
of the director.
Maximum building area shall be 50 percent of the total land area for the project.
Maximum building area for any lot of record may be more than 50 percent in
response to design considerations, but in no event shall exceed 80 percent.
Yards and height setbacks abutting the boundaries of the entire cluster
development site shall not be less than minimum requirements for the underlying
zoning district. Additionally, the front yard for all lots fronting public streets shall
not be less than the front yard requirement of the underlying zoning district.
The director may establish supplemental design guidelines further illustrating the
above site design standards.”
(3)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

SECTION 43. Sec. 21-8.50-4, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“Planned development housing (PD-H)”), is amended to read as follows:
Planned development housing (PD-H).
“Sec. 21-8.50-4
The PD-H option is intended for higher density residential development on large
parcels of vacant land or large parcels being redeveloped, while complementing the
surrounding neighborhood, with:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

A variety of housing types, including [mu1tifam44y]multi-unit dwellings;
Innovative site design and efficient open space;
Common amenities;
Reduced construction costs for the developer and housing costs for the
consumer;
A mixing of uses other than allowed in the underlying zoning district;
Adequate provision for public services;
More flexibility for infrastructure improvements.”
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SECTION 44. Sec. 21-8.50-6, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“PD-H use regulations”), is amended to read as follows:
PD-H use regulations.
“Sec. 21-8.50-6
Within a PD-H project, all of the following uses and structures shall be permitted:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
[(e)

[(

[Meeting-4ao4l#ies Public, civic, and institutional uses; provided, that facilities
where the conduct of commercial affairs is a principal activity shall not be
permitted;
Day-care facilities;
Dwellings—[detached]single-unit, two-unit, multifamily and duplex;
Recreation [fac1l4ties], outdoor;
Schools elementary, intermediate and high;j
Utility installations, Type-At]”

SECTION 45. Sec. 21-9.10, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(“Developments in Flood Hazard Areas”), is amended to read as follows:
Developments in Flood Hazard Areas.
“Sec. 21-9.10
subject to the land use ordinance shall, at the time of
application
All permit
(a)
processing, be reviewed for compliance with the flood hazard areas ordinance.
Whenever applicable, the flood hazard area requirements of a development
project shall be determined prior to processing for other approvals mandated by
other laws and regulations.
Dwellings in country, residential and agricultural districts, as well as [detashed]
(b)
single- and two-unit dwellings and duplex units in apartment and apartment
mixed use districts, may exceed the maximum height in the district by no more
than five feet if required to have its lowest floor elevated to or above the base
flood elevation, provided such additional height shall not be greater than 25 feet
above the base flood elevation,
Notwithstanding any other provision to the contrary, no more than two dwelling
(c)
units shall be permitted on a single zoning lot whose only buildable area is in the
floodway. This provision, designed to reduce flood losses, shall take precedence
over any less restrictive, conflicting laws, ordinances or regulations.”
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SECTION 46. Table 21-9.1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(“Hawaii Capital Special District Project Classification’), is amended to read as follows:
“Table 21-9.1
Hawaii Capital Special District
Project Classification
Special Conditions
Required
Activity/Use
Permit
Directly illuminated signs prohibited
E
Signs
in historic precinct
m
Tree removal over six inches in diameter
E

[Detaehed] Single-, two- and three-unit
dwellings and duplex units and accessory
structures
Grading and stockpiling

E
M

Major modification, alteration, addition or repair
to historic structures
Major exterior repair, alteration or addition to
nonhistoric structures
Minor exterior repair, alteration or addition to all
structures, which does not adversely change the
character or appearance of the structure
Exterior repainting that significantly alters the
character or appearance of the structure
Interior repairs, alterations and renovations to all
structures
Demolition of historic structures

m
m/E

Minor in historic precinct only

m/E

Minor in historic precinct only

E
M

Demolition of nonhistoric structures

E

Fences and walls

E

Streetscape improvements, including street
furniture, light fixtures, sidewalk paving, bus
shelters and other elements in public

m

rights-of-way

.

This also includes structures listed in
Section 21-9.30-3(c)

Major above-grade infrastructure* improvements
not covered elsewhere, including new
rcadways, road widenings. new substations,
new parks and significant improvements to
existing parks
Minor above-grade infrastructure* improvements
not covered elsewhere; all below-grade
infrastructure improvements; and all emergency
and routine repair and maintenance work

m

E
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M/m

New buildings not covered above
Notes:

Minor for accessory structures

“Infrastructure’ includes roadways sewer, water, electrical, gas cable tv, telephone, drainage and recreaPonai facilities

A special district permit is not required for activities and uses classified as exempt, as well as other project types which do not fall
into one of the categories listed above. These activities and uses, however, must still conform to the applicable objectives a,d
standards of the special district This conformance will be determined at the building permit application stage
Legend--Project classification:

M = Major
m = Minor
E = Exempt’

SECTION 47. Sec. 21-9.40-5, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“One-family and two-family detached”), is amended to read as follows:
[One4amily]Single-unit and two-[fami4y-detac-hed]unit
“Sec. 21-9.40-5
dwellings.
Duplexes [an4-one—famlly]sinqle-, two--[family detachod], and three-unit
dwellings shall be exempt from the requirements of the Diamond Head special district,
except that those dwellings which are located within the “core area” identified on Exhibit
21-9.5, shall comply with Sections 21-9.40-4(a) and (c).’
,

SECTION 48. Sec. 21-9.50-5, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“One-family and two-family detached dwellings”), is amended to read as
follows:
[One-familyJSingle-unit and two-[family detachedjunit
“Sec. 21-9.50-5
dwellings.
Duplexes [and one family]single-, two- [family detached], and three-unit
dwellings shall be exempt from the requirements of the Punchbowl special district,
except that those dwellings which are located in the “core area” identified on Exhibit 219.8, shall comply with Section 21-9.50-4(c) and (e).”
,
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SECTION 49. Table 21-9.3,

Revised Ordinances of Honolulu

1990,

as amended,

(‘Punchbowl Special District Project Classification”), is amended to read as follows:

“Table 21-9.3

Activity!Use
Signs

Punchbowl Special District
Project Classification
Required
Permit
E
m/E

Tree removal over six inches in diameter

Special Conditions

Minor in

“core’1

along

area

or

area

if results in

major_streets
E

[Detaehed]Single two-! and three-unit dwellings,

duplex units and accessory structures
Grading and stockpiling
[and]

m/E

Minor

in

“core’

than 15-foot change
elevation

greater

m

Major exterior repair, ateraton or addition to al
structures
Minor exterior repair, alteration or addition to all
structures, which does not adversely change the

E

character or appearance of the structure
Exterior repainting that significantly alters the
character or appearance of the structure

m/E

repairs,

Minor only within “core” area and
if visible from viewing areas

E

Demolition of all structures
Interior

in

E

alterations and renovations to all

structures

Fences and walls

E

Streetscape improvements, includrng street
furniture, light fixtures. sidewalk paving, bus shelters
and_other_elements_in_public_rights-of-way
Major above-grade infrastructuret improvements not
covered elsewhere, including new roadways, road
widenings, new substations, new parks and
significant improvements to existing parks

E

Minor above-grade infrastructuret improvements not
covered elsewhere; all below-grade infrastructure
improvements; and all emergency and routine repair
and maintenance work
New buildings not covered above

m

E

M/m

Major in “core” area only, except
for

accessory

structures;

minor

outside_‘core”_area_and_for
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j
*Notes

accessory structures in ‘core’
area

“Infrastructure” includes roadways, sewer, water, electrical, gas, cable tv, telephone, drainage and recreational facilities.

A special district permit is not required for activities and uses classified as exempt, as well as other project types which do not fall
into one of the categories listed above, These activities and uses, however, must still conform to the applicable objectives and
standards of the special district. This conformance will be determined at the building permit application stage.
Legend--Project classification’
E

=

M
m

=
=

Major
Minor

Exempt”

SECTION 50. Sec. 21-9.60-8, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (Historic core precinct objectives”), is amended to read as follows:
Historic core precinct objectives.
“Sec. 21-9.60-8
Historic core precinct objectives are as follows:
Encourage the retention and renovation of buildings of historic, architectural or
(a)
cultural value.
Ensure the design compatibility of new structures with historic structures through
(b)
low building heights, continuous street frontages and characteristic street facade
elements.
Encourage the continuation and concentration of the long-established ethnic
(c)
retail and light manufacturing activities by providing space for these uses
particularly on the ground level.
Encourage [ene}sinqle- and two-[fam-ily}unft dwelling use to provide a variety of
(d)
compatible uses which would contribute to the precinct’s social and economic
vitality.”
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SECTION 51. Sec. 21-9.60-9, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“Historic core precinct development standards”), is amended to read as

follows:
Historic core precinct development standards.
“Sec. 21-9.60-9
Heights.
Maximum
(a)
Within the historic core precinct, new structures shall not exceed 40 feet.
Open Space and Landscaping.
(b)
Open space is encouraged in the form of small-scaled interior landscaped
(1)
courtyards and interior pedestrian walkways.
Street trees shall not be required. Any trees planted within a front yard or
(2)
sidewalk area shall take into consideration the objectives of the precinct,
especially the desire for continuous building frontages and sidewalk
canopies, as well as traffic and pedestrian safety.
Along Hotel Street, street trees may complement its strong retail character
(3)
and public transit corridor function. They shall be a minimum of two-inch
caliper. Species and spacing shall be chosen from an approved tree list on
file with the department and the department of parks and recreation.
Required Yards.
(c)
There shall be no required yards.
(1)
All buildings on the same block face shall form a continuous street facade,
(2)
except for necessary driveways, pedestrian entryways and small open
space pockets.
Permitted Uses. Ground floor spaces should be used exclusively for retail
(d)
commercial uses, or [149ht] food manufacturing of an ethnic nature such as
noodle-making, compatible with the objectives for Chinatown. Notwithstanding
the underlying zoning, [one]single- and two-, and three-[fami4y] unit dwellings are
permitted, if located above the ground floor,
Design guidelines. All street facades must meet the requirements of Section
(e)
21-9.60-12.”
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SECTION 52. Table 21-9.4, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(“Chinatown Special District Project Classification”),

ActivityiUse

“Table 21-9.4
Chinatown Special District
Project Classification
Required
Permit

Signs

E

Tree removal over six inches in diameter
[Qetaohed]Single-, two-, and three-unit
dwellings [aB4j duplex units and accessory
structures

E

Grading and stockpiling
Major exterior repair, alteration or addition to
all structures
Minor exterior repair, alteration or addition to
all structures, which does not adversely
change the character or appearance of the
structure
Exterior repainting that significantly alters the
character or appearance of the structure
Interior repairs, alterations and renovations to
all structures
Demolition of structures

Fences and walls
Streetscape improvements, inciuding street
landscaping, street furniture: light fixtures,
sidewalk paving, bus shelters and other
elements in_public_rights-of-way
Major above-grade infrastructure
improvements not covered elsewhere,
including new roadways, road widenings, new
substations, new parks and significant
improvements_to_existing_parks
Minor above-grade infrastructure*
improvements not covered elsewhere; all
below-grade infrastructure improvements; and
all emergency and routine repair and
maintenance work
New buildings not covered above
*Notes.

is amended to read as follows:

Special Conditions

E

E
M/m
m/E

m/E

Major for structures llsted on Exhibit 219,10-A
Minor for structures listed on Exhibit 219.10-A

Minor if visible from street

E
M/m/E

Major for structures listed on Exhibit 219.10-A. Exempt for accessory
structures such as sheds

E
m

m

E

M/m

Minor for accessory structures

‘infrastructure” includes roadways. sewer, water, electrical, gas. cable tv, teiephone, drainage and recreational facilities,
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A special district permit is not required for activities and uses classified as exempt: as wet as other project types which do not fall
into one of the categories listed above. These activ1ies and uses, however, must stii conform to the appfcabie objeclives and
standards of the speciar district This conformance will be determined at the building permit application stage
M
rn
E

Legend--Project classification.

SECTION 53. Table 21-9.5.

=
=

Major
Minor
Exempt:!

Revised Ordinances of Honolulu

(“Thomas Square/Honolulu Academy of

Arts Special

1990,

as amended,

:!), is
District Project Classification

amended to read as follows:

‘Table 21-9.5
Thomas Square/Honolulu Academy of Arts Special District
Project Classification
Special Conditions
Required
Activity/Use
Permit
Directly ilIum mated signs prohibited
E
Signs
fronting_Thomas_Square
Minor in front yard and sidewalk
m/E
Tree removam over six inches in diameter
area only
E

[DetaehedjSinqle-, two-, and three-unit dwellings
fand] duplex units and accessory structures
Grading and stockpiling
Major exterior modification, alteration, repair or
addition to Thomas Square or Honolulu Academy
of Arts
Major exterior repair, alteration or addition to all
structures except Thomas Square or Honolulu
Academy of Arts
Minor exterior repair, alteration or addition to all
structures, which does not adversely change the
character or appearance of the structure
Interior repairs, alterations and renovations to all
structures
Demolition of historic structures

E
M

m

m/E
:

E
M

Demolition of nonhistoric structures

E

Fences and walls

E

Streetscape improvements, including street
furniture, light fixtures: sidewalk paving, bus
she{ters and other elements in public
rights-of-way

m

148

Minor only when involving Thomas
Square or Honoluu Academy of
Arts
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Major above-grade infrastructure* improvements
not covered elsewhere, including new roadways,
road widenings, new substations, new parks and
significant improvements to existing parks

m

Minor above-grade infrastructure’ improvements
not covered elsewhere; all below-grade
infrastructure improvements; and all emergency
and routine repair and maintenance work

E

New buildings not covered above

m

Notes

“Infrastructure” inciudes roadways, sews-. wale’, electrical, gas, cabie tv teiephone, drainage and recreational faclittes

A special d’strict permit is not rep-jired for activies and uses classified as exempt, as well as other project types which do not fall
rio one of the categories listed above. These activities and uses, however, must sUM coMorm to the applicable objectives and
standards of the special dstrict This conformance will be determined at the buiiding permit application stage
Legend--Project classification:
E

=

M
m

=
=

Maior
Minor

Exempt

SECTION 54. Sec. 21-9.80-4(d), Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (‘Planned Development-Resort (PD-R) and Planned Development-Apartment
(PD-A) Projects”), is amended to read as follows:
“(d)

Planned Development-Resort (PD-R) and Planned Development-Apartment (PD
A) Projects. The purpose of the PD-R and PD-A options is to provide
opportunities for creative redevelopment not possible under a strict adherence to
the development standards of the special district. Flexibility may be provided for
project density, height, precinct, transitional height setbacks, yards, open space
and landscaping when timely, demonstrable contributions benefiting the
community and the stability, function, and overall ambiance and appearance of
Waikiki are produced.
Reflective of the significance of the flexibility represented by this option, it is
appropriate to approve projects conceptually by legislative review and approval
prior to more detailed review and approval by the department.
PD-R and PD-A projects will be subject to the following:
(1)
PD-R and PD-A Applicability.
PD-R projects are only be permitted in the resort mixed use
(A)
precinct, and PD-A projects [sha41] are only permitted in the
apartment precinct.”
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SECTION 55. SeC. 21-9.80-5! Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (‘Apartment precinct’), is amended to read as follows:
Apartment precinct.
“Sec. 21 -9.80-5
Permitted Uses. Within the apartment precinct, including the apartment mixed
(a)
use subprecinct, permitted uses and structures shall be as enumerated in Table
2 1-9.6(A).
Development Standards. Uses and structures within the apartment precinct and
(b)
the apartment mixed use subprecinct shall conform to the development
standards enumerated in Table 21-9.6(B).
Additional Development Standards.
(c)
Commercial Use Location within the Apartment Mixed Use Subprecinct.
(1)
Any of the permitted uses designated in Table 21-9.6(A) ass principal use
only within the apartment mixed use subprecinct, either occurring as a
single use on a zoning lot or in combination with other uses, shall be
limited to the basement, ground floor or second floor of a building.
Transitional Height Setbacks. For any portion of a structure above 40 feet
(2)
in height! additional front, side and rear height setbacks equal to one foot
for each 10 feet in height. or fraction thereof, shall be provided. Within the
height setback, buildings with graduated, stepped forms shall be
encouraged (see Figure 21-9.2).
Additional Use Standards. Utility installations, small[T-ype-AJ, when involving
(d)
transmitting antennas, shall be fenced or otherwise restrict public access within
the area exposed to a power density of 0.1 milliwatt/cm2.”
SECTION 56. Sec. 21-9.80-6, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (“Resort mixed use precinct”), is amended to read as follows:
Resort mixed use precinct.
“Sec. 21 -9.80-6
Permitted Uses. Within the resort mixed use precinct, permitted uses and
(a)
structures shall be as enumerated in Table 21-9.6(A).
Development Standards. Uses and structures within the resort mixed use
(b)
precinct shall conform to the development standards enumerated in Table 219.6(B).
Additional Development Standards.
(c)
Floor Area Bonus.
(1)
For each square foot of public open space provided, exclusive of
(A)
required yards, 10 square feet of floor area may be added;
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For each square foot of open space devoted to pedestrian use and
landscape area at ground level provided, exclusive of required
yards, five square feet of floor area may be added;
For each square foot of arcade area provided, exclusive of required
(C)
yards, three square feet of floor area may be added; and
(D)
For each square foot of rooftop landscaped area provided, one
square foot of floor area may be added.
(2)
Transitional Height Setbacks. For any portion of a structure above 40 feet
in height, additional front, side and rear height setbacks equal to one foot
for each 10 feet in height, or fraction thereof, shall be provided. Within the
height setback, buildings with graduated, stepped forms shall be
encouraged (see Figure 21-9.2).
Additional Use Standards. Utility installations, [Type-A]small, when involving
transmitting antennas, shall be fenced or otherwise restrict public access within
the area exposed to a power density of 0.1 milliwatt/cm2.”
(B)

(d)

SECTION 57. Sec. 21-9.80-8, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (‘Public precinct”), is amended to read as follows:
Public precinct.
“Sec. 21-9.80-8
Permitted Uses. Within the public precinct, permitted uses and structures shall
(a)
be as enumerated in Table 21-9.6(A). Additionally:
In the public precinct, public uses and structures may include accessory
(1)
activities operated by private lessees under supervision of a public agency
purely to fulfill a governmental function, activity or service for public benefit
and in accordance with public policy; and
All structures within the public precinct shall comply with the guidelines
(2)
established by the urban design controls marked Exhibit 21-9.15.
Development Standards. Uses and structures within the public precinct shall
(b)
conform to the development standards enumerated in Table 21-9.6(B). The
FAR, height and yard requirements for structures shall be approved by the
director.
Signs shall be approved by the director and shall not exceed a total of 24 square
(c)
feet in area.
Utility installations, {Type-A]small, involving transmitting antennas shall be fenced
(d)
or otherwise restrict public access within the area exposed to a power density of
0.1 milliwatt/cm2.”
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SECTION 58. Table 21-9.6(A), Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990. as
amended, (Waikiki Special District Precinct Permitted Uses and Structures”), is
amended to read as follows:
‘Table 21-9.6(A)
Waikiki Special District Precinct
Permitted Uses and Structures
Use or Structure

Apartment

Precinct
Resort Mixed
Use

Public

Agricultural Uses
None
Residential Uses
Dwellings, multi-urmt[fam41y]2

p

P

C

C
[gl

Group living [faoikPesj
[Hoarding facilitiesi
Home occupation[sJ

[P]
P Ac

P Ac

Public, Civic and Institutional Uses
Antenna(], cFsh [Feceive-only]
Pubhc factlIt.scD D’-d c
Stealth antenna
[Schoole, language)

P*

P Ac
p
P.
P

p[/]*

P
P
P[/c]
p

P Ac
P

Commercial Uses
fAct-galleries and muceums]
BarEs,-cabeceis-]/nightclub[sr-tevecns]1
Bed and breakfast home[64*
[&usiness-secvices]
[Convenience stores]
[Dance-oc-music-seheels]
Day Care [fac#4es}
General eatinQ and drinkinglEating ectablithments]
[Arnusemen1-and-cecceatiea14acffities]GeneraI indoor
recreation
[Marina-aocoseoriesjGeneral marine
General medical [dURiGs]services
[Amu€ement4acjktiesjGeneral outdoor recreation

P-AMX
C
P-AMX

(Museums
2
P-AMX
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“Table 21-9.6(A)
Waikiki Special District Precinct
Permitted Uses and Structures
Use or Structure

Apartment
P-AMX

General personalservices
Hotel(s

fhabocatoc4es-mjMedical laboratory
Meeting facility!ies4

[Nflcflfl
Office[s]
[Real-estate-offices]
Theater[s]
[Tel-ageoies]
fCemmeccial-JParking. commercial [lots 3nd garages]
[Qff—&te] Parking, remote [fae4ities]
[Photog4aph4opcocess4gJ
fPhetogcapNe-studies]
Retail [estaal4shments]
Schools) vocational, minor [pcovided they do not involve

-

Precinct
Resort Mixed
P
P

C

P
P

Cm

NIA

P-AMX
P—AMX

P
P
P

P-AMX

P

Cm

P-AMX

Public

P
Cm
P
P
P
P

——
&aaffl4ces]

P

Time sharefing]
Transient vacation unit[s]
Utility installations: small or mediurn[:Pype_A]

pg

P9

P9

Utflity installations, fjg [ype-BJ

Cm

Cm

Cm

[Automobilo service stations,]Vehicle fueling station

—

P

[Automobilo rental establishmpnts]Vehicle sales and
rental [(excluding repair facilities and open parking lotsfl

Industrial Uses
[Broadcacting facilities]Production studio

[Pj

Miscellaneous Uses
Historic structures, use of

jJent-development] Transfer of development rights
[Jalnuapacn
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“Table 21-9.6(A)
Waikiki Special District Precinct
Permitted Uses and Structures
Use or Structure

Apartment

Precinct
Resort Mixed
Use

Public

Ministerial uses:
= Special accessory usa Also see: Article 10, Accessory use; and Section 21-5330. Home occupations
Ac
= Permitted prnc:pai use
P
= Permitted use subject to standards in Artice 5
9/c]’
Permitted pnnc;pai use subject to standards enumerated in Article 9; see Section 21-9.80-5(d), 21-9 80-6(d), 21-9.80P9
7(d) or 21-9.80-8(d)
P-AMX = Within the apartment precinct, a permitted principal use cnly within The apartment mixed use subprecinct
Discretionary uses:
= Requires an approved Conditional Use Permit
Cm
= Requires an approved Conditional Use Permit
C
Other:
N/A

=

-

-

minor subject to standards in Articles; no public hearing required
major subject to standards in Articles; public hearing required

Not applicable as a land use category in that precinct, sLnce it is already regulated under another land use category.

An empty cell in the above matrix indicates that use or structure is not permitted in that precinct.
Provided a solid wall 6 feet in height shall be erected and maintained on any side or rear boundary adjoining the apartment
precinct.
2
Provided that where these uses are integrated with other uses, pedestrian access shall be independent from the other uses, and
no building floor shall be used for both dwelling and commercial purposes.
*Editors Note; “April 30, 2021” is substituted for the effective date of this ordinance
Note:

SECTION 59. Table 21-9.6(0), Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended,, (“Waikiki Special District Project Classification”), is amended to read as
follows:

“rable 21-9.6(C)

Activity/Use

Waikiki Special District
Project Classification
Required
Permit
E

Signs
Tree removal over six inches in diameter

Special Conditions

m/E

E

[DetachediSingie-. two-, and three-unit
dwellings [andJ dupiex units and accessory
structures

154
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“Table 21-9.6(C)
Waikiki Special District
Project Classification
Activity/Use

Required
Permit

Grading and stockpiling
Major modification, alteration, repair or
addition to historic structures
Minor modification, alteration, repair or
addition to historic structures
Major exterior repair, alteration or addition to
nonhistoric structures
Minor exterior repair, alteration or addition to
nonhistoric structures, which does not
adversely change the character or
appearance of the structure
Planned development projects (PD-R and PDC)

E
M

Special Conditions

m
m
E

M

Permitted uses and structures under Sections
21-9.80-4(a), uses and activities allowed in
required yards and setbacks; 21-9.80-4(e),
nonconformity; and 21-9.80-4(g)(1), rooftop
height exemption; when not otherwise covered
by this table

M/m

Exterior repainting that significantly changes
the character or appearance of the structure
Interior repairs, alterations and renovations to
all structures
Demolition of historic structures
Demolition of non-historic structures

M/m

Prior council approval of conceptual
plan required. See Sec. 21-9.804(d)(4).
Major for the reconstruction of existing
nonconforming structures and/or
adjustment of open space, off-street
parking and/or height provided for
nonconforming structures under
Section 21-9.80-4(e)(1)
Major for murals exceeding length or
width dimensions of 12 feet

E
M
m/E

Fences and walls

E

Streetscape mprovements, including street
furniture, light fixtures, sidewalk paving, bus
shelters and other elements in public
rights-of-way
Major above-grade infrastructure*
improvements not covered elsewhere,
including new roadways, road widenings, new
substations, new parks and significant
improvements_to_existing_parks

m

m
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years_old;_otherwise_exempt
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“Table 21-9.6(C)
Waikiki Special District
Project Classification
ActivitylUse

Required
Permit

Minor above-grade infrastructure*
improvements not Covered elsewhere; all
below-grade infrastructure improvements; and
all emergency and routine repair and
maintenance work

E

New buildings not covered above
Notes:

M/m

Special Conditions

Minor for accessory structures

lnfrastructure” includes roadways) sewer, water, electrical) gas) cable tv, telephone, drainage and recreational facilities,
A special district permit is not required for activities and uses classified as exempt, as well as other project types which do
not fall into one of the categories listed above. These activities and uses, however, must still conform to the applicable
objectives and standards of the special district. This conformance will be determined at the building permit application
stage.
M
m
E

Legend--Project classification:

SECTION 60.

SeC.

21-9.90-5,

=

Major
Minor
Exempt”

Revised Ordinances of Honolulu

1990,

as

amended, (‘Detached dwellings and duplex units”), is amended to read as follows:

Dwellings[Dctachod dwellings and duplex units].
“Sec. 21 -9.90-5
[DetachedjSingle-, two-, and three-unit dwellings and duplex units constructed
prior to December 21, 2018, shall be exempt from the requirements of the Haleiwa
special district, except for Section 21-9.90-4, subsection (d)(3), (4) and (5), relating to
landscaping, subsection (f)(1) relating to general architectural appearance and
character, subsection (f)(2) relating to roofs, and subsection (0(4) relating to railings,
fences and walls, and subsection (fl(7) relating to colors. Detached dwellings and
duplex units constructed after the effective date of this ordinance will fall under the
category “New buildings not covered above” in Table 21-9.7.
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SECTION 61. Table 21-9.7, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(“Haleiwa Special District Project Classification’), is amended to read as follows:

ActivityiUse
Signs
Tree removal over six inches in
diameter

“Table 21-9.7
Haleiwa Special District
Project Classification
Required Permit

m/E

[Detashe4]Single-, two-, and three
dwelhngs and duplex units and
accessory structures
Grading and stockpiling

E

Major modification, alteration!
repair] or addition to all structures

M/m

Minor modification] alteration,
repair, or addition to historic
structures
Exterior repainting that significantly
alters the character or appearance
of the structure
Minor exterior repair, alteration, or
addition to nonhistoric structures,
which does not adversely change
the character or appearance of the
structure
Interior repairs, alterations and
renovations to all structures

Special Conditions

E
Minor only if visible from Kamehameha
Highway or Haleiwa Road

E

m

m/E

Major if listed on Exhibit 21-917 and/or
if visible from Kamehameha Highway or
Haleiwa Road
Also includes structures on Exhibit
21-9.17
Minor if listed on Exhibit 21-9.17 and/or
visible from Kamehameha Highway or
Haleiwa Road

E

E

Demolition or obstruction of historic
structures

M

Demolition of nonhistoric structures

E

Fences and walls

E

Streetscape improvements,
including street furniture, light
fixtures, sidewalk paving, bus
shelters and other elements in
public_rights-of-way

m
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Activityluse
Major above-grade infrastructure*
improvements not covered
elsewhere, including cell towers,
new roadways, new substations,
new parks and significant
improvements to existing parks
Minor above-grade infrastructure*
improvements not covered
elsewhere; all below-grade
infrastructure improvements; and
all emergency and routine repair
and maintenance work
New buildings not covered above
and mobile commercial
establishments
Drive-thru facilities
*Notes:

“Table 21-9.7
Haleiwa Special District
Project Classification
Required Permit
m

Special Conditions

E

M/m

Major if visible from Kamehameha
Highway or Haleiwa Road

m

lnfrastructure includes roadways, sewer, water, electrical! gas, cable TV, telephone! drainage and recreational faclities.
A special district permit is not required for activities and uses classified as exempt, as well as other project types which do
not fall into one of the categories listed above. These activities and uses, however, must still conform to the applicable
objectives and standards of the special district. This conformance will be determined at the building permit application
stage.

Legend--Project classification:

M = Major
m = Minor
E = Exempt
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SECTION 62. Sec. 21-9,100-5(d), Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as
amended, (‘Use Regulations”), is amended to read as fojiows:
‘(d)

Use Regulations.
Permitted uses and structures for all zoning districts other than the BMX-4
(1)
central business mixed use district may be any of those uses permitted in
the BMX-3 community business mixed use district; except that [a hotel
is]lodqing uses shall not permitted on any zoning lot unless it is otherwise
in compliance with the standards enumerated by Section 21-5.70(c), or on
a lot within the Convention Center Subdistrict of the Ala Moana
neighborhood TOD plan;
(2)
Permitted uses and structures in the BMX-4 central business mixed use
district will be as specified in Table 21-3; and
Ground floors and pedestrian-accessible spaces should be utilized to the
(3)
extent feasible for active uses, such as, but not necessarily limited to
outdoor dining, retail, gathering places, and pedestrian-oriented
commercial activity. These spaces should also provide public
accommodations such as, but not necessarily limited to, benches and
publicly accessible seating, shaded areas through either trees or built
structures, publicly accessible restrooms, trash and recycling receptacles,
facilities for recharging electronic devices, publicly accessible
telecommunications facilities, and Wi-fl service.”
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SECTION 63. Sec. 21-10.1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990. as amended,
(Definitions’), is amended by revising the definitions for the following terms, to be
inserted in the proper alphabetical order by the revisor of ordinances to read as follows:
“Building” [means a structure with a roof which provides shelter for humans,
animals or property of any kindj Anything built, constructed or erected, or established or
composed of parts joined together in some definite manner that provides shelter for
humans, animals or property of any kind, and requires location on the ground, or which
is attached to something having permanent location on the ground. A building may or
may not be easily moved from a given location on the ground.
“Dwelling unit” [means a room or rooms connected together, constituting an
independent housekecping unit for a family and containing a single kitchen. Two or
more essentially separate structures, except for a token connection, such as a covered
walkway org trellis, do not constitute a single dwelling unit. Unless specifically permitted
in use regulations, a dwelling unit shall not include a unit used for time sharing or a
transient vacation unit as defined in this chapter.] A building, or portion of a building,
designed, arranged and used for independent living quarters for 1 or more persons
living as a single housekeeping unit with permanent facilities for living, sleeping, eating,
food preparation (heating/cooking element, sink and refrigerator) and sanitation.
Dwelling unit does not include a unit in a hotel or other structures designed for transient
residence (see Lodging Unit).
“Lodging unit” [means a room or rooms connected together, constituting an
independent living unit for a family which does not contain any kitchen. Unless
specifically permitted in use regulations, “lodging unit” shall not include a unit used for
time sharing or a transient vacation unit as defined in this chapter] A building, or portion
of a building, in a hotel or other structure designed for transient residence that does not
include permanent facilities for food preparation (heating/cooking element, sink and
refrigerator). Lodging unit does not include a unit designed, arranged and used for
independent living quarters for 1 or more persons living as a single housekeeping unit.
[“Open Space, Public”] “Public open space” means open space that is
accessible to the public at all times, not including required yards, except where
permitted. It adjoins a public street, public way, pedestrian easement or public open
space such as a park, playground or shoreline area, for at least 20 percent of its
perimeter at an elevation not more than three feet above the adjoining sidewalk. A
minimum of 50 percent of its total area is landscaped (see Figure 21-10.5).
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SECTION 64. Sec. 21-10.1. Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(Definitions’) is amended by adding the following definitions for new terms, to be
inserted in the proper alphabetical order by the revisor of ordinances to read as follows:
“Accessory” A building or use subordinate to the principal building or use on a
lot which is used for purposes incidental to the main or principal building or use located
on the same zoning lot.
“Energy generation system” A facility for producing electricity from renewable
sources such as the sun, wind, internal heat of the earth, flowing water or waves, or
from nonrenewable sources such as petroleum, natural gas or coal.
“Household” One or more persons. all related by blood, adoption, guardianship,
marriage or other duly authorized custodial relationship occupying a dwelling unit or
lodging unit: or no more than 6 unrelated persons.
“Household pet” Dog, cat, service animal, or other domesticated animals that
are customary and usual pets. Does not include cows, horses, camels, llamas, sheep,
goats, swine or poultry.
“Renewable energy” Energy generated or produced using the following
sources: wind: sun: falling water: biogas, including landfill and sewage-based digester
gas: geothermal: ocean water, currents, and waves, including ocean thermal energy
conversion: biomass, including biomass crops, agricultural and animal residues and
wastes: and municipal solid waste and other solid waste, biofuels, and hydrogen
produced from renewable energy sources.

“Spacing distance” The shortest straight-line distance between the closest
edge of each site’s zoning lot line.
“Transitional setback distance” The shortest straight-line distance between the
closest portion of the structure or activity area to the edge of the applicable zoning lot
fine.
“Unrelated person” One or more persons not related by blood, adoption,
marriage or other duly authorized custodial relationshjp
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SECTION 65. Sec. 21-10.1, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990, as amended,
(Definitions’), is amended by removing the following definitions:
[“Accessory dwelling unit” means a second dwelling unit, including separate
kitchen, bedroom and bathroom facilities, attached or detached from the primary
dwelling unit on the zoning lot.]
[“Agribusiness activities” means accessory uses conducted en the same site
where agricultural products are cultivated or raised. Included are transportation facilities
used to provide for tours of the agricultural parcel.]
[“Agricultural products” include floricultural, horticultural, viticultural,
aguacultural, forestry. nut, coffee, dairy, livestock, poultry. boo, animal, tree farm,
animals raised by grazing and pasturing, and any other farm, agronomic, or plantation
products.]
[Agricultural Products Processing, Major and Minor. “Major agricultural
products processing’ means and includes activities involving a variety of operations on
crops or livestock which may generate dust, odors, pollutants or visual impacts that
could adversely affect adjacent properties. Those uses include slaughterhouses,
canneries and mflk processing plants.
“Minor agricultural products processing” means and includes activities on a
zoning lot not used for crop production, which are not regulated as major agricultural
products processing and which peorm a variety of operations on crops after haest-to
prepare them for market, or further processing and packaging at a distance-from the
agricultural area. Included activities are vegetable cleaning, honey processing,
poi making and other similar activities. Minor activities shall be permitted as an
accessory use when conducted on the same zoning lot on which the crop is cultivated.]
[Amusement and Recreation Facilities, Indoor. “Indoor amusement and
recreation facilities” means establishments providing indoor amusement or recreation.
Typical uses include: martial arts studios; billiard and pool halls; electronic and
coin operated game rooms; bowling alleys; skating rinks; reducing salon, health and
fitness establishments; indoor tennis, handball and racquetball courts; auditoriums,
indoor archery and shooting ranges, and gymnasiums and gymnastic schools]
[Amusement Facilities, Outdoor. “Outdoor amusement facilities” means
permanent facilities providing outdoor amusement and entertainment. Typical uses
include: theme and other types of amusement parks, stadiums, skateboard parks,
ge-cart and automobile race tracks, miniature golf and drive in theaters.]
[Amusement Facilities, Outdoor, Motorized. “Motorized outdoor amusement
facilities” means-outdoor amusement facilities utilizing motorized vehicles or equipment
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and includes go cart and automobile race tracks and theme and other amusement
parks utilizing motorized amusement rides.]
[“Animal products processing” means establishments primarily involved in the
processing of animal products for food and/or other uses, including the handling,
storage and processing of meats, fish and fowl, skin, bone, fat and/or other animal
byproducts suitable for sale or trade. This term does not include slaughterhouses,
canneries or milk processing plants.]
[“Antenna structure, freestanding” means a freestanding tower, pole, mast or
similar structure, exceeding three inches in diameter or horizontal dimension, used as
the supporting structuro for a transmitting antenna. For purposes of this definition,
“freestanding” means not attachod to a building or similar structure.]
[“Aguaculture” means the production of aquatic plant and animal life for food
and fiber within ponds and other bodies of water]
[“Automobile service station” means a retail establishment which primarily
provides gasoline, oil, grease, batteries, tires or automobile accessories and where, in
addition, the following routine and accessory services may be rendered and sales
made, but no other:

Servicing of spark plugs, batteries, tiresf
Radiator cleaning and flushing;
Washing and polishing, including automated, mechanical facilities;
Greasing and lubrication;
Repair and servicing of fuel pumps, oil pumps and lines, carburetors,
brakes and emergency wiring;
Motor adjustments not involving repair of head or crankcase;
(6)
Provision of cold drinks, packaged foods, tobacco and similar convenience
(7)
goods for gasoline supply station customers, but only as accessory and
incidental to the principal operation, and not to exceed ‘100 square feet of
floor area:
Provision of road maps and other information material to customers;
(8)
Provision of rest room facilities;
(9)
(10) Parking as an accessory use;
(11) Towing service.
The following are not permitted: tire recapping or regrooving, body work,
stcaightening of frames or body parts, steam cleaning, painting, welding, or non
transient storage of automobiles not in operating condition, or permitted repair activities
not conducted within an enclosed structure in any zoning district other than the
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
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[“Base yards” moans the principal facility for establishments which provide th.e.ic
cervices off cite, but where a site is neoded for the consolidation and integration of
various support functions, and where the parking of company vehicles is a prominent-if
not principal activity. Typical base yards include a construction company’s facility cc-a
bus yard. Base yards may include, but are not limited to, the following:
Business office, provi[ded administrative and executive functions are
(1)
clearly accessory and incidental to the overall operation of the facility on
the same zoning lot.
Storage, cleaning and repair of materials, vehicles and equipment used by
(2)
the establishment.
Vehicle dispatch.
(3)
Personnel related support facilities (e.g., locker and shower rooms,
(4)
kitchen or cafeteria, lounge).]
f!!Bed and breakfast home” means a use in which overnight accommodations
are advertised, solicited, offered, or provided, or a combination of any of the foregoing,
to guests for compensation, for periods of less than 30 days, in the same detached
dwelling as that occupied by an owner, lessee, operator or proprietor of the detached
dwelling. For purposes of this definition, compensation includes, but is not limited to,
monetary payment, services, or labor of guests.
[“Biofuol processing facility” means a biofuel processing facility as defined
undor HRS Section 205 ‘1.5(a)(15).]
[“Boarding facilities” means establishments with one kitchen which provide
living accommodations for roomers in addition to the resident manager or owner and
family, with or-without meals, for remuneration or in exchange for services. The tew3
does not include group living facilities or monasteries and convents.]
[“Booking service” means any reservation or payment service provided by a
person that facilitates a transaction betwoen an owner, operator, or proprietor of a bed
and breakfast home or transient vacation unit, and a prospective user of that bed and
breakfast home or transient vacation unit, and for which the person collects or receives,
directly or indirectly through an agent or intermediary, a fee from any person in
connection with the reservation or payment services provided for by the transactiond
Broadcasting antennas” means and includes antennas, towers and other
accessory facilities for radio frequency (RE) transmissions for AM and FM radio and
television broadcasting, These facilities are regulated by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) under the Code of Federal Regulations Part 73. These
transmissions can be received by anyone with a radio or television. Not included are
broadcasting studios and statton&]
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establishments which primarily provide goods and
other businesses, including but not limited to minor job printing, duplicating1
binding and photographic processing, office security, maintenance and custodial
services, and office equipment and machinery sales, rentals and repairing.]
[“Business

services

services”

means

to

[“Catering establishments” means establishments primarily involved in the
preparation and transfer of finished food products for immediate consumption upon
delivery to off premises destinations including, but not necessarily limited to, hotels1
restaurants, airlines and social event&
ftcmeteries and columbaria” mean interment facilities engaged in subdividing
property into cemetery lots and offering burial plots or air space for sale. Included are
cemetery lots, mausoleums and columbaria. The following are permuted as accessory
uses: crematory operations, cemetery real estate operations, mortuary services, floral
and monument sales, and detached one family dwellings to be occupied only by
caretakers of the cemetecH
[“Commercial parking lots and garages” mean any building or parking area
designed or used for temporary parking of automotive vehicles, which is not accessory
to another use on the same zoning lot and within which no vehiclos shall be repaired.]
[“Compesting, major and minor,” means a process in which organic materi&s
are biologically decomposed under controlled conditions to produce a stable humus like
mulch or soil amendment. The composting process includes, but is not necessarily
limited to, receipt of materials, primary processing, decomposition activities, and final
processing for sale and marketing. This term does not include bioremediation of fuel
contaminated soil.
“Malor composting operations” involve more complex controls to manage odors,
vectors and suace water contamination. For instance, in some cases, on site odors
may not be able to be completely mitigated. Major composting includes, but is not
necessarily limited to, the composting of mixed solid waste, including solid waste facility
residues (rubbish), sewage sludge, waste from animal food processing operations, and
similar materials.
“Minor composting operations” involve relatively simple management and
engineering solutions to control odors, vectors and surface water contamination. Minor
eamposting includes, but is not necessarily limited to, the composting of clean, source
separated organic materials, including, but not necessarily limited to, greenwaste,
animal manure, crop residues, and waste from vegetable food processing operations.)
[“Consulate” means the administrative offices of staff and consul, an official
appointed by a foreign government representing the interests of citizens of the
appointing country.)
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[“Convenience store” means a small retail cetablishment intended to serve the
daily or frequent needs of surrounding population Included are grocery stores, drug
stores and variety stores. Excluded are automobile service stations, repair
establishments—and drive thru eating and drinking establishments.]
r’Corporato retreat” means a transient vacation unit which is provided with or
without monetary compensation by a business, company or corporation, including a
nonprofit corporation, to transient occupants, including but not limited to employees,
directors, executives or shareholders of the business, company or corporation.]
[“Crop production” means agricultural and horticultural uses, including
production of grains, field crops, and indoor and outdoor nursery crops, vegetables,
fruits, tree-nuts, flower fields and seed production, ornamental crops, tree and sod
farms, associated crop preparation services and harvesting activities]
f!Qance school” or “music school” means an establishment where instruction
in dance or music is provided students for a fee. Establishmonts whore instruction is
accessory to cabarets, nightclubs or dancehalls are not included in this definition.]
[“Data procossing facilities” means establishments primarily involved in the
compiling, storage and maintenance of documents, records and other types of
iormation in digital form utilizing a mainframe computer. This term does not include
general business offices, computer related sales establishments, and business or
personal serviees.]
Day care facility” means an establishment where seven or more persons who
are not members of the family occupying the premises are cared for on an intermittent
basis. The term includes day nurseries, presehools, kindergartens and adult day ca-re--]
fi-Duplex unit” means a building containing one dwelling unit on a single zon1ng
let-which is to be attached on a side or rear property line with another dwelling. The
dwellings shall be structurally independent of each other and attachod by means of-a
boundary wall. The attachment of the wall shall not be less than 15 feet or 50 percent
of tho longer dwelling on the property line, excluding carports or garages, whichever is
the greater length. In lieu of construction with a -boundary wall, both dwellings shall-be
built up independently to the property line (see Figure 21 10.3).]
[Dwelling, Detached. “Detached dwelling” means a building containing one or
two dwelling units, entirely surrounded by yards or other separation from buildings on
adjacent lots. Dwelling units in a two family detached dwelling may be either on
separate floors or attached by a carport, garage or other similar connection, or attached
solid wall without openings which shall not be less than 15 foet or 50 percent of the
longcr dwelling (see Figure 21 10.3).]
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[Figure 21 10.3
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[Dwelling, Multifamily. ‘Multifamily dwelling” means a building containing three
or mace dwelling or lodging units which is not a hotel.]
[“Exclusive agricultural sites” means leasehold parcels within an agricultural
zoning district having a minimum leasablo area of five acres, and prohibiting any
structures for temporary, seasonal, or permanent residential occupancy or habitation.]
[“Family” means one or more persons, all related by blood, adoption or
maff age, occupying a dwelling unit or lodging unit. A family may also be defined as no
more than five unrelated persons.
In addition. eight or fewer persons who reside in an adult residential care home,
a special treatmont facility or other similar facility monitored registered, certified, or
licensed by the State of Hawaii will be considered a family. Resident managers or
supervisors are not included in this resident count
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[“Farm dwelling” means a dwelling located on and used in connection with a
farm where agricultural activity providos income to the family occupying the dwelling.]

[“Financial institutions” means those establishments which provide a full range
of traditional banking services on the premises, such as savings and chocking accounts,
loans, safety deposits, fund transfers, trust functions and investments (e.g., ceificates
of deposit! savings bonds, annuities). This term includes only banks, credit unions, and
savings and loan institutions. This term does not include those establishments, such as
loan processing companies, accounting firms and other bookkeeping services,
investment brokers, insurance offices, and title transfer companies, which are principally
involved in providing a limited range of financial services or products on the-pcemisesi
[!Rood manufacturing and processing” means establishments primarily
involved in the manufacturo and processing of food products, other than animal
products processing establishments, and which occupy less than 2,000 square feet of
floor area. Typical activities include, but are not necessarily limited to, noodle factories,
and coffee grinding.]
[“Group living facilities” means facilities which are used to provide living
accommodations and, in some cases, care services.
Included pro monasteries and convents and dwelling units-which are used
(-1-)to provide living accommodations and care services Under a residential
setting to individuals who are handicapped, aged, disabled or undergoing
rehabilitation. These are typically identified as group homes, halfway
houses, homes for children, the elderly, battered children and adults,
recovery homes, independent group living facilities, hospices and other
Also included are facilities that provide services, often including medical
care, and are identified as convalescent homes, nursing homes,
sanitariums, intermediate care or extended care facilities, and other
similar facilities.
Group living facilities include those with accommodations for more than
(3)
five resident individuals, except those meeting the definition of family.
Resident managers or supervisors shall not be included in this rosident
count.]
[“Guest house” means a lodging unit for nonpaying guests or housohold
employees not te exceed 500 square feet of floor area.]
I4oliport”-m-eans an area of land or structures designated or used for the
landing or takeoff of helicopters or other rotorcraft. The term includes storage,
maintenance or repair facilities, and sale and storage of supplies and fuel.]
(2)
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[“Helistop” means an area designed and used only for the landing and takeoff of
helicopters or other rotorcraft. Helistops shall not include hangars or repair,
maintenance and storage facilities.]
[“Home improvement centers” means single establishments primarily involved
Th-providing a large variety of goods and services directly associated with building and
home improvements.]
[“Home occupation” means any activity intended to produce income that is
carried on within a dwelling, accessory structure to a dwelling or on a zoning lot used
principally for dwelling purposes. Home occupations include the use of any residential
premise as a base for an off premise, incomo producing activity.]
r’Homo based child carp” means a home occupation in which child ca-re
services are provided on a part time basis to no more than six children who are not
members of the household, and which is licensed by the state department of human
services.]
[“Hospital” means an institution primarily for in patient, intensive, medical or
surgical care. It may also include facilities for extended care, intermediate care and/or
out patient care, medical offices, living facilities for staff, research and educational
facilities, and related services and activities for operation of these facilities.]
Hotel” moans a building or group of buildings containing lodging and/or
dwelling units offering transient accommodations, and a lobby, clerk’s desk or counter
with 24 hour clerk service, and facilities for registration and koeping of records relating
to hotel guests. A hotel may also include accessory uses and seriicos intended
p#imarily for the convenience and benefit of the hotel’s guests, such as restaurants,
shops, meeting rooms, and/or recreational and entertainment facilities.]
[Kennel, Commercial. “Commercial kennel” means any structures used to care
for, breed, house or keep dogs, cats or other domesticated animals for commercial
purposes. Included as kennels are animal pounds or shelters.]
[“Livestock” means and includes all animals generally associated with farming,
wNch are raised and kept for food and other agricultural purposes. Such animals
inotude horses, cattle, goats, sheep, chickens, ducks, geese and other poultry, an4
swing. See definition of “commercial kennel.”]
[“Livestock grazing” means the raising or foeding of livestock by grazing or
pasturing. Not included are feedlots or the raising and keeping of swine.]
[Livestock Production, Major-or Minor. “Major livestock production” means
and includes agricultural establishments primarily engaged in commercial livestock
keeping or feeding as a principal land use that, because of operational characteristics,
may generate dust. odors, pollutants or visual impacts that could adversely affect
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adjacent properties. These include piggeries, dairies, dairy and beef cattle feedlots,
chicken, turkey and other poultry farms.
“Minor livestock production’ means commercial small animal operations as a
principal land use. such as rabbit farms, apiaries or aviaries.]
[“Manufacturing, processing and packaging, light and general” moans
establishments primarily involved in the manufacture, processing, assembly, fabrication,
refinement, alteration and/or packaging by hand or by machinery, from raw materials,
component parts and/or other products, of finished goods, merchandise and/or other
end products suitable for sale or trade.
—-Liqht manufacturing, processing and packaging establishments” involve
activities which are nonoffensive to adjacent uses; involve no open storage or other
types of outdoor accessory uses other than parking and loading; do not involve
processes which generate significant levels of heat, noise, odors and/or particulatest
and do not involve chemicals or other substances which pose a threat to health and
safety. Typical activities include, but are not limited to, the production of handcrafted
goods, electronics intensive equipment, components related to instrumentation an4
measuring devices, bio medical and telecommunications technologies, computer parts
and software, optical and photographic equipment, and other manufacturing, processing
and packaging uses meeting the criteria prescribed herein.
“General manufacturing, processing and packaging establishments” are those
involving significant mechanical and chemical processes, large amounts of metal
transfer, or extended shift operations. Typical activities include, but are not limited to:
paper and textile milling; wood millwork and the production of prefabricated structural
wood products; the manufacture of soaps and detergents; rubber processing and the
manufacture of rubber products; the production of plastics and other synthetic materials;
primary metals processes; the manufacture of vehicles, machinery and fabricated metal
products; electroplating; cement making-and the production of concrete; gypsum and
related products; the production of chemical products, perfumes and pharmaceuticals;
and the production of paving and roofing materiat&
This term does not include those activities associated with petroleum processing;
the manufacture of explosives and toxic chemicals; waste disposal and processing;
and/or the processing of salvage, scrap and junk materials.]
[“Marina accessories” means land uses on harbor fast lands, which are
supportive of recreational marine activities, including piers or boathouses, storage an4
repair of boats, clubhouses, sale of boating supplies and fuels, ice and cold storage
facilities, hoists, launching ramps, wash racks, and other uses customary and incidental
to marine recreation.]
[“Medical clinic” means an office building or group of offices for persons
engaged in the practice of a medical or dental profession or occupation. A rned-ioa1
ol4nic does net have beds for overnight care of patients but can involve the treatment of
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outpatients. A “medical profession or occupation” is any activity involving the diagnosis,
cure, treatment, mitigation or prevention of disease or which affects any bodily function

[“Moeting facilities” meant permanent facilities for recreational, social or
multipurpose use. These may be for organizations operating on a membership basis for
the promotion of members’ mutual interests or may be primarily intended for community
purposes. Typical uses include private clubs, union halls, community centers, religious
facilities such as churches, temples and synagogues and student centers.]
[“Monasteries” or “Convents” means facilities which provide dwolling or lodging
units to clergy members or those who have taken religious vows, which are owned or
operated by a religious organization]
[Music School. See definition of “dance school” in this article.]
[“Neighborhood grocery store” means small retail establishments which
provide a variety of goods to the surrounding community, typically known as “mom and
pop” grocery stores. Excluded are drive thru facilities. These establishments are
located in country, residential, apartment, industrial or agricultural zoning districts and
were nonconforming uses prior to the adoption of this chapter but shall be permitted
under the provisions of this chapter.]
[“Ohana dwelling unit”; “ohana dwelling”; and “ghana unit” mean a second
dwelling unit permitted pursuant to the provisions of HRS Section 46 4(c); and of
Ordinance 323’l (adopting the Comprehensive Zoning Code), as amended; and
Thereafter of Ordinance 86 96 (adopting the Land Use Ordinance), as amended.]
[“Personal soMcos” means establishments which offer specialized goods and
services purchased frequently by the consumer. They include barbershops, beauty
shops. garment repair, laundry cleaning, pressing, dyeing, tailoring, shoe repair and
other similar establishments. The term also includes commercial wedding chapels and
services.]
[“Plant nurseries” means land, greenhouses, or other similar type of agricultural
structures used to raise flowers, shrubs and other plants primarily for wholesale sales.
The term includes establishments where retail sales of agricultural products, which are
raise or grown on site in containers or directly in the ground, occur. This term does not
include retail establishments that are typically categorized as garden shops, which sell
to-retail customers items other than plants, such as pots and planters, gardening
supplies, implements and tools; mulch, polling soil, and fertilizers; decorations, books,
and cards.]
[“Public uses and structures” means uses conducted by or structures owned
or-managed by the federal government, the State of Hawaii or the city to fulfill a
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governmental function, activity or service for public benefit and in accordance with
public policy. Excluded are uses which are not purely a function, activity or service of
government and structures leased by government to private entrepreneurs or to
nonprofit organizations. Typical public uses and structures include: libraries, base
yards, satellite city halls, public schools and post offices.]
[“Real estate offico” means an establishment involved in real estate
transactions that include but are not limited to the following:
(1)
(2)

Selling, buying or negotiating the purchase, sale or exchange of real
estate: or
Listing, soliciting for prospoctive purchasers, leasing, renting or managing
any real ostate, or the improvements thoreon, for others.]

[“Receive only antennas” means antennas used for radio frequency (RF) or
microwave receptions only, including but not limited to receptions for television, except
as provided under the definition of telecommunications antennas or utility installations.]
[Recreation Facilities, Outdoor. “Outdoor recreation facilities” means
permanent facilities for active outdoor sports and recreation, other than golf courses.
Typical uses include: parks, playgrounds, botanical gardens, golf driving ranges, tennis
courts, riding stables, academies and trails, and recreational campsj
[“Repair establishments, minor-and major” means establishments which
primarily provide restoration, reconstruction and general mending and repair services.
M1nor repair establishment” uses include those repair activities which have little or-no
impact on surrounding land uses and can be compatibly located with other businesses.
“Major repair establishment” uses include those repair activities which are likely to have
some-i-mpact on the environment and adjacent land uses by virtue of their appearance,
neise, size, traffic generation or operational characteristics.
Minor.
(1)
Automobile (including pickup trucks), motorcycle, moped, motorized
(A)
bicycle, boat engine, motorized household appliance (e.g.,
refrigerator, washing machine, dryer) and small equipment (e.g.,
lawn mower) repairing, including painting, provided all repair work
is performed within an enclosed structure in other than the
industrial districts, and does not include repair of body and fender,
and straightening of frame and body parts.
Production and repair of eyeglasses, hearing aids and prosthetic
(B)

a

(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)

Garment repair.
General fixit shop.
Nonmotorized bicycle repair
Radio, television and other electrical household appliance repair.
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(2)

(G)
(H)
Major.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(C)

Shoe repair.
Watch1 clock, jewelry repair.
Blacksmiths.
Ship engine cleaning and repair.
Airplane motor repair and rebuilding.
Furniture repair.
Industrial machinery and heavy oguipment repair.
Bus and truck repaw
Repair of vehicle (all types) body and fonder, and straightening of
frame and body parts.]

[“Resource extraction” means the mining of minerals, including the exploration
for, and the removal and processing of natural accumulations of sand, rock, soil and
[“Retail establishments” means the sale of commodities or goods to the
consumer and may include display rooms and incidental manufacturing of goods for
rotail sale on premises only. Typical retail establishments include grocery and specialty
food stores, goneral department stores, drug and pharmaceutical stores, hardware
stoces—pet shops, appliance and apparel stores, motorized scooter and bicycle sales
and rentals, and other similar retail activities. This term also includes establishments
where food or drink is sold on the promises for immediate consumption, but which leek
appropriate accommodations for on premise eating and drinking. The term does not
inolue open storage yards for new or used building materials, yards for scrap, salvage
operations for storage or display of automobile parts, service stations, repair garages or
veterinary clinics and hospitals.]
[“Rooming” means a use accessory to the principal use of a dwelling unit in
which overnight accommodations are provided to persons (“roomers”) for compensation
of-periods of 30 days or more in the same dwelling unit as that occupied by an owner,
lessee, operator or proprietor.]
[“Self storage facility” means a structure, or structures, containing individual
locker compartmonts which allow individuals to access and store possessions in these
compartments. Each locker or storage area is self contained, with provisions to secure
each individual locker or storage area.]
[“Shopping center” means a group of retail stores and service establishments
developed under a single or unified project concept on one or more zoning lots having
an aggregate floor area exceeding 40,000 square feet.)
[“Special needs housing for the elderly” means housing developments which
meet one of the following criteria and which require a modification in district regulations
pursuant to Section 21 2.90 2(e):
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Provide aging in place dwelling units or assisted living facilities, org
combination of both, for residents of a minimum age of 60 years. Aging
in place dwelling units typically include a congregate residential setting,
such as communal dining facilities and services, housekeeping services,
organized social and recreational activities, transportation services and
other support cer:ices appropriate for elderly residents. Assisted living
facilities typically include residences for the frail elderly and provide
services such as meals, personal care, and supervision of selfadministered medication; or
Provide single room occupancy dwelling units for residents of a minimum
(2)
age of 60 years. Single room occupancy units typically include small
units to accommodate one person. Amenities such as bathrooms,
kitchens and common areas may be either shared with other residents,
or included within the unit. This type of housing development may be
designed to serve as emergency housing for the homeless elderly,
tcansitional housing fcr the elderly who are progressing to permanent
housing, or as permanent housing for the elderly.
The foregoing criteria shall not apply to any resident manager, the manager’s
immediate family, and the dwelling unit occupiod by them.]
(1)

Theaters” means facilities which are used primarily for the performing arts or
fec-The viewing of motion picture films. Included aro performing arts centers, concert
halls and other types of live theaters. Drive in theaters are excluded.]
[“Time sharing” means the ownership and/or occupancy of a dwelling or lodging
unit regulated under the provisions of HRS Chaptor ShE, as amended, relating to time
share plan and time share unit hereinafter defined:
“Time share plan” means any plan or program in which the use-1
(1)
occupancy or possession of one or more time share units circulates
among various persons for less than a 60 day period in any year for any
occupant. The term “time share plan” shall include both time share
ownership plans and time share use plans, as follows:

(A)

“lime share ownership plan” means any arrangement whether by
tenancy in common, sale, deed or by other means, whereby the
purchaser received an ownership intorest and the right to use the
property for a specific or discernible period by temporal division.

(B)

“Time share use plan” means any arrangement, excluding normal
hotel operations, whether by membership agrooment, lease, rental
agreement, license, use agreement, security or other means,
whereby the purchaser receives a right to use accommodations or
facilities, or both, in a time share unit for a specific or discernible
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period by temporal division, but does not receive an ownership

a

(2)

“Time share unit” means the actual and promised accommodations and
related facilities, which are the subject of a time share plan; and, may be
either a hotel, transient vacation, or multi family dwelling unit.]

[“Trade or convention center” means a structure or structures capable of
accommodating 10,000 or more persons assembling for a common purpose such as,
but not limited to, professional or business conventions, concerts, short term retail or
wholesale activities, the large scale marketing, buying or selling of goods or services, or
sporting events. A trade or convention center may include accessory hotel, multifamily
dwellings and retail or other commercial uses.1
[“Transient vacation unit’ means a dwelling unit or lodging unit that is
advertised, solicited, offered, or provided, or a combination of any of the foregoing, for
compensation to transient occupants for less than 30 days, other than a bed and
breakfast home. For purposes of this definition, compensation includes, but is not
limited to, monetary payment, services, or labor of transient occupants.
[“Transmitting antenna” means any antenna used for radio frequency (RF) or
microwave transmissions other than an independent operational fixed point
4unidirectional) or receive only antenna. This definition is provided to determine which
antennas are required to provide fencing or other barriers to restrict public access within
a delineated exclusion distance as may be required by this chapter.]
[“Travel agency” means an establishment that acts or aftempts to act as an
intermediary between a person seeking to purchase and a person seeking to sell travel
services. Typical travel services include transportation by air, sea or rail; related group
transportation; hotel accommodations; or package tours, whether offered on a
wholesale or retail basic.]
[“Utility installations, Typos A and B,” means uses or structures, including-eli
facilities, devices, equipment, or transmission lines, used directly in the distribution of
utility services, such as water, gas, electricity, telecommunications other than
broadcasting antennas, and refuse collection other than facilities included under waste
disposal and processing. A utility installation may be publicly or privately owned and
does not include wind machines, which are defined separately. Also not included are:
cesspools, individual household septic tank systems, individual household aerobic units,
and individual water supplies.
Also not included are private temporary sewage treatment plants which are
allowed as an accessory use in all zoning districts, provided such use is approved by
the director. These uses so approved shall be permitted notwithstanding the location-on
a noncontiguous lot or in another zoning district of the principal uSe or uses served—by
the plant, and subdivision (1) of the definition of accessory use shall be inapplicable.
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A utility installation includes accessory uses and structures directly associated
with the distribution of the utility service, such as, but not limited to: accessory
antennas, maintenance, repair, equipment, and machine rooms; tool shcds; generators
and calibration equipment; and accessory offices. Offices permiffed as accessory to a
utility installation shall be directly associated with the distribution of the utility service,
and not principally function as a business or executive conter for the utility operation.
“Type A utility installations pro those with minor impact on adjacent land uses
and typically include: 46 kilovolt transmission substations, vaults, water wells and tanks
and distribution equipment, sewage pump stations, telecommunications antennas
(except as provided in the paragraph below on Type B utility installations), and other

a

“Type B utility installations” are those with potential major impact, by virtue of their
appearance, noise, size, traffic generation or other operational characteristics. Typical
Type B usgs include: 138 kilovolt transmission substations, power generating plants,
base yards, and other similar major facilities. Also included as Type B uses are
tcansmitting antennas in country, residential, A 1, orAMX 1 districts, and freestanding
antcnna structures.]
[“Warehousing” means establishments primarily associated with the storage of
raw materials, finished products, merchandise or other goods, within a structure for
subsequent delivery, transferor pickup, and may include structures used primarily for
the storage of files or records.]
[“Waste disposal and processing’ means facilities for the disposal and
processing of solid waste, including refuse dumps, sanitary landfills, incinerators and
resource recovery plants.]
[“Wholesaling and distribution” means establishments primarily involved in the
sale and/or distribution of manufactured and/or processed products, merchandise or
othor goods in large quantities for subsequent resale to retail establishments, and/or
industrial, institutional and commercial users.]
[“Wind machines” means devices and facilities, including appurtenances,
associated with the production and transmission of wind generated energy.]”
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SECTION 66. Ordinance material to be repealed is bracketed and stricken.
When revising, compiling or printing this ordinance for inclusion in the Revised
Ordinances of Honolulu, the Revisor of Ordinances need not include the brackets nor
the material that has been bracketed and stricken.
SECTION 67. New ordinance material is underscored. When revising, compiling
or printing this ordinance for inclusion in the Revised Ordinances of Honolulu, the
Revisor of Ordinances need not include the underscoring.
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SECTION 68. This ordinance takes effect upon its approval.

INTRODUCED BY:

DATE OF INTRODUCTION:

Councilmembers

Honolulu, Hawaii

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY:

Deputy Corporation Counsel
APPROVED this

day of________

Mayor
City and County of Honolulu
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From: Balassiano, Katia
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2022 12:51 PM
To: Takara, Gloria C
Cc: Krueger, Elizabeth 5; Simeon, Malynne; Beatty, Alexander D; lee@code-studio.com
Subject: LUC Update Coordinating with HECO and HSEO
-

Hello Gloria,
Would you please share this with Planning Commission Chair Lee and the other members of the
Commission?

Greetings Chair Lee,
As requested by the Planning Commission on November 24, 2021, the DPP has worked with Hawaiian
Electric (HECO) and the Hawaii State Energy Office (HSEO) to better understand their concerns regarding
the regulations pertaining to utility uses. We received input from both HECO and HSEO and have
incorporated it into the attached revised material. The revisions amend Section 21-530 Use Table and
replace Section 21-5.60(f) Utility.
The proposed changes clarify that on-site utilities that serve mainly single sites (like a home) and
neighborhoods, or that are public facilities, do not require discretionary permits. Otherwise, the
majority of utility installation projects require Minor Conditional Use permits. Only the largest energy
generating facilities require Major Conditional Use permits.
We look forward to answering any questions you might have about this on Tuesday.
Thank you,
Katia
Katia Balassiano, AICP
Land Use Permits Division Chief
Department of Planning and Permitting
650 South King Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Phone: (808) 768-8011

PROPOSED REVISIONS 1/14/22
Sec. 21-5.30
Use table.
(a)
The following table does not include the Waikiki Special District
Table 21-9.6(A).
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(f) Utility
A facility for generating, storing, and distributing utility services such as electricity, gas, sewer,
water, cable, and internet, other than public facilities. In order to determine the appropriate
category for a particular project, the Director will look at the specific components of the project
intended to be located on the affected site, and not to any other off-site components (for example,
the addition of a new substation and its capacity alone, and not on the power generating source it is
attached to). Utility uses are consolidated into the following groups in Sec. 21-5.30 Use Table.
(1) Small
(A) Defined
Utility infrastructure that provides primarily on-site utility services to a single residential,
commercial or industrial site, or a neighborhood at mainly uncrewed facilities that have minimal
impacts on surrounding areas. Includes, but is not limited to, geothermal, wind, and solar energy
generation with supporting storage, control, and electrical equipment; stormwater retention or
detention; aeration and septic system; drainage; and water supply well and water tank. Also
includes non-generation energy installations with minor impacts on adjacent land uses, like 46
kilovolt or lower voltage electrical substations, vaults, distribution equipment, and accessory
telecommunications antennas to support these installations, minor residential gas
infrastructure, and other similar uses.

(B) Standards
(i) General
a.

All equipment, including rooftop-mounted equipment, must be set back pursuant to the
height setbacks for the underlying zoning district or special district, unless otherwise
specified below.

b.

All clearances to utility facilities, including overhead lines and poles, must comply with
any standards of the applicable utility provider.

c.

Small energy generation systems will be deemed abandoned if not in continuous use for
at least 1 year, with the exception of periods related to necessary maintenance, transfer
of ownership or operation, or repairs to the system. Upon determination by the Director
that a small energy generation system has been abandoned, the structure must be
dismantled and removed or repurposed within 90 days after written notice unless the
generation system owner or operator can demonstrate to the Director good faith efforts
to sell, repurpose, dismantle and/or remove the facility in a timely manner or otherwise
restore the land.

(ii) Solar Energy Generation and Storage
a.

b.

c.
d.

A solar energy generation facility of any size is considered a Small Utility if it is mounted
to the roof of a permitted structure dedicated to a separate principal permitted use
within the underlying zoning district,
A solar energy generation facility up to 5 acres in size is considered a Smali Utility if it is
mounted on structural support over existing surface parking dedicated to a permitted
principal use.
A ground-mounted solar energy generation facility is considered a Small Utility if it is
less than 20 acres in area.
Notwithstanding the above, a solar energy generation facility is not a Small Utility if:
1. There are proposed or existing solar farms on the same zoning lot or abutting zoning
lots, such that the total facility size exceeds 20 acres, other than permitted rooftop
facilities;
2. The lot is within the State Land Use Agricultural or Conservation Districts; or
3. The facility involves the use of a historic site on the State or National Register.
e. Applications for solar energy generation facilities must include a landscape plan that
shows how the facility will be screened from surrounding uses and how displaced
trees will be relocated or replaced elsewhere on the property or within the
surrounding area.
f. Where a facility that exceeds 50,000 square feet in area is within 500 feet from any
adjoining lot in the Country, Residential, Apartment, or Apartment Mixed Use
District, it must be fully screened from the adjoining lots in such districts by a
minimum six-foot-tall landscaping hedge, solid wall, or screening fence. If solid
screening cannot be provided, the solar generation facility will be considered a
medium utility.

(iii) Wind Energy Generation and Storage
a.

b.
c.

d.

A wind energy generation facility is considered a Small Utility if it is within the
Residential, Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use, Business, Business Mixed Use, Resort or
Preservation Districts and has a rated capacity of no more than 15 kilowatts.
Rooftop wind energy generation equipment is considered a Small Utility if it is accessory
to a principal permitted use on the same zoning lot.
For any ground-mounted wind machine, the tower climbing apparatus and blade tips of
the wind machine cannot be lower than 15 feet from ground level, unless enclosed by a
6-foot high fence and cannot be within 7 feet of any roof or structure unless the blades
are completely enclosed by a protective screen or fence.
Wind energy generation equipment must be set back from all property lines 1 foot for
each foot of height. Height includes the height of the structure, tower, or vertical
support structure and the farthest vertical extension of the wind machine.

(2) Medium
(A) Defined
Utility infrastructure that provides primarily on-site utility services to a single commercial or
industrial site, or a neighborhood. Includes utility non-generation installations with potential
impact, by virtue of their appearance, noise, size, traffic generation or other operational
characteristics, including 138 kilovolt transmission substations, base yards, and other facilities
associated with the transmission of electricity across the utility grid. Also includes solar energy
generation facilities that do not fall under Small Utility; wind energy generation facilities; energy
storage, control, and electrical equipment; stormwater retention or detention; private water
and wastewater pump stations or lift stations; drainage; or private water tower.
(B) Standards
(I) General
a.

All equipment, including rooftop-mounted equipment, must be set back pursuant to the
height setbacks for the underlying zoning district or special district.
b. All clearances to utility facilities, including overhead lines and poles, must comply with
any standards of the applicable utility provider.
C.
Medium energy generation systems will be deemed abandoned if not in continuous use
for at least 1 year, with the exception of periods related to necessary maintenance,
transfer of ownership or operation, or repairs to the system. Upon determination by the
Director that a medium energy generation system has been abandoned, the structure
must be dismantled and removed or repurposed within 180 days after written notice
unless the generation system owner or operator can demonstrate to the Director good
faith efforts to sell, repurpose, dismantle and/or remove the facility in a timely manner
or otherwise restore the land.

(ii) Solar Energy Generation
a.

Applications for solar energy generation facilities must include a landscape plan that
shows how the facility will be screened from surrounding uses and how displaced trees
will be relocated or replaced elsewhere on the property or within the surrounding area.

{iii) Wind Energy
A wind energy generation facility is considered a Medium Utility within the Agricultural,
Country, Industrial, and Industrial Mixed-Use Districts if it has a rated capacity up to
100 kilowatts.
b. For any ground-mounted wind machine, the tower climbing apparatus and blade tips of
the wind machine cannot be lower than 15 feet from ground level, unless enclosed by a
6-foot high fence and cannot be within 7 feet of any roof or structure unless the blades
are completely enclosed by a protective screen or fence.
c. A public safety sign must be posted at the base of the tower warning of high voltage and
dangerous moving blades.
d. Guy wires must be anchored on-site and outside of any right-of-way and equipped with
devices that will, in a safe manner, prevent them from being climbed and must be
securely fastened.
e. Wind machines, whether mounted on the ground or a structure, must be set back from
all property lines 1 foot for each foot of height, measured from the highest vertical
extension of the system. Height includes the height of the tower or its vertical support
structure and the farthest vertical extension of the wind machine.
a.

(3) Large
(A) Defined
Utility infrastructure that provides primarily regional off-site services to multiple neighborhoods.
Includes energy generation facilities, supporting energy storage, and any generation capacity
over 5 megawatts, and utility scale wind machines with a rated capacity of 100 kilowatts or
more.
(B) Standards
(i) General
a.

All equipment, including rooftop-mounted equipment, must be set back pursuant to the
height setbacks in for the underlying zoning district or special district, unless otherwise
specified below.

b.

All clearances to utility facilities, including overhead lines and poles, must comply with
any standards of the applicable utility provider.

c.

Large energy generation systems will be deemed abandoned if not in continuous use for
at least 1 year, with the exception of periods related to necessary maintenance transfer
of ownership or operation, or repairs to the system. Upon determination by the Director

that a large energy generation system has been abandoned, the structure must be
dismantled and removed or repurposed within 1 year after written notice unless the
generation system owner or operator can demonstrate to the Director good faith efforts
to sell, repurpose, dismantle and/or remove the facility in a timely manner or otherwise
restore the land.
(ii) Wind Energy Generation
a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

Large wind energy generation facilities are not permitted in the Residential, Apartment,
Apartment Mixed Use, Business, Business Mixed Use, Resort, Preservation, Industrial,
and Industrial Mixed Use Districts.
For any ground-mounted wind machine, the tower climbing apparatus and blade tips of
the wind machine cannot be lower than 15 feet from ground level, unless enclosed by a
6-foot high fence and cannot be within 7 feet of any roof or structure unless the blades
are completely enclosed by a protective screen or fence,
A public safety sign must be posted at the base of the tower warning of high voltage and
dangerous moving blades.
Guy wires must be anchored on-site and outside of any right-of-way and equipped with
devices that will, in a safe manner, prevent them from being climbed and must be
securely fastened.
Large Utility wind machines must beset back from all property lines a minimum of 1
foot for each foot of height, measured from the highest vertical extension of the system,
and at least 1.25 miles from the zoning lot lines of any lot located in the Country,
Residential, Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use and Resort Districts. Height includes the
height of the tower or its vertical support structure and the farthest vertical extension of
the wind machine.

TESTIMONY
PUBLIC HEARING Public hearing notice published in the Honolulu Star-Advertiser on
November 12, 2021. The Commission will take action on this agenda item after public
hearing is closed. A REQUEST FOR AMENDMENTS TO CHAPTER 21, REVISED
ORDINANCES OF HONOLULU (ROH), 1990 LAND USE ORDINANCE (LUO), RELATING
TO USE REGULATIONS The Department of Planning and Permitting (DPP) is
proposing to amend the LUO relating to Use Regulations. The DPP-initiated Bill
amends the Master Use Table in Article 3, Specific Use Development Standards in
Article 5, and use definitions in Article 10 of the LUO.
.

The Master Use Table proposed in this amendment is seriously inconsistent with the changes that
DPP proposed in the recent Bill 41 changes to the Master Use Table and other LUO provisions which
are now before the City Council. Especially inconsistent are the Bed & Breakfast Home and Transient
Vacation Rental designations. This is causing much confusion as to which proposal is being made by
DPP. A public clarification and explanation is required to correct the confusion.
Chuck Prentiss, Kailua

utupono
INITIATIVE

Final: comiuunicationsulunono.com
CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU PLANNING COMMISSION
I :30 p.m..
Tuesday. January 18, 21122
—

Ulupono Initiative offers comments on the Request for Amendments to Chapter 21, ROH
1990, Land Use Ordinance (LUO), Relating to Use Regulations.
Dear Pla uning Commission:
My name is Nlicah Munekata, and lam the Director of Government Affairs at Ulupono Initialix e. We
are a llawai’i—forused impact investment firm that strives to improve the quality of life throughout
the islands by helping our communities become inure resilient and self—sufficient through hcally
produced food; renewable energy and clean ti-a nspi rtat ion; and better management of freshwater
and waste.
1.11 upono offers comments on the proposed amendments to ROIl Chapter 21, relating to use
regulations.
Ulupono supports the Ilonolulu Department of Planning and Permitting’s (DPP) proposed updates
for urban development. These include allowing more diverse housing types, more diverse uses
within Mixed-Use districts, allowing neighborhood groceries and parks, and the transfer of
development rights policies. All of these updates help to encourage development in our urban core
and support a successful multini odal tra nsportation system.
\e ask for additional clarification and consideration regarding utility’ (small, medium. and large)
a :‘,d-usi-’ regntat:ons updates. ‘[I:> nicludes:
•

•

•

What is considered a disruptive electromagnetic interference” and what is the
clause/standard is seeking to address [eg., specific equipment software, unctionaiity, etc.)?
o Additional justification as to why this standard is necessary for utility projects at or
below 20kW would be appreciated.
The 30-day timeframe to dismantle and remove a project may be too short. This standard
should also specify that the Director cannot deem a project abandoned if the owner is
act;ve[y seeking approval ofan amended or extension to the existing Power Purchase
Agreement with the electric utUity, or ii sonic or all of the proect is still producing power
that is being consumed by the customer (i.e., self-consumption or export).
Currently, only wind farms over 100 kW need a major Conditional U.se Permit (CUP). This
would change it to anything over 20 kW.
a’
Ulupono finds this proposed amendment to be unnecessary and, if passed. has the
potential to slow down, and/or deter development entirely, of smaller (likely
residential/small commercial) wind systems. The current standard (100kW or
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above) seems reasonable. Ulupono does not support this proposed amendment and
would appreciate more clarity on the need for the revisions.
As stated in our previous testimony, Ulupono supports a diversified approach for the state to meet
its 100% renewable energy goal by 2045 and, in turn, believes that Hawaii must support a diverse
set of renewable e-uei’gv sou rues. However, the proposed I 25-rn ile setback for wind projects will
undoubtedly a fleet lands suitable For renewable energy projects and put the state in jeopardy of
meeting its renewable energy corn mitments. On-shore wind projects are one of the lowest cost
options to bell) us achieve our s tate’s clean energy goals, hut this setback virtually ensures a greater
dependence on high-cost, polluting fossil fuels, more emissions, and adding to all the piollems
associated with cli rnatc change such as increased se erllv and frequency of storms, sea -level rise,
disappearing or eroding beaches, and more. Additionally, shotdd land—based renewable wind
energy generation be imiled and/or restricted, O’ahu will undoubtedly be forced to consider other
patentaly conti’uversial, high—cost alternative options t.ch as off—shore wind projects ard
Increasing utility-scale solar energy proects on the’ island’s most product:ve agricultural land.
Therefore, we have concerns with expanding existing regulations, especially given the proposed
steep increase from the current setback, because anything greater will potentially cost our island
residents more and hinder our collective progm-ess towards reducing our cost of energy, comhatting
climate change, and achieving our renewable energy goals.
Uluporio also has concerns around the agricultural land-use regulation updates and its potential
operational impacts. Local farmers and m’anchers work on tIght margins. In fact, according the
USDA NASS 2017 Agricultural Census, nearly 60% of Hawaii’s 7,328 farms operate at a net loss.
Any limits, restrictions, or changes to the way in which an agricultural operation currently does
business can have lasting effects on the future of farniing for O’ahu. Updated land-use regulations
are critical to local pruducer success. Such use updates include but are not limited to: crop
production, aquaculture, coniposti ng, ui-ban agriculture, vertical farm, livestock keeping, animal
raising, agricuitural support, accessory agricultural uses, agritourism, farm dwelling, farm stand,
and farm worker housing. We believe the agrictmtural community, particularly the active producers
across O’ahu, should bean active participant In the process of compiling new use standards and
definitions. Unfortunately, this may not have been the case in this instance, and we hope future
details around land use and related definitions can be a more collaborative effort and capture
broader input across key stakeholders in the local ag sector.
Ulupono \vecomes the Aunimist;atuns wi’rk to FevIew tue Cit) and County of Hon’:Iuitm’s 1.UO amiti
all use reuaton< attached to the om’dmmiance. We recognmze that land-use definmtmonc ann
regulations are rrmtical !autcrs to air sand coTnivunit\’’s sustainable and resilient 1mm-c. We
appreciate your consideration of these comments and hope to contribute further to this important
conversation.
Respectfully,
Micah \lunekata
Director of Govei’mmimieu I Affairs

Note: Ulupono [nitiative values tIns measure before the Council today and appreciates the
opportunity to testi’; howevem-, we ai’e unable to attend in person due to concerns around COVID
19. Thank you for your undem-standing.

H AWA ‘I GAS
THE CLEAF ENLHSY COIII’AN(

January 14, 2022

Mr. Brian Lee, Chair
Mr. Ken l-layashida, Vice Chair
Members of the Honolulu Planning Commission
City and County of Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawai’i 96813
RE: A REQUEST FOR AMENDMENTS TO CHAPTER 21, REVISED ORDINANCES OF HONOLULU
(ROH), 199D LAND USE ORDINANCE (LUO), RELATING TO USE REGULATIONS
Aloha Chair Lee and Members of the Honolulu Planning Commission,
Thank you for allowing Hawai’i Gas to provide testimony on amendments to the Land Use
Ordinance (LUO), Relating to Use Regulations. Hawai’i Gas supports with technical
amendments. We offer minor technical amendments below to ensure Hawai’i Gas is able to
properly access and service its infrastructure.
Described on pgs. 14-15 of the Spreadsheet Identifying Changes to the Use Definitions and
Permissions we offer two (2) prosposed technical amendments.
Amending “Public, Civic & Institutional Uses”
“New Definitions”
Subsections “Small & Medium” to read as follows:
Small
“Utility infrastructure that provides primarily utility services to the site, with no, or
limited on-site personnel. Includes...”
Medium
“Utility infrastructure that provides primarily on-site utility services to a single
commercial or industrial site, or to a neighborhood, with no, or limited, on- site personnel.
Includes...”
Hawai’i Gas requests these technical amendments to ensure continued access to service critical
infrastructure without adding undue burdens or restrictions.

Mahulo for your consideration

Brookfield
Renewable U.S.
City and County of Honolulu Planning Commission
A Request for Amendments to Chapter 21, Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 1990
(The Land Use Ordinance [‘LIJO’]), Relating to Use Regulations,
Department of Planning and Permitting-Initiated Bill
WRITTEN TESTIMONY
Hearing, January18, 2022, 1:30 p.m.
Kahuku Wind Power. LLC (“Kahuku Wind”)1
Kahuku Wind respectfully submits its testimony opposing all sections of the
Department of Planning and Permitting (“DPP”)-lnitiated Bill (the “SW’) that:
(1) Propose to increase the setback requirements for wind machines and related
equipment and wiring to 1.25 miles (the ‘Proposed Setback Requirements’):
electromagnetism
(2) Relate
to
(Bill
§ 21-5.60(f)(1)(B)(ii)a.2.,
5.60(f)(2)(B)(ii)a.1.; and 21 -5.60(f)(3)(B)(ii)a.1 .); and

21-

(3) Relate to the abandonment of energy generation systems (Bill
5.60(0(1 )(B)(ii)a.3, 21 -5.60(f)(2)(B)(ii)a.2., and 21 -5.60(ffl3)(B)(ii)a.2.).

21-

§

We ask that the Proposed Setback Requirements and the above-referenced
sections relating to electromagnetism and abandonment be removed from the Bill, or if
not removed, that the Bill be transmitted without the recommendation by the Honolulu
Planning Commission (the rCommisjcp) to the City Council. We offer the following
comn]ents.
Kahuku Wind operates a 30-megawatt renewable energy wind project in Kahuku,
Oahu, Hawaii (the “Proiect”). The Project was constructed in 2011 and has been
providing Oahu with crucial clean, renewable energy for the past ten years. The Project
can generate enough energy to power 7,700 homes and prevent 39000 metric tons of
carbon dioxide emissions annually, and it contributes critically towards the State’s
mandate of achieving a 100°/b Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS”) and carbon
neutrality by 2045. Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. noted in its current Power Supply
Improvement Plan that the RPS mandate will likely not be met only through solar, and
that additional renewable resources including onshore wind will be necessary.
•

Last year, the Commission considered three separate but similar bills, Bills 28, 29,
and 30 (collectively, the “Bills”), proposing to increase setback requirements for

Kahuku Wind Power, LLC

5

a subsidiary of Brookfield Renewable U.S.

wind machines. After considering numerous testimonies by stakeholders, the
Commission transmitted the Bills without recommendation to the City Council.
Attempting to include this amendment regarding wind machines in this larger
package of current proposed LUO revisions is an attempt to circumvent the clear
desire by the Commission to not recommend this amendment.
The City and County of Honolulu and all other counties in the State have already
determined that a setback of one foot for each foot of height is sufficient and is
consistent with many other city and county jurisdictions across the United States.
These existing setbacks along with a multitude of other regulations at local, state
and federal levels mandate the responsible development of renewable facilities
and have allowed for Kahuku and other projects to contribute to Hawaii’s
renewable energy goals while ensuring the safety and wellbeing of local residents,
neighbors and other stakeholders. There is no reasonable scientific evidence to
support the passage of the Proposed Setback Requirements in the Bill. Any
justification for an increased setback must be supported by science and data and
should not be arbitrary.
•

The Proposed Setback Requirements are contrary to the State’s and Honolulu
County’s policy prioritizing the development of renewable energy projects. The
State passed Act 97 in 2015 to achieve a 100% renewable portfolio standard by
2045. Wind energy provides a critical energy source to replace fossil fuels and
decarbonize the state.

•

The Honolulu City Council passed Bill 20-47 in 2020, which amended Chapter 2
of the Revised Ordinances of Honolulu relating to climate change, sustainability
and resiliency. Specifically, this bill established climate action policies for the city
to transition to 100% renewable energy, consistent with state law, and promote the
resiliency of Oahu’s communities. Increasing setbacks for wind machines will
reduce the viability of wind projects as a valuable resource to achieve 100%
renewable energy, and to create a sustainable, resilient grid for the residents of
Honolulu. The recent challenges faced by renewable energy solar developers have
delayed the delivery of several renewable energy projects. These challenges
include supply chain issues affecting solar panels, microchips, and increased
transportation costs. With the imminent closure of the coal plant which supplies
approximately 20% of the electricity to Oahu’s households and businesses, there
is an increased need for generation resources recognized by the State of Hawaii
Public Utilities Commission to avoid an energy shortfall and a potentially unstable
grid. Oahu and the state needs as much renewable energy as it can create on the
grid to reliably rid the island of fossil fuel. The Proposed Setback Requirements in
the Bill will hinder the development of renewable energy.

•

Kahuku Wind takes issue with the language in the Bill regarding disruptive
electromagnetic interference because: (1) there is no defined methodology for
determining “disruptive electromagnetic interference’ or harmful interference”; (2)
the language is arbitrary and gives unilateral authority to the Director without any
burden of scientific proof to demonstrate that such electromagnetic interference is
caused by the wind facility and is causing harm; and (3) there is no reasonable
scientific basis supporting the inclusion of the language.

•

Finally, Kahuku Wind objects to the language in the Bill regarding the
abandonment of energy generation systems because the language as drafted (1)
appears to cause energy generation systems to be deemed abandoned if their
continuous use is interrupted even momentarily: and (2) is arbitrary.

In summary, based on the reasons outlined above, we respectfully ask the
Commission to amend the Bill by removing any proposed revisions relating to (1) wind
machines and related equipment and wiring: (2) electromagnetism in Bill sections 215.60(0(1 )(B)(ii)a.2., 21 -5.6O(fl(2)(B)(ii)a.1.; and 21 -5.60(f)(3)(B)(ii)a.1.; and (3) the
abandonment of energy generation systems in Bill sections 21 -5.60(f)(1 )(B)(ii)a3, 215.60(f)(2)(B)(ii)a.2., and 21 -5.6O(f)(3)(B)(ii)a.2.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Hawaiian
Electric

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU
PLANNING COMMISSION
A REQUEST FOR AMENDMENTS TO CHAPTER 21, REVISED ORDINANCES OF
HONOLULU (ROH), 1990 LAND USE ORDINANCE (LUO), RELATING TO USE
REGULATIONS
Tuesday, January 18. 2022
1:30 pm
Remote Meeting and Mission Men,orial Auditorium
Rouen Liu
Permit Engineer
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.
Chair Lee. Vice Chair Hayashida, and Members of the Commission.
My name is Rouen Liu and I am submitting testimony on behalf of Hawaiian
Electric Company, Inc. (Hawaiian Electric) related to changes to Article 5, of the Land
Use Ordinance proposed by the Department of Planning and Permitting (DPP).
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. (“Hawaiian Electric’) has been working with DPP
and greatly appreciates changes made to the proposed amendments which are reflected
in a January

14tr

version that addresses many of our concerns with the original proposed

amendnienls.
Hawahan Electric still has concerns, however, with the January

14th

version since

the proposed language adjustments still capture our system grid placing discretionary
permit requirements on the components. This would be devastating to our day-to-day
operations

—

negatively impacting reliability! increasing repair and maintenance

schedules, and increasing electrical rates to customers. With the exception of our largest
1 38kV substations and base yards, the current Land Use Ordinance (LUO) does not
Hawahan Electric
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require a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) for any of our overhead or underground system
grid that delivers the energy to the customers. The proposed language changes in the
January 14th version still adds the CUP requirement to our system grid components. For
that reason, Hawaiian Electric has to, most respectfully, continue its strong opposition.
We suggest the following amendment be made to the January

j4th

version:

(1) Medium
(A) Defined
Utility infrastructure that provides primarily on-site utility services to a single
commercial or industrial site, or a neighborhood. Includes utility non-generation
installations with potential impact, by virtue of their appearance, noise, size,
traffic generation or other operational characteristics, including 138 kilovolt
transmission substations, base yards, and other facilities associated with the
transmission of electricity across the utility grid. Also includes solar energy
generation facilities that do not fall under Small Utility; wind energy generation
facilities; energy storage, control, and electrical equipment; stormwater
retention or detention; private water and wastewater pump stations or lift
stations; drainage; or private water tower.

The above amendment to the January

14th

version would address our concerns.

Original proposed amendments
The testimony below addresses the original proposed amendments, to which
Hawaiian Electric is strongly opposed. While we appreciate the intent of the changes to
the utility section, which appear to be aimed at addressing community concerns with the
development of renewable energy facilities, the changes will have a significant impact on
Hawaiian Electric’s ability to complete its everyday work to maintain the electric system.
Hawaiian Electric has been working closely with DPP and we wish to continue the effort
to address and resolve our concerns.
The proposed LUC updates are interpreted to negatively impact our operations by
increasing costs, lengthening project schedules, and possibly creating electric system
reliability issues. These impacts negatively impact customers by potentially increasing
Hawaiian Electric
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their electric bills to cover extra costs incurred due to these new amendments and
causing delays in service. The proposed LUO updates will not streamline the permit
process but instead add another layer of City permitting which overlaps with other City
and State permits or approvals. The proposed LUO updates effectively group or
categorize Hawaiian Electric’s system grid, which we operate and must maintain every
day to keep the lights on. with new solar or wind machine facilities.
Under the current LUD. installing our system grid components, which include 46kV
substations, overhead and underground sub-transmission lines, lower distribution
voltage overhead and underground distribution lines, and pole-mounted and groundmounted transformers, do not require land use major or minor CUP. The safe operation
of the system, in order to maintain reliable service, requires that Hawaiian Electric
periodically replace these components. Maintenance work is done on a daily basis,
which could amount to hundreds of component system replacements in a month,
Under the proposed LUO updates. a pole-mounted or ground-mounted transformer
(the small green box in your neighborhood) which serves multiple homes in a
neighborhood would he classified as a Medium Utility project and require a minor CUP if
one is replaced, a new one installed or an existing one is modified, Under the proposed
amendments, all such work would require a discretionary CUP. Preparing, processing,
and tracking the CUP permitting effort will be an additional time-consuming and
burdensome responsibility for the resources who manage the existing assets to ensure
the safety and reliability of the system and will result in added costs to

our customers.

addition, this would put a significant burden on the City Department of Planning and
Permitting to process such permits on a daily basis. If permits cannot be obtained in a
timely manner, work will be delayed and service to customers will be impacted. The
installation and replacement of such equipment is routine and necessary to ensure the
Hawaiian Electric
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lights stay on and cannot be delayed to wait for permit approvals. This day-to-day work
is different from the building and operation of large facilities such as generation plants
and 138 kV substations, which work is not routine nor completed on a daily basis.
The Company strongly opposes any changes that will affect day-to-day operations,
increase cost to customers, and potentially impact the reliability of the electric grid.
While the Company’s main concerns with the proposed changes relate to the impact
on the daily work of the Utility, other points of concern include:
•

Director discretion to halt operations of facilities based on EMF (It appears this
EMF language was deleted by DPP in the 1/14/22 draft. If so, Hawaiian Electric
has no further concern on EMF proposed language):
o

There is no criteria or guidance provided as to how the Director would
determine that a system is causing harmful EME. Based on currently
available information it appears that it would be difficult to set such
standards and therefore the Company recommends removal of these
requirements. To the extent such requirements remain, determining the
impact of EMF should not be at the Director’s discretion and these
provisions should set clear standards to define harmful interference and
how it would be determined based on scientific studies and guidance.

•

A minimum 1.25 mHe set back from a zoning lot line for Medium and Large Wind
Projects
o

The Companies do not have a position on this setback for new
development but note that such a setback could restrict future land-based
wind energy development. Successfully decarbonizing Oahu’s energy
system will require State and City land-use policies, economic
development plans, and renewable energy mandates to be aligned,

Hawaiian Electric
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especially as communities have voiced concerns about siting of certain
renewable energy projects.
o

The setback may also impact existing wind facilities at the end of their
contract terms, (ex. in the event the Company and PP seek to negotiate a
new PPA for a new term). If a setback requirement is finalized into the
LUO, existing windfarms should be grandfathered in and be allowed to
continue operations including any extensions to PPA terms approved by
the PUG.

Requirement that projects are deemed abandoned if not in continuous use for at
least one year, with the exception of periods related to maintenance or repair.
(DPPs 1/14/22 version language on abandonment is acceptable)
o

Hawaiian Electric recommends additional language to clarify that the
n,aintance or repair can be of the facility or the electric grid.

o

Recommended language: Energy generation systems will be deemed
abandoned if not in continLious use for at least 1 year! with the exception of
periods related to necessary maintenance or repair of the energy
generating facility or the electric grid.

Requirement that projects deemed abandoned must be dismantled within 30 days
of receiving the abandonment letter. (DPPs 1/14/22 version language on time to
decommission and dismantle is acceptable)
o

Additional language is needed to address decommissioning, when
extension can be requested. and the appeal process should be added.
Recommended language: Upon determination by the Director that an
Energy Generation System has been abandoned! the structure must be
dismantled and removed or regurposed within [30]

Hawaiian Electric
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notice unless the owner is dillgently pursuing such efforts and requests
more time or unless otherwise extended by the Director.”
•

Public notification and opportunities to provide documented public comments are
already required in existing processes:
o

Hawaii’s Environmental Law HRS Chapter 343 requires transparency
through early public notification, as well as the disclosure of project
impacts, concerns and mitigation plans far in advance of any proposed
construction of such generating facilities in a robust public process

o

The State Public Utilities Commission has opportunities for public input
built into the approval process for Hawaiian Electric facilities.

o

Hawaiian Electric has incorporated community outreach requirements into
its contract requirements with independent power producers. The
requirements include developing a documented community outreach plan
that’s posted publicly, in addition to hosting a public meeting and collecting
public comments for submittal to the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission
prior to signing an agreement with Hawaiian Electric.

•

Provisions should sufficiently address emergency work.
o

Recommended language: In an emergency, corrective actions as deemed
necessary by the utility to avoid an unacceptable hazard to life, a
significant loss of property, or a significant economic hardship due to
extended loss of power and/or service do not require a permit.”

•

Certain parts of the proposed LUO updates are ambiguous and require
cia rificatio n.
o

Examples include: 1) transmission lines that can support 46KV

—

control

and transportation equipment; control can mean many different types of
Hawaiian Electric
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equipment falling into the requirement of a CUP permit, and 2) the
classification of a project that is

>

5 MW and interconnected at 46kV it is
-

unclear if this project would be classified as a medium or large project.
o

Hawaiian Electric recommends deleting electrical lines and reference to
46kV electrical lines from the definition of Generation and creating a
separate category for Non-Generation components which would include all
facilities, devices, equipment or distribution lines, used directly in the
distribution of utility services, such as water, gas, electricity,
telecommunications other than broadcasting antennas, and refuse
collection other than facilities included under waste disposal and
processing. These facilities may be publicly or privately owned. Hawaiian
Electric has provided DPP with proposed revisions. (DPP’s 1/14/22
version language changes attempt to address)

The Company greatly appreciates working with DPP and the changes made in the
January

141h

version and respectfully requests that our proposed amendment be

incorporated into the final version. While the Company understands the need to update
the LUO, both the original and January 14th proposed drafts will cripple our day-to-day
operations. These changes will ultimately affect electric customers in a negative manner
by increasing their bills and affecting services times and the rehability of electricity.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this matter.

Hawaiian Electric
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The Honorable Brian Lee, Chair
Planning Commission
City & County of Honoluu
650 South King Street, 7e Floor
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
SUBJECT:

City and County of Honolulu Land Use Ordinance Amendments to
Master Use Table in Article 3, Specific Use Development Standards in Article Sand use
definitions in Article 10

Aloha Chair Lee and Members of the Planning Commission,
Mahalo for the opportunity to submit testimony on behalf of DR. Horton. At this time, we offer our
support with comments on the proposed amendments of the Land Use Ordinance specifically the Master
Use Table in Article 3, Specific Use Development Standards in Article Sand use definitions in Article 10 (LUO
Phase II Amendment). Furthermore, we request the opportunity for continued collaboration with DPP on
additional amendments as this moves forward through the bill process.
First and foremost, would like to thank the Department of Planning and Permitting (DPP) for its commitment
to updating the LUG for greater applicability today. As you know, the LUG was originally drafted 3 decades
ago and while it has served a valuable purpose through the years, all can agree that it is in need of review,
reanalysis and revision. The staff involved, under Katia Balassano’s leadership, have demonstrated a very
thoughtful approach to the structure and reformatLng of these articles within the LUG Phase II Amendment
for improved clarity and efficiency. They have also given very mindful consideration to the content of this
amendment to appropriateiy contemporize land use regulations for apphcarilty to the built envirorment of
today and the future. A good exampe of this are the expanded permtted uses in the AMX-2 zoning district
to include more commercial uses that are desired and appropriate today within apartment mixed rise
neighborhoods. Another example are the use definitions n Article 10 that have been revised, clarifed and
updated for greater applicabili:y to today’s behaviors, lifesty!es and industries.

DR. Horton’s Background
DR. Horton is one of Hawaii’s largest home builders that has been providing affordable housing, “first time
buyer” and “first time step up” homes for Hawaii’s families throughout Oahu for nearly fifty years. Our largest
land holding is the Hoopili master planned community in East Kapolei. Since DR. Horton acquired the
property in 2006, we have shepherded Hoopili through community visioning, State and City entitlements,
infrastructure master plans, community planning, civil and building permitting, all the way through to
construction, On July 19, 2017, the DR. Horton team proudly and gratefully presented house keys to the first
family to move into Hoopili. Since then, we have continued to invest, build and move Hawaii’s families into
new homes,
130 Merchant Street, Suite 112
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
www,cl rhorton.corn/hawa Ii

.
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Today, Hoopili has:
• over 1,850 families that call Hoopili home,
• households earning between 30% 200% AMI, both renting and purchasing,
• its first community center with party rooms, a large pool and park,
• its first dog park,
• its first Festival Street that can be closed off for pedestrian friendly farmer’s markets and street fairs,
• its second playground park,
• its fifth mini park,
• its very own rotatable complex of soccer fields, and
• a short-term temporary park & ride to encourage nearby residents to ride the rail.
-

DR. Horton’s commitment to Hoopili is deep and strong as we continue to actively plan, design and invest in
the community and its build out. We are projecting that within the next five years, over 4000 families will be
living within Hoopili.

DR. Horton’s Support with Comments and Request for Continued Collaboration with DPP:
DR. Horton offers our support, with comments and request for continued collaboration with DPP on the
LUO Phase It Amendments to the Master Use Table in Article 3, Specific Use Development Standards in
Article 5 and use definitions in Article 10.
We believe the currently proposed amendments are a treien-dous step in the right direction towards a
clearer, more efficient and effective land use document. Specifically, we are encouraged by the expansion
of permitted residential uses in business districts that would allow the creation of more much needed
housing opportunities. This is an innovative sti ategy by DPP and most certainly a goal we all need to
support. It is imperative to note, however, that the proposed amendments require further exploration and
refinement to avoid the ubiquitous unintended consequences that plague well intentioned policy,
ultimately diminishing the viability of the very housing opportunities we are all collective trying to create.
In collaboration with DPP, we have and will continue to share market research as well as case study
analysis, identifying some of these unintended consequences within the current amendment language. We
have committed to continuing this collaborative effort with Ms. Balassiano and the DPP team, with the
shared goal of proactively exploring and further refining the amendment language for inclusion in the bill’s
ultimate final draft.

DR. Horton’s Comments:
We respectfully submit the folowing comments for your review and consideration.
1.

Table 21-5.1 Table of Allowed Uses, Residential Uses, Multi-Unit Dwelling Permitted within B-i and
B-2 Zoning Districts:
We absolutely commend DPP’s forward thinking approach with this change to the master use table.
Allowing multi-unit dwellings within B-I and 8-2 zoning districts will increase land opportunities and avail
previously precluded B-i and B-2 greenfield and infill properties to the development of much needed
housing. This change, however, comes with the following specific use standard creating unintended
consequences that erode the viability of this creative housing production strategy.
-
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Sec. 21-S.5O(a)(5)(B): “In the B-I and 8-2 Districts, multi-unit dwellings must be located above the first
f/ocr of a building occupied by a permitted, principal non-residential use- A residential lobby up to 1,500
square feet off/ocr area along with other necessary points of ingress or egress may be located on the
ground floor. All other residential uses must be located above the non-residential use.

In practical terms, this specific use standard requires that a housing project on B-1/8-2 land must dedicate
the entirety of ground floor space (less emergency access and a small lobby) to “...a permitted, principal
non-residential use.” This effectively means that the ground floor space shall be used exclusively for
commercial uses. The challenges with this requirement are:
• Depending on the size of the B-i/B-2 parcel, the ground floor space could be quite substantial in
size and thus, unsupported by current commercial market demand.
• Fluctuations in market demand for commercial spaces results in unpredictable leasing
absorption and increased levels of development risk.
• Affordable housing projects seeking governmentfinancing are unable to obtain funding approval
with substantial commercial space because government agencies, such as Hawaii Housing
Finance & Development Corporation (HHFDC), view commercial leasing as too high of a risk.
• These unintended consequences will preclude many housing developments, especially
affordable housing projects, from utilizing this creative opportunity to build more much needed
bousing
Our discussions with DPP have identified these challenges and spurred the need for additional research
and dialogue. By continuing to explore and refine the LUD Phase II Amendment with the ultimate goal
of right sizing commercial ground floor use requirements to better align with affordable housing financing
requirements and fluctuations in commercial retail market demands, we believe more much needed
housing can indeed be built on B-1/8-2 zoned land.

2.

Consider making Accessory Dwelling Units a Permitted Use in A and AMX Zoning Districts:
Table 21-5.1, Table of Allowed Uses, does not currently contemplate allowing an Accessory Dwelling Unit
(ADU) in Apartment nor Apartment Mixed Use Zoning Districts. However, we believe that if attached
(not detached) ADU’s were permitted in A and AMX districts, this could be another strategy to increase
the production of housing opportunit:es for Hawaii’s families.
A good example of this would be a 3-story townhouse where an attached ADU (ie. studio/i-bedroom
space with kitchen and bathroom) could be designed on the i floor with the primary residential unit
located on the 2 and 3d floors. All three floors of this townhouse would be purchased and owned by
the primary residential unit mortgagee who can then legally rent out the ADU, providing another family
much needed housing. Additionally, the rental income from the ADU could help offset mortgage
payments for the primary unit owner, strengthening homeownership possibilities fur Hawaii’s families,
The concept of permitting ADU’s in A and AMX zoning dstricts is akin to permitting ADU’s in Residential
zoning districts, an ordinance the City adopted in 2015. The main difference would be that proposed
ADU’s in A and AMX districts should be attached to the primary unit, not detached, to incentivize the
underlying land use intent of Apartment districts. Further exploration and refinement of Sec. 21-5.50(c)
Accessory Residential Uses could shape appropriate land use regulations to accomplish this concept.
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In summary, we support approvai of the proposed UJO Phase II Amendment at this juncture and request
continued collaboration with DPP to vet unintended consequences and refine the language to ultimately
achieve our collective goal of creating more housing opportunities for Hawaii’s families.
Thank you very much for your time and consideration, if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact me at (808) 782-4109 or ttonaki@drhorton.com.
S inly,

Tracy Tonaki
City Manager, Hawaii Division

